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This Report covers China Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd. and 
its affiliated branches and subsidiaries. In this Report, China Communica-
tions Construction Group Co., Ltd. is also referred to as “CCCG,” “the 
Group,” “the Company,” or “We.”

The design uses an abstract illustration of a stretch bridge to 

run through the covers of the corporate social responsibility 

report from 2016 to 2020, which unifies the style and reflects 

the consistent commitments made by CCCG in performing social 

responsibility during the 13th Five-Year Plan period.

Report Specifications
Organizational Scope 
of the Report

Period of the Report

Issuance

This is an annual report, covering the period from January 1, 2019 to 
December 31, 2019. Some contents may go beyond the above period.

This Report is the 13th corporate social responsibility report issued by 
China Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd. since 2008.

Based on the industry background, this Report highlights the characteris-
tics of China Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd., and conforms 
to the relevant standards relating to sustainable development information 
disclosure of the industry peers. 

The key references of this Report are as follows:

Guiding Opinions on Performance of Social Responsibilities by Central 
State-Owned Enterprises issued by the State-Owned Assets Supervision 
and Administration Commission (SASAC) of the State Council

G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines issued by the Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI)

ISO 26000 – Guidance on Social Responsibility issued by the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO)

Guidelines on Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting for Chinese Enterprises 
(CASS-CSR 4.0) issued by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)

References

There is no false information or misleading statement in the Report and 
China Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd. guarantees its authen-
ticity, accuracy and completeness.

Should there be any inconsistency between the data disclosed in this 
Report and the Company’s Annual Report, the latter shall prevail. All 
currency amounts are in RMB yuan unless otherwise stated. Please refer to 
Appendix II for the definitions of the terms and glossaries.

Project and equipment pictures herein all show the projects, devices or 
equipment products undertaken, owned or used by the Group.

Representations

This Report is released in forms of printed and electronic versions. The 
electronic version is available for downloading from and browsing on the 
column of “Social Responsibility” at the Group’s official website: 
www.ccccltd.cn.

If you have any suggestions and opinions on this Report, please feel free 
to contact us.

Contact: Party Committee Publicity Department (Corporate Culture 
Department, News Center) of China Communications Construction Group 
Co., Ltd.

Address: No. 85, Deshengmenwai Street, Xicheng District, Beijing, China

Tel.: 86-10-82016825

E-mail: ccccshzrbg2019@163.com
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Message from the ManagementChina Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd.

Time stops for no one, and the seasons keep changing. The year 2019 is the 70th anniversary of the founding of the People’s 
Republic of China, a pivotal year for securing a decisive victory in finishing the building of a moderately prosperous society in 
all respects, and an important year in the reform and development process of CCCG. Under the guidance of Xi Jinping Thought 
on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era, and focusing on serving major strategies and decisions of the Party 
and the State, we have strategized the future, effectively implemented the CCCG in Five Fields and the Three-Positioning 
strategies, and conducted reform and readjustment, as well as quality improvement. CCCG has been awarded the title of 
“Class-A” enterprise in the annual operating performance evaluation conducted by the SASAC of the State Council for 14 years 
in a row, and recognized as an “Enterprise with Excellent Business Performance” for five consecutive years. The Company has 
been ranked the first among central State-owned enterprises in the ENR top international contractors for 13 years in a row. 
Outstanding achievements have been made by the Company to celebrate the 70th anniversary of the founding of the People’s 
Republic of China.

Over the past 70 years, we have constructed roads through mountains and built bridges across rivers. The CCCG people have 
always served national strategies, striving to build the Chinese dream with the motherland. From the new Port of Tianjin on 
the coast of Bohai Sea to the Qinghai-Tibet Highway on the “Roof of the World,” from the Beijing-Urumqi Expressway across 
the vast desert to the offshore projects in the far south of China, from the National Highway 224 in south China’s Hainan 
Province to the Motuo Highway across the “isolated” county of Motuo in southwest China’s Tibet Autonomous Region, from 
the “Tian Kun Hao,” a dredging vessel with completely independent intellectual property rights by China, to the super large 
diameter tunnel boring machine (TBM) “Zhen Xing Hao,” and from the Mombasa-Nairobi Standard Gauge Railway (SGR) that 
adopts Chinese standards, Chinese technologies, and Chinese equipment to the Colombo Port City project that marks the 
transformation of the Company to investor, operator and developer, we have adapted to major trends of the times, and 
responded to national strategies, serving the country with utter devotion. In 2019, facing the complicated situation of rising 
risks and challenges both at home and abroad, we insisted on integrating national strategies for development, serving the 
construction of the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, the integrated development of the Yangtze River Delta, 
and other national strategies. We fully launched the building of the Shanghai-based headquarters, and reorganized a number 
of regional headquarters including the headquarters in Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area and the Yangtze River 
Delta, striving to write the five brilliant chapters of going global, promoting regional development, enhancing urban growth, 
boosting connectivity, and delighting the people. We carried out the three critical battles, accomplishing the arduous tasks of 
poverty alleviation resolutely, preventing and defusing various protentional risks effectively, and implementing the green 
development concept in a deep-going way.

Message from the Management

Party Secretary and Chairman of CCCG  President and Deputy Party Secretary of CCCG

Over the past 70 years, we have gone through all kinds of hardships and achieved remarkable results. The CCCG people have 
constantly promoted reform and innovation, keeping abreast of the times. From taking the lead to conduct national highway 
network planning and construct national ports to participating in the conduction of the Coordinated Development of 
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and fostering the development of Yangtze River Economic Belt, from the ice-breaking transporta-
tion infrastructure projects including Shenyang-Dalian Expressway, Beijing-Tianjin-Tangshan Expressway and Yantai Port to 
Qinghai-Tibet Highway, Hangzhou Bay Bridge and Yangshan Deep Water Port, which representing the highest level in the 
world respectively, and from the groundbreaking project of the “First Explosion in Shekou” in the reform and opening-up 
process to the mega project Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge completed in 2018, a year marking the 40th anniversary of the 
reform and opening-up, we have deepened reform to boost high-quality development, conducted innovations to stimulate 
industrial vitality, and carried out practical actions to fulfill social responsibility. With the courage and resolution of building 
another CCCG in a five-year period, we have handed over an excellent answer sheet to the Party and the people. In 2019, we 
pursued reform for driving force, vitality and efficiency unswervingly, implemented the “334” project in a deep-going way, and 
carried out management by objectives comprehensively. The foundation of management was further enhanced and the 
efficiency was continuously improved. We promoted corporate transition from high-speed growth to high-quality develop-
ment. The polit reform was effectively implemented, and the respective operation of the two levels of headquarters was 
conducted. The professional reform for industrial subsidiaries of the Company was accelerated. One more unit was included 
in the mixed-ownership reform scheme for State-owned enterprises, and three units were selected into the “Double Hundred 
Enterprises,” becoming CCCG role models in promoting the country’s reform on State-owned enterprises. As a pilot unit for 
the building of national strength in transportation, the Company won one special prize and two second prizes of the National 
Science and Technology Progress Award, and four prizes of China Civil Engineering Zhan Tianyou Award in 2019. The reform 
and innovation conducted by the Company brought us with new development momentum and new achievements.

Over the past 70 years, we have built a connected world with international vision. The CCCG people have always insisted on 
the concept of opening-up and cooperation and followed the principle of extensive consultation, joint contribution and 
shared benefits. From labor service export to territorial management, from the aid projects and joint projects to the integra-
tion of project investment, construction and operation, from the initial launch of going global to the building of a community 
with shared future, and from the non-diversified project construction, subcontracting and contracting to the building of 
bridge for communication, road for wealth, port for development, and city for happiness, we have followed fundamental 
principles, approaches and guiding rules to achieve win-win results, and insisted on altruistic values and dedication spirit, 
embodying the world-class aspiration of the Chinese nation. In 2019, we took initiative to participate in a series of activities 
of the Second Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation, delivering a keynote speech at the Belt and Road CEO 
Conference, taking part in nine parallel sub-forums, and signing more than 30 billion dollars of project agreements. The Nairo-
bi-Malaba SGR (Phase I) undertaken by the Company was officially opened, marking the constant deepening of China-Africa 
friendship and cooperation. The Company also won the bid of the Metro of Bogota, the largest project by far in Columbia, 
relaunched the East Coast Rail Line project in Malaysia, completed the land reclamation of the Colombo Port City project 
ahead of time, and officially opened Australia’s first driverless metro line. In the fields of, among others, rail transit, energy, 
environmental protection, the Company achieved fruitful results. The construction of the coal-fired power plant at Gwadar, 
the first overseas energy project invested by the Company, was implemented in an all-around way. The proportion of invest-
ment driven by the newly signed overseas contracts reached a new high. In 2019, the Company won two prizes of ENR Global 
Best Projects Awards, and eight prizes of China Construction Engineering Luban Award. It also won the Award for the 
Outstanding Contributions of Multinational Companies to the 70th Anniversary of the Founding of the People’s Republic of 
China.

Over the past 70 years, we have remained true to our original aspiration and kept our mission firmly in mind. The CCCG people 
have always insisted on the Party’s leadership, committing to being one of the most reliable forces for the Party and for the 
the governance of the country. From the Xiongan New Area, a strategy crucial for a millennium to come and a plan starts from 
a massive afforestation project called Millennium Forest, to China-Pakistan cooperation, which is characterized by deep 
friendship, and from the Independence Boulevard in Papua New Guinea, which is a road to prosperity, to openness and to 
friendship, to Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge, a bridge of fulfilled dreams, united hearts, confidence and rejuvenation, we 
have firmly upheld the spirit of important instructions given by General Secretary Xi Jinping on the projects undertaken by 
CCCG. In 2019, we insisted on enhancing high-quality Party building to boost high-quality corporate development, laid a solid 
ideological foundation in the building of demonstration sites for studying and implementing Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism 
with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era, steered a steady course in the building of demonstration sites for promoting 
corporate development with the guidance of Party building initiatives, and set an example in the building of demonstration 
sites for establishing modern State-owned enterprise system with Chinese characteristics, strengthened the corporate role in 
the building of demonstration sites for cultivating high-quality professional leadership teams, and reinforced the militant 
bastions in the building of demonstration sites for enhancing Party building at community level. We resolutely fulfilled the 
glorious mission of constructing and giving play to the role of Party building contact points, and effectively implemented the 
educational activity themed “Remaining true to the original aspiration and keep the mission firmly in mind,” striving to build 
a world-class enterprise with international competitiveness.



Responsibility
in Focus

Resolutely Winning the Tough Battle 
against Targeted Poverty Alleviation

CCCG has comprehensively implemented the decisions and plans made by the CPC 
Central Committee and the State Council on poverty alleviation, insisted on the basic 
principles of targeted poverty alleviation and eradication, and earnestly promoted the 
fixed-point assistance work in Lushui City, Lanping County, Fugong County, and 
Gongshan County in Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture of Yunnan Province, and 
Yingjisha County in Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. The Company has explored the 
new targeted poverty alleviation model of “government + enterprise, market + plan, 
long-term + short term,” followed six major principles on poverty alleviation, enhanced 
the poverty alleviation efforts from six aspects, and optimized the six poverty allevia-
tion systems. It has arranged 36 subsidiaries to conduct fixed-point poverty alleviation 
in a unified manner, built a distinct, three-dimensional and scientific assistance model, 
and established the CCCG poverty alleviation pattern featuring high efficiency and 
pragmatism and with concerted efforts. The quality level of the “two assurances” has 
been significantly improved in the aforementioned city and counties of Yunnan’s 
Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture and in Xinjiang’s Yingjisha County, and the promi-
nent problems relating to “three guarantees” have been solved as a whole. In 2019, 
more than 97,000 people have been lifted out of poverty in Nujiang Lisu Autonomous 
Prefecture, and the number of poverty-stricken people has been reduced from 267,800 
to 44,300, with an incidence of poverty of 2.49 percent; Gongshan County has been 
lifted out of poverty. Nearly 30,000 people have been lifted out of poverty in Yingjisha 
County in 2019, and the incidence of poverty has been dropped to 3.06 percent from 
50.4 percent in 2014.

2019 Achievements in 
Poverty Alleviation

Assistance funds directly invested by CCCG

254.3656  million yuan

Number of technical personnel trained by CCCG

574  people

Number of front-line managers trained by CCCG

508  people

Amount of agricultural products purchased 

by CCCG in poverty-stricken areas

 4.3201  million yuan

Amount of agricultural products sold with 

the help of CCCG in poverty-stricken areas

1.3662  million yuan“Under the new situation of securing a decisive victory in poverty alleviation, a 
number of tasks and missions have to be done to promote the targeted poverty 
alleviation work. As a central State-owned enterprise, we should take the 
assistance to poverty-stricken areas as political responsibility, and strive to do a 
well job in conducting fixed-point poverty alleviation. We should accelerate the 
implementation of the guidelines and policies of the Party and the State for 
poverty alleviation at the community level, send the warmth of the Party and the 
central government to the poverty-stricken people directly, and play an import-
ant role in demonstrating and guiding poverty alleviation at the local level and in 
the whole society.”

—— Liu Qitao, Party Secretary and Chairman of CCCG

“It is imperative to give full play to the advantages and overall strength of the 
Company, making concerted efforts to promote poverty alleviation work. We 
have focused on poverty eradication through transportation infrastructure devel-
opment, industrial development, education and medical care, job creation, 
consumption, and Party building, and promoted targeted poverty alleviation to 
achieve more fruitful results. We will further improve the six systems of responsi-
bility, objective, work, interaction, publicity and appraisal, and effectively imple-
ment the assistance work in Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture of Yunnan 
Province.”

——Song Hailiang, President and Deputy Party Secretary of CCCG



Focusing on Poverty Alleviation 
with Practical Actions

Valuing poverty alleviation work：The Party Committee of CCCG has attached great importance to poverty alleviation, 

and top leaders of the Company have conducted in-depth investigation and research tours to Nujiang Lisu Autonomous 

Prefecture, southwest China’s Yunnan Province, holding symposiums with local governments, discussing new thinking on 

poverty alleviation, and promoting the implementation of poverty alleviation work. In 2019, CCCG held three concentrat-

ed learning activities on poverty alleviation, aiming at deeply understand and grasp the plans and requirements made by 

the CPC Central Committee and the State Council on the fight against poverty, as well as the leadership and guidance of 

the SASAC of the State Council on poverty alleviation work. On September 25, 2019, CCCG held the poverty alleviation 

work meeting to earnestly summarize the achievements and analyze the difficulties and problems, so as to take uncon-

ventional measures and effective approaches to help the fixed-point poor areas accomplish the poverty alleviation tasks 

as scheduled and in a high-quality manner.

Integrating efforts of CCCG and subsidiaries: Poverty alleviation is an all-encompassing campaign. CCCG has insisted on 
exploring and building efficient and practical poverty alleviation pattern, and advanced poverty reduction with joint 
efforts. Adhering to the six principles of enhancing understanding, identifying the right needs, giving play to corporate 
advantages, emphasizing key points, focusing on implementation, and highlight effective results, CCCG has built the six 
systems of responsibility, objective, work, interaction, publicity and appraisal, and made concerted efforts to promote 
poverty alleviation work through transportation infrastructure development, industrial development, education and 
medical care, job creation, consumption, and Party building, striving to make new and greater contributions to poverty 
alleviation. In 2019, CCCG signed letters of responsibility on poverty alleviation with 36 affiliated units, effectively 

Liu Qitao, Party Secretary and Chairman of CCCG, conducted an investigation and 
research tour on poverty alleviation in Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture, 

southwest China’s Yunnan Province� ��

CCCG Nujiang Heart-to-Heart Bridge,
an assistance project undertaken by CCCG 

in Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture,
southwest China’s Yunnan Province

Song Hailiang, President and Deputy Party Secretary of CCCG,conducted an investigation 
and research tour on compulsoryeducation in YingjishaCounty,

northwest China’s XinjiangUygur Autonomous Region

Conducting poverty alleviation through education and medical care: Adhering to the idea of enhancing the skills of the impover-
ished population and improving their medical care systems, CCCG has strengthened efforts to alleviate poverty through improv-
ing educational hardware and software conditions, stimulated endogenous driving forces for poverty alleviation, and further 
enhanced the medical service capabilities of impoverished areas. In 2019, CCCG contributed 150 million yuan to build the CCCG 
Lanping New Era Hope School, and upon completion, the school will solve the enrollment problem of more than 3,000 relocated 
students; contributed nine million yuan to set up an education fund in Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture, striving to improve 
local educational level; provided school uniforms for 100,000 students in Yingjisha County, and the initiative also boosted the 
development of local school uniform manufacturing factories; and, contributed over six million yuan to make up the shortage of 

Conducting poverty alleviation through transportat infrastructure development: CCCG has taken initiative to leverage the advan-
tages of main business, and promoted the implementation of projects with high business relevance, great effect on poverty allevia-
tion and long-term benefits. In 2019, the Company undertook the construction of the assistance projects of Nujiang Dukou Bridge 
and CCCG Gugong Munima Bridge. With the completion of the two projects in 2020 as scheduled, the traffic pressure of Liuku Town, 
which hosts the seat of Nujiang Prefecture government, will be greatly relieved, and the living standards of the people there will 
be improved. The prominent travel problems faced by more than 30,000 resettled residents will be effectively solved, and the 
economic development and social progress of Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture will be accelerated. CCCC First Highway 
Engineering Co. provided financial assistance for Yingjisha County to repair local public infrastructure. Relying on its advantages in 
constructing infrastructure projects, CCCC Third Highway Engineering Co. promoted the implementation of two bridge projects in 

CCCG has taken initiative to integrate corporate destiny into the trajectory 
of national development, striving to meet urgent needs of the government 
and the society. The Company has borne the weight of responsibility and 
taken an active approach in fighting the poverty. It has given full play to its 
own advantages and ignited the passion of the employees in conducting 
assistance work. It has kept the mission of helping lift impoverished people 
out of extreme poverty firmly in mind, and now the mission has been turned 
into a cultural consciousness in the gene of CCCG.

Fighting Poverty with 
Responsibilities

promoting the implementation 
of poverty alleviation work. 
Throughout of the year, more 
than 300 personnel of CCCG 
conducted investigation and 
research tours to 43 towns in five 
fixed-point counties for poverty 
alleviation, and the Company 
won the highest rating (“Excel-
lent”) in the poverty alleviation 
performance evaluation conduct-
ed by the SASAC of the State 
Council, and the title of 
Outstanding Unit for Poverty 
Alleviation in Nujiang Lisu Auton-
omous Prefecture of Yunnan 
Province; several personnel of 
the Company were awarded the 
titles of, among others, 
outstanding workers for poverty 
alleviation, outstanding 
village-based workers, and 
outstanding first secretaries of 
villages.

the funds for developing 
village-level clinics, training 
medical workers, enhancing alloca-
tion of medical resources, and 
improving skills of medical workers 
in Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefec-
ture. CCCC Fourth Highway 
Engineering Co., CCCC Second 
Highway Engineering Co., and Road 
and Bridge International Co. 
contributed funds to support the 
fixed-point poverty-stricken towns 
to build multimedia classrooms, and 
donated urgent needed school 
supplies, promoting the develop-
ment of local education. CCCC 
Fourth Harbour Engineering Co. and 
China Highway Engineering Consult-
ing Corporation donated basic 
medical equipment and facilities for 
fixed-point poverty-stricken towns 
to solve the shortage of medical 
supplies.

a high-quality manner. CCCC Highway Consultants Co. completed the initial planning of 
Nujiang Spices Industry Park project and provided construction drawing design and 
consulting services for the construction of a nine-year compulsory education school in 
Lanping County. CCCC First Highway Consultants Co. completed the feasibility study 
report of Buladi Bridge project, and the two-phase survey, design and consulting of 
Munima Bridge project. China Highway Engineering Consulting Corporation completed 
the feasibility study report of Fuyuan Bridge project in Fugong County, as well as the 
plane, longitudinal section and arch type design of the bridge. Southwest Municipal 
Engineering Design and Research Institute of China under China Urban-Rural Holdings 
Group Co. completed the design of the construction project of Bingzhongluo tourism 
town in Gonbgshan County of Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture, and vigorously 
promoted the construction of local transportation infrastructure, laying a solid 
foundation for local economic and social development.

Responsibility in FocusChina Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd.



Signed“Letter of Responsibility on Joint Building of Party 
Branches” with Lanping County

Conducting poverty alleviation through Party building: 

CCCG has constantly promoted poverty alleviation by 

enhancing Party building, injecting new resources and 

new vigor into poverty alleviation work. In 2019, CCCG 

contributed 4.95 million yuan to renovate and expand 

the village-level Party member activity centers in Yingji-

sha County. The Youth League committees of CCCG and 

Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture jointly held the 

special Youth League theme day activity themed “Forg-

ing Ahead with the Motherland – Speech under the 

National Flag,” guiding teenagers to keep positive 

attitude and to uphold integrity. Several affiliated units 

of CCCC EPC Branch and CCCC First Harbour Consultants 

Co. signed letters of responsibility on joint building of 

Party branches with fixed-point poverty-stricken areas, 

promoting the organic integration of poverty allevia-

tion and Party building.

�� ��

CCCG-sponsored 2019 ICF Wildwater 
Canoeing World Cup

The assistance project of pitaya plantation 
in Nujiang

A folk dress manufacturing plant, with poverty 
alleviation as it main objective, 

in Bani Town of Nujiang

Nujiang Spices Industry Park project

Conducting poverty alleviation through industrial development: CCCG has taken regional characteristics into 

consideration, conducted innovation in cooperative governance mechanism, given priority to industry-based 

poverty alleviation projects, and made concerted efforts to develop poverty relief industries. CCCC Nujiang Indus-

trial Poverty Alleviation and Development Co. was established in Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture on May 10, 

2019. The initiative is aimed at building an integrated platform covering poverty alleviation, investment and 

business operations with the joint efforts of CCCG and the government, so as to accelerate the building of distinc-

tive towns, the development of local tourism, and the publicity of local brands, further enhancing the “blood-mak-

ing” capability of industries. In 2019, CCCG contributed over four million yuan to promote pitaya planting, sponsor 

2019 ICF Wildwater Canoeing World Cup, and implement poverty alleviation projects. The Company enhanced 

efforts to advance the construction of Nujiang Spices Industry Park, aiming to build the spices industry into a 

high-quality and sustained “gilded signboard” of Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture. CCCC Dredging (Group) Co. 

contributed funds to build cold chain facilities in Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture, using productive 

investment to enhance industry chain and to boost the development of local planting and breeding industries. 

CCCC Fourth Harbour Engineering Co. created job opportunities for poverty-stricken people in Lanping County of Nujiang Lisu 
Autonomous Prefecture, southwest China’s Yunnan Province

Online charity platform of CCCC Second Harbour Engineering Co. CCCC-FHDI Engineering Co. supported consumption-based poverty 
alleviation activity

Conducting poverty alleviation through job creation: CCCG has enhanced efforts to conduct poverty alleviation 

work through creating job opportunities, and sorted out the labor demands of internal corporate network to 

provide corresponding jobs. In 2019, relying on the projects under construction in Yunnan and Xinjiang, CCCG 

conducted targeted labor service export and helped more 800 impoverished people find employment; assisted 

Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture to develop farmers’ institutes for a new era, and carried out skill training 

programs for 3,193 impoverished people; and, took initiative to employ college graduates with household registra-

tion, or hukou, in Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture, recruiting 71 current and previous graduates. CCCC Third 

Harbour Engineering Co. conducted vocational skill trainings including honeybee breeding and distinctive industry 

(tea) plantation, improving the theoretical level and practical skills in relevant professional fields of trainees. CCCC 

Fourth Harbour Engineering Co. took effective measures to create job opportunities for impoverished people in 

Lanping County, and a total of 106 people got secure jobs. Shanghai Zhenhua Heavy Industries Co. (ZPMC) recruit-

ed talented people at Lincang Technical School in Yunnan, helping young people achieve career development and 

improve income.

Conducting poverty alleviation through consumption: CCCG has encouraged all departments and units to actively 

purchase agricultural and sideline products from poverty-stricken areas, and assisted impoverished families to 

expand marketing channel and increase sales. In 2019, the Company purchased 4.3201 million yuan of agricultural 

products from poverty-stricken areas, and helped them sell 1.3662 million yuan of agricultural products. CCCC 

Second Harbour Engineering Co. launched an online charity platform to provide online sales services for agricultur-

al products from poverty-stricken areas for free, and relying on the “order + channel” model, it achieved new 

breakthroughs in poverty alleviation, offering a CCCG approach for exploring the establishment of long-term 

cooperation between the county and the enterprise.

CCCG Real Estate Group Co. 

provided financial assistance 

for beef cattle breeding in 

Nujiang Lisu Autonomous 

Prefecture, and helped set up 

Nujiang Food and Native 

Product Trade Co. to increase 

product sales. CCCC Nujiang 

Industrial Poverty Alleviation 

and Development Co. took 

initiative to explore the new 

model of development-orient-

ed poverty alleviation in 

deeply impoverished areas 

through market-based mecha-

nisms, boosting the develop-

ment of emerging industries in 

Nujiang Lisu Autonomous 

Prefecture.

Responsibility in FocusChina Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd.



Making Unwavering Efforts to
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Enhancing Infrastructure to Develop China into Great Modern Country

Making Greater Contributions to Global Development

Guiding High-Quality Development with High Objectives

Features: Achieving Breakthroughs in Pilot Reform
Effectively Bringing into Play the Functions of State-Owned 
Capital Investment Companies

PART I



Guangzhou Nansha International Cruise Home Port 
– the largest cruise home port complex in China 1.Enhancing Infrastructure to 

Develop China into Great Modern Country
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CCCG has kept the important instructions made by General Secretary Xi Jinping on building high-quality and well-man-

aged projects, as well as projects focusing on work safety and transparent operation firmly in mind. Centering on 

transportation infrastructure development, dredging, urban construction and development, and other industries, 

CCCG has construct infrastructure resource integration platform, developed pan-infrastructure industry system 

covering sea, land, air and underground space businesses, consolidated the advantages in the sectors including 

highway, bridge, tunnel, port, waterway, island, and urban development, and built a number of influential projects 

both at home and abroad, making outstanding contributions to the connectivity of transportation infrastructure in 

China and the world at large. In 2019, Beijing Daxing International Airport became the new landmark of the Beijing, 

capital of China; the construction of Yanqing-Chongli Expressway was completed and opened to traffic, embracing the 

upcoming 2022 Winter Olympics; the Hong Kong International Airport’s Three-Runway System (3RS) was implemented 

smoothly; and, a new batch of national strategic projects including Beijing-Xiongan Intercity Railway and 

Shenzhen-Zhongshan Bridge won wide attention and high recognition.

CCCG is the largest port design and construction enterprise in the 

world. Among the world’s top 10 ports, seven were independently 

designed and constructed by the Company. Of those, Shanghai 

Yangshan Deep Water Port is by far the world’s largest offshore deep 

water port, and the world’s largest full-automated container termi-

nal. In 2019, CCCG further enhanced its presence in automated 

container terminal market, and the full-automated container termi-

nal system was applied to Xiamen Port and Nansha Port in Guang-

zhou successfully; the control and operation of 5G-connected 

automated quay crane system was completed jointly with Qingdao 

Port and other parties, realizing the handling of containers over 

wireless network, which was the world’s first 5G-connected remote 

crane operation in actual productive environment; and, China’s 

largest Cruise Home Port Complex in Nansha of Guangzhou was 

officially put into operation, further enhancing the overall capability 

of the Company in port construction and operation.

On December 17, 2019, Guangzhou Nansha International Cruise Home Port officially opened. With investment from 

CCCC Urban Investment Holding Co. and built by CCCC Fourth Harbour Engineering Co. and Airport Construction 

Engineering Co., it is the largest cruise home port complex in China, and also, the first CCCG project of its kind that 

CCCG has participated in through the whole process including planning and design, construction and operation, open-

ing of international routes, cooperation with international cruise companies. CCCG will be responsible for its opera-

tion for 30 years upon completion of the construction.

Guangzhou Nansha International Cruise Home Port is designed with a shoreline of 1,600 meters, two berths for 

100-thousand-gross-ton cruises and two for 225-thousand-gross-ton cruises. The Phase I project has a shoreline of 

770 meters, one berth for 100-thousand-gross-ton cruises and one for 225-thousand-gross-ton cruises, and a terminal 

building with a construction area of approximately 60 thousand square meters. Located at Nansha Area of Guangdong 

Free Trade Zone, the geographical center of the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, the cruise home port can 
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Dubai Universal Terminal at Qianwan Qianwan Port 
Area of Qingdao Port

No. 35 high-piled terminal at Rongxing Port Area 
of Panjin Port Cargo-passenger RORO terminal of Xuwen Port in Zhanjiang City 

of Guangdong Province

Nansha International Cruise Home Port Complex in Guangzhou City

 Largest cargo-passenger RORO terminal in the world successfully handed over 
and accepted

On November 27, 2019, the hydraulic structure and land reclamation parts of the Cargo-Passenger Roll-On/Roll-Off 

(RORO) Terminal project of Xuwen Port in Zhanjiang City, south China’s Guangdong Province, with CCCC Second 

Harbour Consultants Co. being the design-build general contractor and CCCC Second Harbour Engineering Co. being 

the builder, was successfully handed over and accepted. Being the largest cargo-passenger RORO terminal in the 

world, Xuwen Port is designed with sixteen 5,000-ton RORO berths for passengers and cargo, one 5,000-ton RORO 

berth for hazardous articles, and supporting facilities such as comprehensive transportation hub, hazardous article 

detection station, extreme weatherproof parking lot, and port service area. The designed yearly throughput of the 

port is 3.2 million cars and 17.28 million passengers.
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As a world-class exemplary cargo-passenger RORO port 

with complete functions in the new era, the handover 

and acceptance of Xuwen Port is of great significance 

for advancing the progress of constructing Guangdong 

as the “Southern Gate” of China, give play to the role of 

Xuwen Port as the bridgehead in the Belt and Road and 

the Beibu Gulf Economic Belt, realizing “differently 

oriented development with complementary advantag-

es” with Hainan Province, and promoting the common 

development of the Qiongzhou Straits Economic Belt.

1.1 Building National Strength in Transportation with 
Capabilities of Whole Industry Chain

Among the world’s top 10 ports,7 were independently 

designed and constructed by the Company

harbor the currently largest cruise in 

the world and manage a yearly through-

put of 750 thousand passengers. It is 

the first cruise home port in China that 

has realized seamless connection with 

the metro system and ranks top at 

home in terms of the number of inspec-

tion channels. The completion of its 

construction will promote the econom-

ic and cultural interaction between the 

Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater 

Bay Area and neighboring countries, 

making it a high-quality opening-up hub 

at the southern gate of China.
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As one of China’s largest expressway developers and 
operators, CCCG has achieved remarkable results in the 
aspects of highway, bridge and tunnel construction. In 
the 1980s and 1990s, CCCG undertook the construction 
of China’s first batch of expressways. Since the reform 
and opening-up, CCCG completed China’s first national 
highway network planning, formulated China’s first batch 
of technical standards in line with international practic-
es, and made many other China’s No. 1 achievements. The 
Company designed and constructed five of the world’s 
top 10 cable-stayed bridges, six of the world’s top 10 
suspension bridges, six of the world’s top 10 gorge bridg-
es, and seven of the world’s top 10 cross-sea bridges. In 
2019, CCCG advanced the construction of a number of 
highway, bridge and tunnel projects including Urumqi-Yu-
li Expressway in Xinjiang, Beijing-Xiongan Expressway, 
Nansha Bridge and Dongtianshan Tunnel. The Company 
operated 2,600 kilometers of expressway, and conducted 
businesses relating to highway operations to improve 
integrated operating value of highways and to promote 
land economic corridors to achieve remarkable results.

1.1.2 Achieving Remarkable Results in 
Land Economic Corridor Construction

Construction implementation of Songyuan-Tongyu Expressway 
in Jilin Province

Pingtang Bridge in Guizhou Province

Construction of the left line exit of Dongtianshan Tunnel completed

Construction implementation of Songshan Super-Long Tunnel

On May 28, the Tongren section of the Tongren-Huaihua Expressway, a project which CCCC Second Highway Engineer-
ing Co. and CCCC Highway Consultants Co. co-invested and constructed, officially opened to traffic. The Tongren 
section of the Tongren-Huaihua Expressway is 33.78 km long, being the first Public Private Partnership (PPP) express-
way project in Guizhou Province. The expressway opens the third pass from Tongren to Hunan Province and is the most 
convenient route from Tongren to Huaihua.

The Tongren section of the Tongren-Huaihua Expressway runs through mountains with 121 high-risk points, over 60 
sections of high fills and deep cuts, 123 high piers of bridges, and a total tunnel length of 8.63 km, where complex 
geological conditions bring high pressure for quality control and safety management. Being the two critical works in 
the entire project, the construction of Jindouliang Tunnel is exposed to risks of water and mud inrush at the karst 
area, while the main bridge of Jinjiang Bridge is a centrally double-plane cable-strayed pre-stressed concrete bridge, 

On March 18, Haiwen Bridge in Hainan Province, the construction of which is led by China Highway Engineering 
Consulting Corporation by Project Management Contracting (PMC), completed and opened to traffic. It is the first 
super-large bridge across seismic fault in China. The entire bridge is about 5.6 km in length, including a 3.96-km-long 
cross-sea section, a 46-meter-long main bridge, and a 151.8-meter-high tower, being the longest single-tower 
double-plane cable-strayed steel box girder bridge with the highest tower in Hainan Province. Haiwen Bridge will 
greatly improve the communication network of Haikou Jiangdong New Area and coordinated development of North 
Hainan Island, which is of great significance for the construction of Beautiful New Hainan, Hainan Pilot Free Trade 
Zone, and Free Trade Port with Chinese characteristics.

The construction environment of Haiwen Bridge is very complicated considering its location at a meizoseismal area 
with strong wind and active erosion across Puqian-Qinglan fault once hit by magnitude 7.5 earthquake in history. 

Haiwen Bridge in Hainan Province

Tongren section of the Tongren-Huaihua Expressway

Limited by planning and topographical conditions, the bridge location 
cannot avoid the fault, leaving its design beyond the current norm with 
no precedent to follow. In this case, CCCG had conducted surveys and 
researches for six years and produced 18 research results for 
seismic-resistant, windproof, and environmentally-friendly solutions 
so that the final location and design of the bridge was approved. 
During the construction, seven national records were created for “the 
highest seismic precautionary intensity,” “the highest design wind 
speed,” and so on.

both of which involve complicated construction technologies 
and confront high pressure of construction progress. In the 
face of the difficulties, the project department put forward 
the idea of promoting new technologies, new techniques, 
new materials and new equipment and the micro-improve-
ment of technologies, equipment, and engineering method. 
Meanwhile, according to the construction concept of “mecha-
nization for employee replacement and automation for staff 
reduction,” the project department brought in new equip-
ment including numerical control steel bar processing 
machine, carbon dioxide shielded arc welding, plasma cutting 
machine, and tunnel lining formwork for cable trench and side 
ditch, laying down favorable foundation for building a quality 
project. The project has obtained 11 national utility model 
patents and won the honorary titles of “Guizhou Infrastruc-
ture Model PPP Project” and “Guizhou ‘Quality Project’ 
Advanced Project.”
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The Company designed and 

constructed 5  of the world’s 
top 10 cable-stayed bridges

6  of the world’s top 10 
suspension bridges

6  of the world’s top 10 gorge 
bridges

7  of the world’s top 10 
cross-sea bridges

 Expressway in cloud bridges the chasmCASE

Bridge on seismic beltCASE
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The Shiwuli River in Hefei, Anhui Province, is a primary tributary of Chaohu Lake, the water quality of which had 
remained V level for a long period of time, contributing 50 percent of Chaohu Lake’s pollution with only 25% of 
its water volume. The pollution control project of the lower reaches of Shiwuli River was very difficult.CCCC 

Centering on water management and water treatment, CCCG has been committed to building whole industry chain for 
green development and environmental protection. As for the management of major rivers, CCCG has actively partici-
pated in the integrated management and ecological restoration project for the basin of Yongding River. As for the 
management of lakes and reservoirs, CCCG has won the bid of the water management and integrated development 
projects relating to the four major lakes of Yunnan Province, achieving breakthroughs. As for the urban sewage treat-
ment, CCCG has won the Singapore’s Tuas sewage treatment project, marking the Company’s entrance into the new 
industrial field for ecological and environmental protection. As the world’s largest dredging company, CCCC Dredging 
(Group) Co., in accordance with the development idea of “Environment Plus,” has established three research centers 
for water management and ecological restoration of reservoirs, basins, and oceans and islands, and formed the CCCG 
approach for basin management featuring “one model, two systems, three transitions, and four innovations.” 
Yongding River Investment Co. has undertaken the integrated management and ecological restoration project for the 
basin of Yongding River, effectively breaking through the previous management model with administrative division as 
demarcation, and becoming an important entity in promoting coordinated development of Beijing-Tianjin-He-
bei-Shanxi region and improving collaborative management mechanism on Yongding River basin in an innovative 
manner. China Urban-Rural Holdings Group Co. has enhanced efforts to build modern industrial system with its own 
characteristics, and contributed 2.869 billion yuan to purchase 10.18 percent of the stake of Beijing OriginWater 
Technology Co., striving to develop water-related businesses.

1.1.3 Achieving Remarkable Results in Building Whole Industry Chain 
for Environmental Protection

Pollution treatment in Dianchi LakeWater ecology management of Jinjiang River

Integrated management of Yongding River basin

Project of water quality and ecological treatment 
for the wetland in the lower reaches of Shiwuli River

On June 4, China Urban-Rural Holding Group Co. signed the share 
transfer agreement and the supplementary agreement with Beijing 
OriginWater Technology Co. (BOW) and other related shareholders. 
China Urban-Rural purchased 10.18 percent of BOW’s stake at a total 
price of 2.869 billion yuan and became the latter’s second largest 
shareholder after the transaction. Once concluded the deal, the two 
parties with the goal of realizing complementary advantages will 
construct and develop a community of shared future and make 
concerted efforts to make the water sector of CCCG bigger and stron-
ger and inject strong impetus into the Company for its high-quality 
development.

Signing ceremony

In September 2019, the consortium consisting of, among others, CCCC Ocean 
Investment Holding Co. and CCCC Second Harbour Engineering Co. won the bid for 
the urban-rural water pollution control (Huangzhu, Longhu, Longmen, and Hanlin) 
PPP project in Dingan County, Hainan Province. The total investment of the project 
is 822 million yuan. It adopts the model of “PPP (Public-Private Partnership) + EPC 
(Engineering Procurement Construction) + BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer) + VGF 
(Viability Gap Funding)” and has a contract period of 30 years including two years 
of construction and 28 years of operation.

The construction content of the project includes waste water treatment plants and 
supporting pipe networks for four towns, namely, Huangzhu, Longhu, Longmen and 
Hanlin. The designed total scale of short-term waste water treatment is about 
7,907m3/d, while that of long-term waste water treatment is about 11,817m3/d, 
being the largest urban-rural waste pollution control PPP project in Hainan 
Province.
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An “ecological kidney” for cityCASE

China Urban-Rural acquires BOWCASE

 CCCG consortium wins Hainan’s largest urban-rural water pollution PPP projectCASE

Shanghai Dredging Co. followed the concept of solving environmen-
tal protection issues with environmentally-friendly methods and 
learned from the fish-mouth-typed water diversion design of the 
Dujiang Dam so that the core difficulty of the project was solved. In 
the half a year of trial operation, the wetland in the lower reaches of 
Shiwuli River processed about 400 thousand tons of water from the 
upper reaches with gradually steady water quality: The average rate 
of ammonia nitrogen removal reached 40 percent while that of 
overall nitrogen removal reached 21 percent. According to national 
evaluation, the sectional water quality exceeded the designed 
standard and reached historic high. The project has started official 
operation since June 2019.

The total investment 
of the project is 

822  million yuan

The designed total scale 
of short-term waste 
water treatment is about 

7,907m3/d

while that of long-term 
waste water treatment is 

about 11,817m3/d
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CCCG has closely followed the strategy of developing China into a major maritime power, taken initiative to embrace 
the opportunities of blue economy, and developed the whole industry chain for maritime business with offshore 
projects, and maritime equipment, energy and services at its center. As the largest port machinery and equipment 
manufacturer in the world, CCCG has insisted on innovation-driven strategy, and taken initiative to promote “Chinese 
standards” to go global. The port machinery products of the Company have established market presence in 103 
countries and regions around the world, and the global market share of its quay crane products has reached over 70 
percent, taking the first position in the industry for 22 years in row. Those products and equipment have become the 
“bridge of trade” between China and other countries, witnessing and boosting the development of global trade. In 
2019, CCCG focused on maritime engineering projects and witnessed significant increase in terms of the amount of 

1.1.4 Advancing Multi-Dimensional Development of Whole 
Industry Chain for Maritime Business

On December 12, the Italy’s Port of Vado Ligure opened, being the first project 

in Europe that ZPMC provides full-lifecycle spare parts and maintenance 

service. It is the first semi-automated port with an automated stacking yard in 

Italy and also the first new port in Italy in the past 30 years. ZPMC has provided 

four quay cranes, 14 automated rail mounted cranes, and seven stack-

ing-yard-related facilities for the Port of Vado Ligure, all of which are installed 

with the automation system and EZ electronic control system independently 

researched and developed by ZPMC. It is the first time that automated rail 

mounted cranes appeared on the market of automated ports in Europe. Upon 

completion, the Port of Vado Ligure has a yearly throughput of 900 thousand 

TEUs and can berth the currently largest vessel in the world.

Wailuo offshore wind power project in Guangdong Province Successful installation of the tidal power platform in Zhoushan 
of Zhejiang Province

Underwater robots manufactured by ZPMC “Zhenbao 1,” the world’s first offshore deep water 
abalone breeding platform

Opening ceremony of the automated terminal of Port of Vado Ligure in Italy

The delivery ceremony for “Yihang Jin’an 1,” the world’s first ship for 
immersed tube transportation and installation, was held in Guangzhou 
on September 26, 2019. As a special ship for constructing immersed tube 
tunnel, it features the world’s largest installation capability, the highest 
accuracy for tube installation, the most efficient construction opera-
tions, and the best operating performance.

World’s first ship for immersed 

The delivery ceremony for “Yihang Jinping 2,” the world’s largest self-el-
evating gravel leveling barge, was held at the construction site of 
Shenzhen-Zhongshan Bridge on November 18, 2019. Being designed and 
built domestically, the barge is known as a “3D printer” for deep water 
gravel leveling due to its highly automated and efficient leveling opera-
tions.

World’s largest gravel leveling 
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newly signed contracts on wind power business. As for maritime services, 
“Zhenyu 1,” an offshore deep water breeding platform built by ZPMC was put 
into use, fostering the development of deep sea fishery. As for offshore 
energy, CCCC Third Harbour Engineering Co. successfully installed a tidal 
power platform in Zhoushan, east China’s Zhejiang Province, which is the 
country’s first national tidal energy test farm. As for maritime equipment, 
CCCC First Harbour Engineering Co. and ZPMC jointly built the “Yihang Jinping 
2,” the world’s largest and most sophisticated self-elevating gravel leveling 
barge, and “Yihang Jin’an 1,” the world’s first ship for immersed tube transpor-
tation and installation; ZPMC and CCCC Shanghai Dredging Co. jointly built the 
“Shuang Zi Zuo,” an intelligent trailing suction hopper dredger; CCCC Fourth 
Harbour Engineering Co. developed “Yue Gong Bo 56,” China’s first gravel 
piling barge all built with domestically-made equipment, and other sophisticat-
ed marine ships.

The port machinery products 
of the Company have estab-
lished market presence in 

103  countries and regions 
around the world

The global market share of its 
quay crane products has 

reached over70% 
Italy’s first automated port openedCASE

ZPMC has provided 4 
quay cranes, 14  automat-

ed rail mounted cranes

The Port of Vado Ligure 

has a yearly throughput of 

900  thousand TEUs 
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CCCG Real Estate Group Co. strives to realize both economies of scale 
and lean management and brand “the creator of beautiful life” in every 
product and every service of theirs, ensures the overall implementation 
and application of the lean product system, pursues innovation and 
upgrading of the lean product system, and establishes the product 
benchmark for quality development. On December 7, 2019 the 
CCCG-Jinxiu Yajun project welcomed the day of handover for 2,141 
house owners, eight months earlier than the agreed delivery date.

Relying on the advantages along whole industry chain, CCCG has vigorously developed real estate business, which 
convers, among others, residential housing development, commercial property development, industrial property 
development, and complex project development, and operates in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, Yangtze River Delta, 
Pearl River Delta, Chengdu, Chongqing, Kunming, and so on. The Company has constantly promoted the integra-

1.1.5 Perfecting Whole Industry Chain for 
Distinctive Property Development

First prefabricated housing built by Greentown 
China Holdings Limited

Taohuayuan project in Anji County, east China’s 
Zhejiang Province

Delivery ceremony for CCCG-Jinxiu Yajun project

The Zhangdaiqiao Basin Project Package is the first “sponge city” park project in Xiamen City under an EPC (Engineer-
ing Procurement Construction) contract, which, centering round the Zhangdaiqiao basin as the main axis, systemati-
cally coordinates issues concerning water safety, water environment, water ecology, and water resources and the 
implementation of five sub-projects including Songyang Reservoir Park and Wulongpan Reservoir Park. CCCC First 
Highway Engineering Group Co. focuses on “ecology” and bases the project on “livability” to construct the water 
conservancy ecological park with five functions of “ecological recreation, cultural demonstration, outdoor fitness, 
popular science education, and tourism” and make it a new green name card for the “sponge city” construction of 
Xiamen.

During the process of sponge city construction, the project department introduced the concept of “Internet + Sponge 
City” to solve the crux of waste water treatment, water supply, and disaster control in the construction of a modern 
smart city. They used IOT (Internet of Things) intelligent sensor system to monitor and collect relevant information. 
Meanwhile, comprehensive LID (Low Impact Development) measures of “seeping, retaining, storing, purifying, using, 

Zhangdaiqiao Basin Project Package

To improve the efficiency of construction site management and the enthusiasm of the 
construction unit, CCCG Kunming Real Estate Co. affiliated to CCCG Real Estate Group formu-
lated the reward measures for the construction unit, which specified weekly plans and 
proposed cash rewards for timely completion. Meanwhile, they set up a supervision team 
consisting of Party members who would conduct surprise inspections at least once a week 
from the “perspective of families and house owners” with even more strict standard than the 
third-party inspectors to ensure high quality under the high speed.

The group followed the idea of competitive differentiation to be “harmonious but different,” 
which vertically demonstrates “harmony” with urban planning dynamic and “differences” 
from traditional products and horizontally demonstrate “harmony” with environment and 
humanity and “differences” from competitors. In the CCCG-Jinxiu Yajun project, CCCG 
Kunming Real Estate, regardless of cost, built user-friendly apartment buildings with good 
ventilation from south to north to ensure maximum lighting, designed rainwater reuse and 
waste water reuse system to lessen the impact of rain on the city and the houses, and so on, 
which greatly improved the experience of house owners.
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Taking conceptual creativity and consulting-based planning as the 
guide, relying on industrial advantages, as well as the advantages in 
sectors of finance and construction, and focusing on transportation 
infrastructure construction, CCCG has constantly enhanced innova-
tion in investment and financing model, and in integrated urban 
development model, accelerating the expansion of the whole indus-
try chain for integrated urban services. In 2019, CCCG held its first 
special topic symposium on municipal business; possessed 13 Grade A 
qualifications for construction of housing projects or above, and 
achieved breakthroughs in obtaining special grade qualifications for 
construction of municipal projects. The amount of newly signed 
contracts on housing construction and municipal businesses 
increased 300.64 percent and 10.50 percent respectively from a year 
earlier. By means of M&A and reorganization, CCCG expanded the 
urban water and gas markets rapidly. New brands were also created 
by the Company to enhance urban development.

1.1.6 Expanding Whole Industry Chain for 
integrated urban services

The municipal project of Tianxiang Road in Haikou 
City passed the completion-based check and acceptance

Jinling High School, Pukou in Nanjing City, which 
now is under construction

CCCG Future City Science Center in Fenghua District of Ningbo City Urban complex project in west start-up area of 
Shunde High Technology Industrial Development Zone

Building “CCCG-Jinxiu Yajun” standardCASE

“City’s new living room” of XiamenCASE
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t ion of real estate development and infrastructure business, committing 
to building a leading property developer with CCCG characteristics and 
further perfecting the whole industry chain for distinctive real estate 
business. Greentown China Holdings Limited has insisted on comprehen-
sively promoting the transformation from a “traditional real estate devel-
oper” to an “integrated service provider for an ideal life,” built China’s first 
prefabricated housing project, implemented a batch of characteristic town 
projects including Longwucha Town in Hangzhou of Zhejiang Province, 
Bafuluo Rural Complex in Gaoan of Jiangxi Province, and Chaohu Lake Town 
in Anhui Province, accelerated the promotion of transit-oriented develop-
ment (TOD) business nationwide, constantly deepened urban renewal 
business, and achieved breakthroughs in wellness lifestyle real estate 
sector. In 2019, the contract sales and the new value of investment of 
Greentown China Holdings Limited both reached over 200 billion yuan, and 
the brand value amounted to 52.1 billion yuan. It has been ranked as one of 
the top 10 real estate enterprises in terms of overall strength in China’s top 
100 real estate enterprises for 15 consecutive years, ranked as one of 
China’s top 10 real estate enterprises in terms of brand value for 16 consec-
utive years, and ranked No. 1 in China’s major cities in terms of customer 
satisfaction for nine consecutive years. CCCG Real Estate Group Co. was 
ranked 36th in China’s top 100 real estate enterprises in terms of brand 
value in 2019. It also ranked as one of China’s top 100 real estate enterpris-
es in 2019, and one of the most socially responsible enterprises in real 
estate industry in 2018-2019.

and draining” are taken to control rainwater pollution from the origin, 
whereas the roles of mat formation, plants, buildings, and soil in rainwater 
seeping, storing, and purifying are brought into full play to improve the 
problem of water environment in the park. The project has constructed a 
large basin drainage system with “interception in the upper reaches, storage 
in the middle reaches, and drainage in the lower reaches,” which makes full 
use of Aotou Waste Water Treatment Plant and rural waste water treatment 
stations for tail water reuse, water supply of the basin ecology, and allevia-
tion of water crisis in the area, so as to truly turn crisis into benefits in water 
conservancy.
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 “Zhen Xing Hao”

has a cutter head
 with a diameter of

15.03  meters

a total length of 

135  meters

a gross weight of 

4,000  tons

CCCG is a “dynamic force” in China’s railway construction, and a 
leading company in the country’s urban rail transit construction. In 
the sector of railway, the Company participated in the construction 
of Haolebaoji-Ji’an Railway, Qianjiang-Zhangjiajie-Changde 
Railway, Zhengzhou-Wanzhou Railway, and other railway projects 
in 2019. In the sector of urban rail transit, the Company implement-
ed rail transit projects in, among others, Tianjin, Wuhan, Nanjing, 
and Fuzhou in 2019, of which Tianjin Metro Line 11 was its first 
metro project implemented in the four municipalities with an 
entire line, and Harbin Metro Line 3 was the first prefabricated 
metro project in China. In the sector of rail transit equipment, 
CCCC Tianhe Mechanical Equipment Manufacturing Co. has focused 
on the research and development of TBM, possessing independent 
intellectual property rights and technologies. The performance 
indicators of the products of CCCC Tianhe Mechanical Equipment 
Manufacturing Co. have reached international advanced level, and 
it is China’s only tunnel boring machine (TBM) design and manufac-
turing enterprise with the completed performance of super-sized 
slurry TBM of 15 meters in diameter, as well as the enterprise 
exporting largest diameter TBM in China. The exporting record of 
TBM of the company has been broken again and again. In 2019, 
CCCC Tianhe Mechanical Equipment Manufacturing Co. tackled all 
of the core technologies in manufacturing super large diameter 
TBM, and the completion of China’s first independently developed 
super large diameter TBM “Zhen Xing Hao” successfully broken the 
technological monopoly by foreign companies.

1.1.7 Enhancing Efforts to Expand Whole Industry Chain for Rail Transit

In the construction of Dingxiang Park Station, contract 
No. TJ2-6 in the Phase II project of Harbin Metro Line 3 
undertaken by CCCC First Harbour Engineering Co., the 
project department innovated the combination of 
lamination structure and cast-in-place concrete to blend 
the advantages of monolithic assembly and cast-in-place 
construction. Based on building information modelling 
(BIM) platform, precast slabs of several specifications 
according to the station structure were produced in the 
factory. In the construction of side walls, medium 
ceiling, top ceiling, and upper exhaust duct, precast 
slabs of lamination structure were used to replace 
traditional temporary formwork, and ringlock scaffold-
ing were used to replace full-frame scaffolding, so that 
one section of assembly is followed by one section of 

On June 21, 2019, China’s first super large diameter slurry TBM, “Zhen Xing Hao,” with 
independent research and development, got off the production line from the Changshu 
base of Tianhe Mechanical Equipment Manufacturing Co. The “Zhen Xing Hao” has a 
cutter head with a diameter of 15.03 meters, a total length of 135 meters, and a gross 
weight of 4,000 tons. Independent technologies and multiple domestic-made core 
components in its design and manufacturing have greatly lowered the manufacturing 
cost and ensured the mastery of core technologies.  

Haolebaoji-Ji’an Railway

Fuzhou Metro Line 2

Construction implementation of Dingxiang Park Station

Super large diameter TBM “Zhen Xing Hao”

By pressing one button, 
the TBM can realize 
automatic transport, 
pick-up, and assembly of 
segments in the tunnel, 
which will greatly improve 
the quality of segment 
assembly and reduce the 
work intensity of workers. 

The system can record the 
real-time excavation data 
of the shield, manage risk 
margin, give timely alarm 
and provide solutions and 
can help realize long-dis-
tance fault diagnosis, 
long-distance control, and 
full-life-cycle monitoring 
of the TBM.

The device has complete-
ly solved the problem of 
construction environment 
pollution caused by slurry 
ooze.

The technology can effective-
ly cope with construction 
risks including tunnel face 
collapse in karst composite 
strata and fault, slurry pipe 
obstruction, and mud caking 
on cutter head, and quickly 
resume the excavation 
function of the cutter head.

*OUFMMJHFOU�TFHNFOU�FSFDUPS�TZTUFN &OWJSPONFOUBMMZ�GSJFOEMZ�QJQFMJOF�FYUFOTJPO�EFWJDF
.VEEZ�XBUFS�MBZFSJOH�BOE�CBDLXBTIJOH�SFDZDMF�UFDIOPMPHZ

4NBSU�MPOH�EJTUBODF�TBGFUZ�NPOJUPSJOH�BOE�NBOBHFNFOU�TZTUFN
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“The strength of manufacturing defines the strength of a country; a nation will prosper only when its manu-
facturing sector becomes competitive in all industries. In a world of unprecedented changes, Created in China 
and independent innovation is becoming more important than ever before. As a world’s leading large-scale 
infrastructure player that provides whole package solution, CCCG has created shining “brand names” of China 
with China-built ports, China-built roads, China-built bridges, and China-built islands, as well as Made in China 
in the global arena. I hope the products of CCCC Tianhe Mechanical Equipment Manufacturing Co. could 
achieve remarkable results both at home and abroad.”

——Liu Qitao, Party Secretary and Chairman of CCCG

cast-in-place concrete. With the application of this technology, the precast of slabs is barely affected by weathers, 
more reliable, energy-saving and environmentally-friendly, and conducive to the realization of lean management 
during the construction and standardized construction of the main structure of the station. On November 1, 2019, the 
casting of the eighth section of Dingxiang Park Station’s top ceiling finished, marking the completion of the first 
lamination-assembly metro station in China. The application of lamination-assembly technology in the construction of 
metro station has been the first time of its kind and provided a new solution for future metro projects. 

China’s first lamination-assembly metro station constructed CASE

China develops first super large diameter slurry TBM independentlyCASE
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Focusing on the construction of civil aviation airports in China, CCCG has been committed to building itself into an 

integrated industrial group with international competitiveness in the fields of airport and airport economy, with 

business covering investment, design and operation. The Company, relying on its own high-quality industrial resourc-

1.1.8 Taking Initiative to Develop 
Whole Industry Chain for Airport

Taking the integration of industry and finance as starting point, CCCG has focused on improving the value of financial 

enterprises, aiming to provide diversified, professional and high-end financial services for customers. The Company 

has vigorously developed industrial finance, and enhanced efforts to build the whole industry chain for financial 

business. In 2019, the reduction of financial assets of CCCG reached 5.39 billion yuan accumulatively, and the written 

premiums of blanket insurance platform increased 21.8 percent from a year earlier. The Company set up two new 

industry funds with an accumulative input of 11.348 billion yuan, boosting 41.543 billion yuan of investment. Adhering 

to the strategic positioning of “Rely on and serve CCCG,” CCCC Finance Co. has sorted out the relations with external 

financial institutions and internal member units, constantly enhancing the financial supply and service capabilities. 

CCCC Fund Management Co. has firmly followed the development idea of “Integration into CCCG,” and insisted on the 

“dual driving forces” of serving main business and expanding market. It has supported CCCG to achieve high growth of 

main business, adjust asset mix, and conduct securitization of inventory assets, and assisted emerging industries of 

CCCG to grow and realize good results. Insisting on the industry-based development idea, CCCC Financial Leasing Co. 

has integrated itself into the industry, looks beyond its current business activities and thinks “outside the box.” It has 

enhanced efforts to promote integration of industry and finance, closely followed the strategic layout of CCCG, 

focused on developing businesses in connection of main business, worked hard to boost and guide industrial develop-

ment with finance, and constantly assisted CCCG to grow main business and expand market.

1.1.9 Striving to Foster Whole Industry Chain for Financial Sector

On September 25, 2019, the opening ceremony of Beijing Daxing International Airport was held in the Joint Inspection 

Hall of the airport. Chinese President Xi Jinping attended the ceremony and announced its official opening. Beijing 

Daxing International Airport is a major milestone project in the coordinated development of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei 

region, an important platform for building the international exchange center, and a new impetus to national develop-

ment.

As one of constructors, Airport Construction Engineering Co. affiliated to CCCG mainly undertook the Section 3 project 

of airfield runways, including part of runways of West I, West II airfield areas, land surface of airfield, No. 5 underpass, 

and airfield service facilities, with a total construction area of about 1.7 million square meters. Besides, Airport 

Construction Engineering Co. also undertook the projects of apron tower and the maintenance and operation support 

On October 18, 2019, CCCC Investment Co. successfully concluded CCCG’s first airport commercial complex project, 

Guiyang Longdongbao International Airport support infrastructure, at Guizhou Airports Group. The project has a total 

investment of 875 million yuan, including investment, construction, and operation of an airport commercial complex 

with four core functions of hotel, business, office, and parking and a total construction area of 125 thousand square 

meters, while the contracted period of management rights is 30 years. The conclusion of the project contract marked 

the launch of CCCG’s first airport commercial complex investment and operation project, pushing forward the Compa-

ny’s firm steps toward port-industry-city integration and providing strong support and useful exploration for the 

innovation of “airport +” investment and operation model.

Land reclamation project for the construction 
of Hong Kong International Airport’s Three-Runway System

Shanghai Pudong International Airport (Phase III)
 expansion project

Design sketch of CBD headquarters at Sanya Free Trade Zone

On December 16, 2019, CCCC Phase I Fund successfully put in 896 million yuan in the form of equity investment to 

support the construction of CBD headquarters base project at Sanya Free Trade Zone. The Sanya Free Trade Zone CBD 

headquarters base project, located at the Jiyang District of Sanya City, has a total construction area of 207.9 thousand 

square meters, being mostly commercial office buildings. The project jointly undertaken by CCCC Ocean Investment 

Holding Co., CCCC First Harbour Engineering Co., and CCCC First Highway Engineering Group Co. is a model project for 

implementing the strategy of CCCG in Five Fields and grabbing a place in the Maritime Silk Road Economic Belt strate-

gy and the Hainan Free Trade Zone construction.

CCCC Phase I Fund is the largest domestic industrial fund 

for infrastructure jointly established by National Council 

for Social Security Fund and CCCG, with a scale of 15 

billion and CCCC Fund Management Co. as the fund 

manager. In this investment, CCCC Phase I Fund has for 

the first time realized the complicated business model of 

equity usufruct transfer from several affiliated compa-

nies of the Company, which provides a reference for the 

use of social security fund in multi-agent joint develop-

ment projects in the future.Beijing Daxing International Airport
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es, has optimized the resource allocation with civil aviation 

system, promoted the integration of whole industry chain and 

the expansion of businesses relating to civil aviation airport 

and airport economy through industrial reorganization, and 

boosted high-quality development of civil aviation construc-

tion enterprises, striving to set an exemplary role for 

State-owned enterprise reform. In 2019, CCCG fully participat-

ed in the planning, design and construction of Beijing Daxing 

International Airport, won the bid of, among others, Singapore 

Changi Airport’s Three-Runway System project and Nantong 

airport project in east China’s Jiangsu Province, launched the 

supporting facilities project for Guiyang Longdongbao Interna-

tional Airport, took innovative slip-form technique to 

construct the airport avenue project of Dazhou Airport in 

Sichuan Province, made the first flight at Yongchuan Da’an 

Airport in Chongqing Municipality, and established Airport 

Construction Engineering Co., filling in the blanks of all the 

businesses relating to civil aviation airport and airport econo-

my.

CCCG’s first airport commercial complex project launchedCASE

CCCC Phase I Fund supports Sanya headquarters base constructionCASE

CCCG participates in construction of Beijing Daxing International AirportCASE

housing for China Eastern Airlines. During the construction, 

the company spared no efforts in establishing the brands of 

quality project, model project, safety project, and integrity 

project, and according to the standard of “airport with four 

characteristics” (namely, safety, environmental friendliness, 

intelligence, and humanity), built a “digital” smart construc-

tion site and “green” environmentally-friendly construction 

site with enhanced detail management and earnestly fulfilled 

quality and safety responsibilities, winning favorable 

comments from various parties and several times of media 

coverage from CCTV. 
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1.2 Serving National Strategies with “Five Chapters”

CCCG has insisted on integrating itself into national strategy, implemented the strategic blueprint thoroughly, and 

enhanced efforts to support the implementation of major national strategies including coordinated development of 

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, construction of Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, and integrated develop-

ment of Yangtze River Delta. The Company has comprehensively launched the building of Shanghai Headquarters, 

reorganized the regional headquarters in Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, Yangtze River Delta, and so 

on. It has worked hard to write the five chapters of going global, promoting regional development, enhancing urban 

growth, boosting connectivity, and delighting the people.

CCCG has enhanced efforts to serve the 

Belt and Road Initiative and the strategy 

of developing China into a major 

maritime power. Relying on years of 

experience in overseas construction 

market, whole industry chain-based 

output capability, accelerated interna-

tionalization process, diversified 

businesses, and other advantages, CCCG 

has consolidated its leading position in 

global arena, and created a “gold name 

card” for central State-owned enterpris-

es to go global. In 2019, CCCG formulat-

ed a three-year plan to effectively 

promote the implementation of Belt and 

Road Initiative. The Company participat-

ed in the Second Belt and Road Forum 

for International Cooperation and the 

Second China International Import Expo, 

and the amount of signed contracts at 

the two events reached over 30 billion 

dollars and 4.6 billion yuan respectively. 

It completed a large number of landmark 

projects, high-quality projects and 

projects relating to people’s livelihood 

in the countries and regions along the 

Belt and Road.

1.2.1 Going Global

On March 23, 2019, Chinese President Xi Jinping and Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte held talks in Rome. After 

the talk, the leaders of the two countries together witnessed the signing and exchanges of multiple bilateral coopera-

tion documents concerning the MoU on jointly advancing the construction of the Belt and Road; among the exchanged 

documents, the two cooperation agreements on Italian projects of CCCG were included. Song Hailiang, President of 

CCCG, exchanged the documents with the cooperation partner.

According to the agreements, the Company will cooperate with the Western Ligurian Sea Port Authority at Genoa in 
the construction of infrastructure investment platform and carry out comprehensive strategic cooperation to realize 
the overall infrastructure upgrading and transformation of the Port of Genoa and the downtown area. Meanwhile, the 
Company will also join hands with the Port Network Authority of the Eastern Adriatic Sea to carry out comprehensive 
cooperation on the Free Port of Trieste and the Port of Monfalcone of Italy under the cooperation mechanism of 
“EU-China Connectivity Platform”; after evaluating the collection and distribution conditions, improve port rail shuttle 
support facilities, and further elevate the capacity and regional advantage of the Port of Trieste. The two agreements 
are important demonstrations of enhancing the linkage between the Belt and Road Initiative and Italy’s plan to devel-
op its northern ports and the InvestItalia program as proposed by the China-Italy MoU on BRI cooperation.

�� ��

Liu Qitao, Party Secretary and Chairman of CCCG, attended the Belt and Road CEO 
Conference of Second Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation, 

and addressed the conference

Under the witness of Chinese President Xi Jinping and Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte, 
China and Italy signed two port project agreements.

CCCG President Song Hailiang, on behalf of the Company, exchanged the documents with his Italian counterpart

President Xi Jinping, Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte witness contract 
signing of port projects

CASE
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CCCG has taken initiative to grasp the opportunities of “bay area development,” and enhanced efforts to serve major 
national strategies including construction of Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, and integrated develop-
ment of Yangtze River Delta. The Company has accelerated the integration and optimization of resources, strength-
ened regional market coordination, and established regional headquarters in Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater 
Bay Area, Yangtze River Delta, Guangxi and Shandong in a timely manner, effectively boosting regional development. 
In 2019, the construction of Shenzhen-Zhongshan Bridge, a world-class sea-crossing link undertaken by CCCG, started; 
Nansha Bridge, China’s another mega project, was completed and opened to traffic; and, Dazhi River West Hub second 
line lock, the largest inland river hub ship lock in Yangtze River Delta, celebrated its completion.

1.2.2 Promoting Regional Development

CCCG has enhanced efforts to serve new-type urbanization, urban-rural integrated 

development, and other national strategies, accelerated the pace of urban growth, and 

optimized business thinking and business model with urban development as the core. 

The Company has deeply integrated itself into the key development areas including 

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, Yangtze River Delta, Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Great-

er Bay Area, Yangtze River Economic Belt, and Yellow River Basin, actively embraced 

the development and construction opportunities of Xiongan New Area, Pilot Demon-

stration Area of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics in Shenzhen, Hainan Free Trade 

Zone (Port), national new areas, pilot free trade zones, and speeded up the promotion 

of overall market planning of urban business. In 2019, the investment amount of 

newly-signed contracts on integrated urban development reached nearly 76 billion 

yuan.

1.2.3 Enhancing Urban Growth

The investment amount

of newly-signed 

contracts on integrated 

urban development 

reached nearly 

76 billion yuan

On April 2, 2019, Nansha Bridge was completed and opened to traffic, being the first super large project that has 
opened after the release of the Outline Development Plan for the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area. The 
bridge is 12.89-km-long and adopts two-way 8-lane expressway standard with a designed daily traffic volume of 100 
thousand vehicles and includes two over-thousand-meter-high, 49.7-meter-wide world-class cross-river super-large 
bridges which are the widest cable-strayed steel box bridges in the world. Once opened to traffic, the bridge has short-
ened the drive from Nansha, Guangzhou to Shatian, Dongguan to only 10 minutes and that to Shenzhen Bao’an Interna-
tional Airport to only one hour, joining the two trillion-GDP-level cities of Guangzhou and Shenzhen across the river. 
Nansha Bridge connects the scattered traffic hubs of airports, ports, high-speed train stations along both sides of the 
Pearl River estuary and links core areas including Nansha port area, Nansha Free Trade Zone, Dongguan Port, Donggu-
an Binhaiwan Bay Area, Shenzhen Greater Airport area, and Qianhai Free Trade Zone, forming a new core channel for 
the flow of factors in the Greater Bay Area. The opening of Nansha Bridge marks a new stage of the transportation 
infrastructure construction in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area and shows the accelerated forma-
tion of the expressway network in the Greater Bay Area.

The “Future City” project located in the south of Zhangjiakou High-Speed Railway Station is one of the 2022 
Winter Olympics projects with a total investment of 22 billion yuan. The project includes the construction of 
municipal roads, utility tunnel, green landscaping and urban parks, and land consolidation and adopts an urban 
comprehensive development model featuring “linkage of investment and construction based on incubation.” In 
February 2018, CCCC Investment Co. won the bid and became the investor of the “Future City” comprehensive 
development project; in April 2019, an investment sum of 11.317 billion yuan for the Phase I project in the 

Shanghai Dazhi River West Hub second line ship lock Construction site of Shenzhen-Zhongshan Bridge

Nansha Bridge

CCCC-invested integrated urban development and 
operation project of Jianzhou New City 

in Chengdu of Sichuan Province

East Ecological Demonstration Park Project for New and 
Old Kinetic Energy Conversion in Linyi Economic and 
Technological Development Area, a project invested 

by CCCC Urban Investment Holding Co.

Design sketch of “Future City”

“Nansha Bridge opened to traffic 
today. It will shorten the travel 
distance from Dongguan to Guang-
zhou’s Nansha by 10 km, and greatly 
relieve the traffic congestion at 
Humen Bridge. Salute to the build-
ers.”

——Nanfang Daily
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CCCG intelligent construction of great channel in Greater Bay AreaCASE

Building “Future City” for Winter OlympicsCASE

start-up area was officially approved. Following the 
overall planning of the government and according to 
the concept and requirements of low-carbon Olympics, 
the project aims to complement the function shortages 
of the old downtown area and build a new landscape 
city that is eco-friendly, energetic, civil, health benefi-
cial, and livable by vigorously introducing green indus-
tries and high-end service industry such as science and 
technology R&D, finance and business, digital economy, 
health care, tourism and culture, education, and sports, 
which are expected to play a positive role in supporting 
the Winter Olympics evacuation guarantee project and 
regional economic development. In August 2019, the 
project obtained the “green passage” card for Hebei key 
projects and entered the “green passage” for official 
procedures of provincial key project construction.
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CCCG has enhanced efforts to serve the strategies of building China into a 

country with strong transportation network and into a strong Internet power, 

and promoted the construction of modern and comprehensive transportation 

system and the high-quality networking of infrastructure.

1.2.4 Boosting Connectivity

Song Hailiang, President and Deputy Party Secretary of CCCG, was present at the plaque
-awarding ceremony for the second batch of 21 pilot units

 for building national strength in transportation held by the Ministry of Transport

On November 9, 2019, the expert review meeting for the application of the “Highway Fog Visibility Real-Time Broad-
cast and Heavy Fog Intelligent Warning System” in Jiangsu eastern expressway pilot test section was held in Nanjing, 
east China’s Jiangsu Province. Li Zechun and Ben De, the honorary leaders of the expert team and academicians of the 
Chinese Academy of Engineering, attended the meeting. The system was developed by Haide Co. of China Communica-
tions Information Technology Group.

Review meeting on “Highway Fog Visibility Real-Time 
Broadcast and Heavy Fog Intelligent Warning System”

2019 CCCG special review meeting on informatization

Connectivity of transportation:Relying on the integrated industrial advantages of sea, land and 

air, CCCG has promoted the sophisticated connectivity of infrastructure, and accelerated the 

establishment of comprehensive network pattern of transportation, striving to make transporta-

tion more convenient for, benefit and enrich the people. The Company has enhanced efforts to 

seize the opportunities brought by the national policies in favor of railway and highway 

infrastructure investment in China’s central and western regions, moved faster to increase the 

number and technical level of transportation infrastructure in those regions, and tried the bast 

to achieve substantial functional improvement of the transportation system. In 2019, CCCG was 

selected as a pilot unit for building national strength in transportation by the Ministry of Trans-

port, and a batch of key projects in central and western regions including Dukou Bridge in Nujiang 

of Yunnan, Guigang-Longan Expressway, and Tongren section of Tongren-Huaihua Expressway 

have been implemented smoothly or completed successfully. Being committed to becoming a 

globally high-quality and integrated digital industrial service provider in the sector of transporta-

tion, China Communications Information Technology Group has established a business layout 

covering, among others, intelligent transportation, and satellite technology services and opera-

tions. It has developed the “Highway Fog Visibility Real-Time Broadcast and Heavy Fog Intelligent 

Warning System” in an innovative manner, and adopted digital approach to boost the develop-

ment of intelligent transportation, filling in the blanks of the industry, both at home and abroad.

Networking of information: CCCG has established an intelligent arm – intelligent business research institute, and accelerat-
ed the implementation of unified construction of key systems including financial cloud, cloud e-commerce, project manage-
ment, contract management, and supply chain, promoted the integrated management on business and finance, and 
expanded the application of BIM technology in the whole value chain covering planning and design, project management, 
and operation and maintenance management. In combination with the BeiDou project, the Company has focused on devel-
oping intelligent transportation and smart city, striving to build the “industrial digitalization” and “digital industrialization” 
with CCCG characteristics. It was ranked second among the central State-owned enterprises in construction industry in 
2019 cyberspace affairs benchmark evaluation on central State-owned enterprises, and 18th among central State-owned 
enterprises; and, won the title of “2019 Outstanding Unit for Information Communication of Cyberspace and Information 
Security among Central State-Owned Enterprises.”

The expert team believed the project centering on the concept of 
highway information-based construction and development and 
exploring the solutions for expressway visibility and real-time fog 
monitoring and early-warning has satisfied the practical demands 
for safe driving and expressway management under the cooperation 
of three parties, namely, enterprise, traffic police, and road adminis-
tration. The system creatively combines the concept of meteorolog-
ical visibility with specific expressway scenarios and uses existing 
video surveillance facilities together with artificial intelligence and 
big data technologies, providing a convenient, useful and cost-effec-
tive solution for real-time visibility broadcast and fog monitoring on 
expressway that reaches international advanced level and fills the 
blank at home and abroad.
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Digitalization boosts a more connected worldCASE

 2019 CCCG special review meeting on informatization heldCASE

The 2019 CCCG special review meeting on informatization was 

held in Wuhan, central China’s Hubei Province on November 18, 

2019. The meeting received 42 projects submitted by 24 units 

in the Company centering round five aspects of intelligent 

construction site, BIM, new technology application, combina-

tion and extension of unified construction system, and profes-

sional systems and accepted 21 projects for the review process 

after preliminary screening. The meeting has given specific 

guidance for deepening informationization of the Company 

and required all subordinated units to actively engage in 

informationization projects, well coordinate between the 

upper and lower levels, improve the efficiency of special funds, 

give adequate self-funding support according to the project 

application requirements, and research and develop market-

able information systems that can improve management and 

maintain technological advantages.
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Adhering to the development vision of “Make 

life better,” CCCG has actively responded to the 

strategies of building China into a beautiful and 

healthy country, and focused on developing 

strategic emerging industries including ecologi-

cal and environmental protection, cultural 

tourism, and wellness lifestyle. The Company 

has strived to acquire core resources from the 

aspects of, among others, technology, talent, 

and qualification through business combina-

tion, M&A, and other approaches, enhanced 

efforts to improve industrial capabilities, 

expanded market share, and contributed new 

growth drivers to expand domestic demand and 

upgrade consumption, trying the best to 

promote coordinated development of national 

economy.

Cultural tourism and wellness:Through 
the CCCG Industrial Development and 
Operations Alliance, CCCG has estab-
lished cooperation relations with leading 
enterprises in the fields of tourism 
planning, cultural tourism, and so on, 
focused on integrating industrial resourc-
es to foster industrial agglomeration and 
achieve value creation. The Company has 
participated in the construction and 
development of key projects relating to, 
among others, cultural tourism, travel 
and leisure, and wellness lifestyle. CCCC 
Third Harbour Engineering Co. and CCCC 
Second Harbour Consultants Co., won the 
bid of the PPP project for the develop-
ment and construction of Yangzhou 
Airport New City Film, Television and 
Cultural Tourism Base Area as a consor-
tium. According to the plan, a compres-
sive development area covering the 
whole industry chain of cultural tourism 
and integrating film and television shoot-
ing, cultural creativity relating to films 
and televisions, and cultural tourismex-
perience will be built in the future. 

Intelligent mobility: In response to 
relevant requirements of the CPC 
Central Committee, CCCG has 
developed the business travel 
platform “CCCG Cloud Commerce” 
to provide one-stop travel 
management services such as 
air/train ticketing service and 
vehicle service. The platform has 
established cooperation relations 
with more than 10 airlines directly, 
and explored the online/offline 
chain of smart travel. In 2019, the 
platform won the award for 
outstanding participating works in 
the micro-class collection activity 
themed “Gather workers’ positive 
energy online and strive to be a 
good Chinese netizen” jointly held 
by the All-China Federation of 
Trade Unions and the Office of the 
Central Leading Group for Cyber-
space Affairs.

1.2.5 Delighting the People

Bright Tianyuan Ecological Water System 
Project in Shanghai

Yangzhou Airport New City Film, Television and 
Cultural Tourism Base Area

The Haisi Culture Square, a new landmark in Jin’ao Bay of Nan’ao 
Island in Shantou welcomed tourists with blooming flowers, 
bright sunshine, and cheerful waves against rocks, presenting a 
harmonious picture of man and nature in a beautiful summer day. 
The team of Shantou Nan’ao Island blue bay project of CCCC 
Guangzhou Dredging Co. has renewed the once deserted place 
with a fresh look. 

During the bedrock shoreline protection and restoration and the 
round-the-island marine erosion reef sightseeing belt construc-
tion project, how to organically combine the shoreline renovation 
with round-the-island tourism and realize the integration of 
ecological restoration and original vegetation has been the core 
concern of the project team. The project team carried out 
restoration and construction according to local hydrogeologic 
environment and shoreline conditions on the premise of not destroying reefs and original ecology and drew on local resources 
to display local characteristics. Large areas of windbreak forests in five bay areas complement the greening area on the island, 
forming a winding ecological shelterbelt protecting the bay areas from moisture and waves.

The green ecological sightseeing belt having been built, how to restore the scenery of silver sand and blue sea became the 
next objective of the project team. Because of the direct discharge of domestic and aquaculture waste water into the sea, the 
blue sea had become red tides. After disposing of waste on the Chishi Bay, the project team replenished sand and restored 
the beach with landscaping sand by using dump trucks and bulldozers. With the plan of open channel treatment, reinforced 
concrete bank protection was constructed on several streams into the sea, using grouted rubble paving for the bottoms, water 
falls, and course changes supplemented by artificial landscaping rocks. Meanwhile, the team constructed underground 
integrated wastewater treatment facilities to process wastewater in the rural area through membrane biological treatment 
technology and thoroughly solve the problem of sea pollution caused by domestic waste water discharge. Now, the good 
effects of pollution control have turned into huge local development benefits and ecological tourism advantages. The Nan’ao 
blue bay project as an exemplary project for ecology restoration has been successively reported by mainstream media includ-
ing People’s Daily’s headline story and the magazine China Comment under the Xinhua News Agency.
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Jin’ao Bay Haisi Culture Square in Nan’ao of Shantou City

Painting a beautiful picture of blue bayCASE
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Chinese Premier Li Keqiang and Croatian Croatian Prime Minister Andrej Plenković inspected t
he construction site of Pelješac Bridge. CCCG Chairman Liu Qitao accompanied the inspection tour

On the morning of April 11, 2019, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang with the company of Croatian Prime Minister Andrej Plenković 

came to the Pelješac Peninsula to inspect the Pelješac Bridge project undertaken by CCCG. Liu Qitao, Chairman of CCCG, 

accompanied the inspection tour.

Li Keqiang and Andrej Plenković took ships and cars to the construction site in rain. On the way, Liu Qitao gave an introduction 

of the project. Li Keqiang asked for detailed information including project progress, construction cost, construction materials, 

environmental standards, and time limit of the project. He expressed congratulations on the Croatian side’s selection of a 

competitive Chinese enterprise. Over the 40 years and more of the reform and opening-up, Chinese enterprises have accumu-

lated rich experience in infrastructure construction and maintained high level, high quality and high standards in bridge 

construction. The leaders of the two countries also had a talk on the prospects of China-Croatia cooperation in infrastructure 

construction. 

2.1 Promoting Hard Connectivity

2. Making Greater Contributions 
to Global Development

Relying on the four-in-one work pattern, CCCG has given play to the creativity of the “one body and two wings,” 
and constantly improved international competitiveness and global influence. The Company has strengthened 
value creation, forming the distinctive “smiling face model.” It has enhanced efforts to promote the hard connec-
tivity of infrastructure projects and the soft connectivity of people-to-people exchanges. With constant improve-
ment of development capacities, effective implementation of major projects, and continuous building of 
high-quality projects in oversea market, it has fully demonstrated the strength of CCCG in promoting global devel-
opment, pushing the corporate development that focuses on quality and coordination and gives priority to 
overseas market to another new level.

CCCG has effectively implemented the strategy of CCCG in Five Fields in overseas market, constantly deepened the Three-Po-

sitioning strategy in an innovative manner, and conducted the “334” project in a deep-going way, promoted the corporate 

development that focuses on quality and coordination and gives priority to overseas market, and enhanced efforts to march 

towards the new journey for high-quality development of a global leading enterprise. In 2019, CCCG future optimized 

business layout in international market, and conducted overseas business in 157 countries and regions. It has established 259 

foreign offices in 121 countries around the world. In 2019, the amount of newly-signed contracts of overseas projects of CCCG 

reached 48 billion dollars, and the Company achieved a turnover of 23.2 billion dollars and a gross profit of 1.619 billion 

dollars. In the countries and regions along the Belt and Road, the Company invested eight industrial park projects, promoted 

the implementation of eight key projects, attached importance to the projects in the fields of, among others, rail transit, 

energy, and environmental protection, and the proportion of investment driven by the newly signed overseas contracts 

reached over 22 percent. The Nairobi-Malaba SGR (Phase I), which has become an exemplary project for Chinese enterprises 

to implement the “going global” strategy, in Kenya was completed and opened to traffic. The East Coast Rail Line project in 

Malaysia, the largest economic and trade cooperation project between Malaysia and China, was relaunched, which enhanced 

the friendly relations and mutually beneficial cooperation between the two countries. The expressway section of the 

Karakoram Highway (Phase II), an important part of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), was opened to traffic. The Line 

1 of the Metro of Bogota, a project undertaken by CCCG and the largest project by far in Columbia, became the first complete 

metro line implemented by a Chinese enterprise in Latin America under the model of “integration of investment, construc-

tion, and operation.” Sydney Metro Northwest, Australia’s first driverless metro line, was officially opened to traffic. The port 

machinery products of ZPMC have established market presence in 103 countries and regions around the world, and the global 

market share of its quay crane products has taken the first position in the industry for 22 years in row. CCCC Tianhe Mechani-

cal Equipment Manufacturing Co. has independently developed the largest diameter TBM exported by China to overseas 

market, demonstrating the equipment power of China in the countries of, among others, Japan, Malaysia and Indonesia.

�� ��

Premier Li Keqiang, Croatian Prime Minister Andrej Plenković 
inspect CCCG bridge projectCASE

Conducted overseas business in 

157 countries 

The amount of newly-signed 

contracts of overseas projects of 

CCCG reached 48 billion dollars

 It has established 

259 foreign offices

The Company achieved 

a turnover of 23.2 

billion dollars

A gross profit of 

1.619 billion 
dollars

In 121 countries 

around the world
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CCCG has insisted on the principle of wide consultation, joint contribution and shared benefits, attached importance 

to the building of bridge for communication, road for wealth, port for development, and city for happiness, strength-

ened resource integration, built win-win platform, formed the Smiling Face Model featuring “Smiling Curve + PIC 

+PLC,” and enhanced efforts to create greater win-win value and benefit more people.

High-Profile Overseas Projects in 2019

The land reclamation project of Colombo Port City invested 

and undertaken by China Harbour Engineering Co. (CHEC) in 

Sri Lanka was successfully completed on January 16, 2019. 

And on October 29, 2019, the Sri Lankan side signed the land 

use plan, marking the basic completion of the procedures on 

land right confirmation of the Colombo Port City project, as 

well as the entrance of the Phase II project of land develop-

ment.

Colombo Port City project enters Phase II 
of land development

Australia’s first driverless metro line 
opens to traffic

As one of the largest projects in Namibia since the country’s 

independence in 1990, the Port of Walvis Bay’s New 

Container Terminal undertaken by CHEC was officially 

handed over to the business owner on August 2, 2019.

Port of Walvis Bay’s New Container Terminal completed, 
handed over to business owner

The expressway section of the Karakoram Highway (Phase II, 

Havelian-Mansehra) undertaken by CCCG was opened to 

traffic on November 18, 2019.

Expressway section of the Karakoram Highway (Phase II) 
opens to traffic

The Smiling Face Model of the 
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
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The Smiling Face Model of the Southern 
Expressway in Sri Lanka
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The Smiling Face Model of 
the Mombasa-Nairobi SGR
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The Sydney Metro Northwest, Australia’s first driverless 

metro line undertaken by CCCG, has officially opened to 

traffic on May 26, 2019. The metro line is a part of 

Sydney Metro, the largest public transportation project 

in Australia, as well as the country’s first fully-automat-

ed metro rail system.

2019 Awards & Honors 
in Overseas Market

Ranked first among Chinese enterprises in the ENR 

top international contractors for 13 years in a row

Ranked first among the most international expand-

ing contractors

Two projects won 2019 ENR Best Project, Road/High-

way and Bridge Award of Merit respectively

Eight projects including Nairobi Southern Bypass in 

Kenya won the prizes of China Construction 

Engineering Luban Award

Won the Award for the Outstanding Contributions of 

Multinational Companies to the 70th Anniversary of 

the Founding of the People’s Republic of China

Port Dry Port

Industry LogisticsCity City

Port Dry Port

Industry LogisticsCity City

Port Dry Port

Industry LogisticsCity City
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CCCG has actively strengthened localized employment management, given priority to employ local people, helped solve local 

employment issues, and enhanced efforts to conducted skill trainings for employees and cultivate local talented people. The 

Company has taken initiative to create a fair and healthy market environment, promoted cooperation and win-win results with 

local suppliers, increased local procurement and its proportion, boosted the development of local industry chain, and fostered 

the development of local economy and the improvement of people’s livelihood. In 2019, the localization rate of the train 

service and passenger transportation management personnel at the passenger depots of Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Operation Co. 

reached over 90 percent, and the management goal of comprehensive localization has been gradually realized. The local 

procurement of Maputo Bridge project in Mozambique reached 62.3 percent, greatly invigorating the local infrastructure 

market. The local procurement rate of the overseas projects undertaken by CHEC amounted to 90 percent. CHEC has estab-

lished supplier database, constantly accumulated qualitied supplier resources, and taken initiative to promote subcontractors 

and suppliers to fulfill social responsibilities.

2.2.1 Fostering Local Development

Mombasa-Nairobi SGR is the largest infrastructure project since the independence of Kenya. Over 40,000 Kenyan people 

worked in the construction of Mombasa-Nairobi SGR project, accounting for 90 percent of all the employees. The opening of 

the SGR has changed the life of many people, and Alice is one of them. Alice once studied Chinese in the Confucius Institute 

at Kenyatta University and, after rounds of selection, got the training opportunity in China where she, together with six 

“On the day when Mombasa-Nairobi SGR opened, President Kenyatta praised us as the “pride of the nation.” I want 

to thank China and Mombasa-Nairobi SGR for letting us become the writer of Kenyan history.” 

——Alice, Kenya’s first female train driver

2.2 Boosting Soft Connectivity

CCCG has insisted on the principles of mutual trust and mutual benefit, and carried forward the fine traditions of valuing 

morality and justice, seeking fairness and achieving win-win results. The Company has been committed to being a trusted 

partner, an outstanding talent training base, and an excellent social volunteer in the countries and regions where the business 

is conducted, striving to promote cultural communications and people-to-people exchages.

Alice was in training (Source: Xinhuanet)
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colleagues, were trained to be a train driver on Mombasa-Nai-

robi SGR. After 50 days of theoretical studies and simulation 

driving, they mastered the structure and operation principle 

of locomotives and the standard procedure of driving, 

overhauling, and maintenance. After coming back to Kenya, 

they repeatedly practiced and finally obtained the post 

qualification certificates to become the “helmsperson” on 

Mombasa-Nairobi SGR. When the Mombasa-Nairobi SGR 

opened, Alice served as the driver on the test train that 

Kenyan President Kenyatta was on and became the first 

female train driver in Kenya. Now, she has become a 

well-known “star” in Kenya. By the end of 2019, over 1,500 

local people have been working for the operation of Momba-

sa-Nairobi SGR, which has also won them a better life.

State Councilor Wang Yong handed over the “key” symbolizing the completion of the project to Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta

On December 17, 2019, freight trains were officially launched for operation on Nairobi-Malaba SGR (Phase I) undertaken by 

CCCG. Chinese President Xi Jinping’s special envoy and State Councilor Wang Yong and Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta 

attended the inauguration ceremony of the freight trains. Wang Yong, on behalf of the Chinese government, handed over the 

“key”, symbolizing the completion of the project, to Kenyatta. 

Nairobi-Malaba SGR (Phase I) is a 120-km-long railway for both freight and passenger services. CCCG’s constructors have 

provided an integrated solution that meets the practical condition of local economic and social development according to the 

Kenya Vision 2030. The project has been designed and constructed according to China National Railroad Class I Standard with 

an hourly speed of 120 km for passenger trains and 80 km for freight trains. The launch of freight trains on Nairobi-Malaba 

SGR (Phase I) will extend the prosperity to the underdeveloped interior land of Africa, accelerate the connectivity and 

integrated construction of the region, and promote the economic and social development of Kenya and Eastern Africa.

“The Chinese and Kenyan builders have worked with concerted efforts, commitment and determination to construct 

the main artery of transportation running through the East African Great Rift Valley. I believe the SGR will surely inject 

new impetus into the local economic development and social progress.”

——Wang Yong, Special Envoy of Chinese President Xi Jinping and State Councilor

“The good operation results of the Nairobi-Malaba SGR has clearly showed the need of Kenya for more capacity and 

modern and efficient transportation infrastructure. Kenya and China will work more closely to develop cooperative 

relations, and enhance efforts to conduct cooperation in railway construction and other infrastructure project imple-

mentation.”

—— Uhuru Kenyatta, President of Kenya

 Freight services launched on Nairobi-Malaba SGRCASE

Women Train Drivers – Pride of the NationCASE
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3.1 Leading Science and Technology Innovation
Insisting on the innovation-driven strategy, CCCG has formulated and revised the 13th Five-Year Plan for Science and 

Technology Development, launched the formulation of the 14th Five-Year Plan for Science and Technology Develop-

ment, and the Outline for Medium- and Long-Term (2021-2035) Science and Technology Development, enhanced the 

building of innovation system, strengthened the cultivation of outstanding talented people in science and technolo-

gy, promoted the commercialization of science and technology achievements, and constantly inspired the vitality of 

innovation.

CCCG has established a technology venture fund, boosted the dual drivers of the 
science and technology and the capital, focused on new technologies relating to, 
among others, intelligent transportation, smart city, big data of transportation 
system, application of BIM technology, prefabricated building, and ecological and 
environmental protection, conducted investment in the fields relating to its 
industry chain, and promoted the integration of science and technology ideas, R&D, 
and commercialization of science and technology achievements. In 2019, CCCG won 
four prizes of the National Science and Technology Progress Award, including one 
special prize and one first prize; and, won six prizes of China Civil Engineering Zhan 
Tianyou Award. The Company submitted a total of 2,900 patent applications, and 
obtained 2,235 patents, among which five won China Excellent Patent Awards.

The National Science and Technology Award Conference held by the CPC Central Committee and the State Council 

commended a batch of major science and technology achievements. The Independent R&D and Industrialization of 

Large-Scale Offshore Cutter Suction Dredging Equipment undertaken by CCCC Tianjin Dredging Co., CCCC Shanghai 

3.1.1 Innovation Achievements in Science and Technology

National Science and Technology Award 
Conference (Source: Xinhuanet)

3. Guiding High-Quality Development 
with High Objectives

�� ��

“It is imperative for the Company to implement the strategy of developing a strong enterprise by science 
and technology and innovation-driven development, to give full play of the leading role of innovation in 
science and technology at a higher level and in a wider scope, and to achieve transformation and upgrad-
ing and high-quality development by innovation in science and technology.”

——Song Hailiang, President and Deputy Party Secretary of CCCG

Insisting on the essential spirit of the old Silk Road, CCCG has promoted the communications and exchanges of the Chinese 

people and the people of other nations, striving to enhance trust, develop friendship, deepen cooperation, and achieve 

common development. China Road and Bridge Corporation (CRBC) has long offered financial assistance to students in the 

countries and regions along the Belt and Road to China for undergraduate and graduate education. In 2019, CRBC held the 

Second Chinese Speech for International Student, and the event invited 17 international students receiving financial 

assistance from CRBC to share their stories in China, to show their knowledge and understanding of Chinese culture, and to 

display the achievements of college-enterprise cooperation in cultivating high-caliber personnel. Mombasa-Nairobi SGR 

Operation Co. invited teachers of University of Nairobi to conduct training programs on Kenyan culture, aiming at enhancing 

understanding between the Chinese and Kenyan employees and deepening their friendship. CHEC actively carried out 

activities to promote cultural exchanges between China and other countries, and assisted local communities to develop 

religious and cultural causes, which was extensively covered by local media.

2.2.2 Promoting People-to-People Exchanges

CRBC Cambodian Office fully respects the Cambodian laws, 

cultures, and customs in the aspect of local employment 

management. Considering that Cambodia is a Buddhist 

country with complicated customs, the office does the best 

to provide convenience for local employees. For example, 

local employees are allowed to leave early for home before 

important activities; salaries are paid in advance before 

important holidays so they can make holiday preparations. 

Besides, the office holds year-end gatherings and invites 

Chinese and Cambodian employees and family members of 

Cambodian employees to share the development results of 

the office, improve the employees’ understanding of and 

cultural identity for CRBC, and increase the cohesion of the 

office.

Second Chinese Speech for International Student sponsored by CRBC Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Operation Co. conducted a training program on 
cultural exchanges between China and Kenya

Employees believing in Buddhism of CHEC Sri Lanka Regional Co. 
participated in the New Year transference of merits with 

blessing lamps activity

Abu Dhabi Khalifa Port Project Department of CCCC First Harbour 
Engineering Co. invited foreign employees to jointly celebrate 

the Chinese Dragon Boat Festival

Group photo of Chinese and Cambodian employees of CRBC Cambodian
 Office at the year-end party

Inclusiveness makes greatness: respect for local cultureCASE

CCCG wins special prize of National Science and Technology AwardCASE

Dredging Co., ZPMC, CCCC National Engineering Research Centre of 
Dredging Technology and Equipment, CCCC Dredging (Group) Co., and CCCC 
Guangzhou Dredging Co. won the special prize of National Science and 
Technology Award. It is another milestone of CCCG in conducting innovation 
in science and technology, and a new benchmark for CCCG to implement the 
strategy of developing a strong enterprise by science and technology and 
innovation-driven development. It also plays a leading role for the Company 
to bring science and technology innovation into play at a higher level and in 
a wider scope, and is of great importance for the Company to achieve 
transformation and upgrading and high-quality development by innovation 
in science and technology.

 The Company submitted 

a total of 2,900  

patent applications

Obtained 2,235  
patents
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CCCG has formed a joint committee on science and technology innovation platform, and established an innovation 

platform system with national, provincial/ministerial and CCCG levels and coving three categories of key laboratory, 

R&D center and technology center. The Company has revised the Administrative Measures for Key Laboratories, enhanc-

ing the coordinated innovation capabilities of the platform. In 2019, CCCG integrated the innovation resources in the 

fields of tunnel design, tunnel construction and tunnel equipment to establish the research center for long tunnel 

equipment and tunneling technology, aiming at improving the core competitiveness of the Company in constructing 

long tunnels.

3.1.2 Building of Innovation Platform

CCCG has insisted on the development strategy of putting people first, and built the three-in-one mechanism of 

“platform + team + people” to cultivate high-caliber personnel for science and technology innovation. In 2019, the 

Company formulated the Guiding Opinions of CCCG on the Building of Professional Channel for Scientific Research Person-

nel, set up patent awards at CCCG level, and revised six administrative measures including those on science and 

technology progress award, R&D project management, intellectual property rights protection, science and technology 

performance appraisal, and key laboratory management to encourage and guide scientific research personnel to effec-

tively conduct research work. It further enhanced the cultivation of international leading talent and technical experts, 

established the database for international leading figures in technology at CCCG level for the first time. It conducted 

various training programs including the first training seminar for international leading figures in technology and the 

fourth training seminar for outstanding chief project engineers, so as to comprehensively improve the technology 

innovation capability and technology management level.

3.1.3 Cultivation of Science and Technology Personnel

CCCG has actively participated in the preparation and formulation of industry standards,  aiming at promoting 
industrial  progress.  In 2019, the three ISO international standards of the Dredging Monitoring System for 
Trail ing Suction Hopper Dredger ,  the Dredging Monitoring System for Cutter Suction Dredger/Bucket Wheel Dredg-
er ,  and the Dredging Monitoring System for Grab Hopper Dredger  presided over and completed by CCCG were 
officially released, marking the Company has seized the high ground of applying BIM technology in dredging 
and waterway engineering in the world.  The release of those standards has greatly enhanced the influence 
and the voice of CCCG and China’s dredging industry in international arena. With the approval of the Ministry 
of Transport,  the Unified Standard for Application of Building Information Modeling in Port and Waterway 
Engineering ,  and the Standard for Application of Building Information Modeling in Port and Waterway Engineering 
Design  formulated by CCCG were released in 2019. The release and implementation of the two standards have 
played an important role in promoting the application of BIM technology in the full- l ifecycle of port and water 
engineering. CCCG was selected as a pilot unit for building national strength in transportation, and the 
research results on the strategy were published. The Company also participated in the formulation of 438 
construction standards of transportation industry.  Of those, it  presided over 263 standards including eight 
international standards,19 national standards,  162 industrial  standards,  and 74 association standards.

CCCG has promoted international exchanges and cooperation in science and technology in a pragmatic 
manner.  In 2019, CCCG co-sponsored the 2019 buildingSMART International Standards Summit,  Beij ing. During 
the event,  CCCG introduced its research and application results of BIM technology in  an  a l l -around way to  the 

3.1.4 Promotion of Science and Technology Progress

2019 Science and Technology Innovation Strength

The buildingSMART International Standards Summit, Beijing, 
co-sponsored by CCCG

The Second Zhejiang International Intelligent 
Transportation Industry Expo

Singing ceremony of cooperation agreement between 
CCCC Intelligence Transportation Co. and China Unicom

Sino-European Eco Environmental Technology Seminar & 
5th CCCC-LafargeHolcim R&D Seminar

CCCG visited Sika in Switzerland
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1  national key laboratory 8 �LFZ�MBCPSBUPSJFT�BU�$$$(�MFWFM

2  national engineering technology research centers 2  national engineering research centers

11  R&D centers at CCCG level 10  national enterprise technology centers

10  technology innovation alliances/coordinated 
innovation platforms

82  provincial/ministerial innovation platforms 4  academician workstations

14  postdoctoral scientific research workstations

�����5BMFOU�4USFOHUI 1  academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering

5  masters of national engineering 
survey and design (on-post)

99  experts enjoying government allowance (on-post)

15  candidates of National Hundred, Thousand and 
Ten Thousand Talent Project (on-post)

10  candidates of New Century Ten, Hundred and 
Thousand Talent Project of the Ministry of Transport

2,812  R&D personnel31  young science and technology 
talent in transportation

7,119  science and technology activity personnel

participants of the summit both from China and 
abroad. The Company, together with French-based 
LafargeHolcim and Swiss-based Sika,  launched the LH 
Accelerator (Phase I I) ,  an accelerating program offer-
ing unique access to high level technical & market 
expertise,  successfully.  It  organized the CCCG Tech-
nology Seminar on Major Science and Technology 
Innovation Platforms & China-Switzerland Academic 
Seminar on Building Materials of Transportation Infra-
structure, and China-U.S.  Seminar on Asphalt Pave -
ment Technology. It  also held the Sino-European Eco 
Environmental Technology Seminar & 5th CCCC-La -
fargeHolcim R&D Seminar,  and other technology 
exchange meetings to boost science and technology 
development.
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Improving IT level of work safety: CCCG 
has launched and applied the 1.0 
version of BIM platform for safety and 
quality management in, among others, 
Oujiang River North Estuary Bridge, 
Beijing-Xiongan High-Speed Railway, 
and Taihu Lake Tunnel, which effective-
ly improved the safety and quality 
management level of construction 
sites. TBM and tunnel monitoring 
center have played an increasingly 
important role in giving major risk 
warnings, solving potential risks, 
eliminating work safety accidents, and 
so on. With the warnings prompted by 
the center, the dangers in such projects 
as Bailuyuan tunnel and Minxian tunnel 
have been successfully cleared. The 
building of ship monitoring system has 
been implemented steadily, and the 
safety warning function has been 
integrated into all of the CCCG-owned 
ships and some of subcontracted ships.

Conducting work safety inspection in a timely 
manner: CCCG has changed the inspection and 
supervision model on work safety, enhanced 
efforts to regulate major fields and key regions, 
and focused on fragile spots of work safety in, 
among others, metro tunnel construction, aerial 
work, flood control, and emergency manage-
ment; strengthened jointly inspection on 
anti-typhoon and flood control measures, and 
issued the Special Action Plan for Typhoon Preven-
tion and Flood Control; and, effectively conduct-
ed the special inspection activity themed “risk 
prevention, safety guarantee, and anniversary 
celebration,” as well as spot checks and investi-
gations, and unannounced visits to ensure the 
safety during the celebrations marking the 70th 
anniversary of the founding of the People’s 
Republic of China. In 2019, CCCG conducted 57 
inspection and supervision activities, involving 
25 headquarters of second-level units, 39 
headquarters of third-level units, and 238 
projects, and the dynamic supervision and 
monitoring on work safety was basically 
realized.

Enhancing fundamental manage-
ment of work safety: CCCG has 
perfected work safety measures 
and standard system, issued the 
Administrative Measures on 
Work Safety Regulatory 
System and Provision of Staff, 
and other four administrative 
measures, revised the Adminis-
trative Regulations on 
Accountability for Work Safety 
Accidents. The Company has 
enhanced efforts to construct 
safety regulatory teams, and the 
quality and number of safety 
personnel have been future 
increased. In 2019, the number of 
certified safety engineers was 
increased by 314 people.

3.2 Guaranteeing 
Work Safety

CCCG has firmly foster the concept of safe develop-
ment, always insisted on the principle of putting life 
and safety first, effectively implemented the 
12-point safety management idea in day-to-day 
work, strengthened the implementation of principal 
responsibility for work safety, resolutely enhanced 
safety risk management and potential risk gover-
nance, and intensified the response to and preven-
tion of safety risks in overseas projects, guarantee-
ing the development of the Company in a safe and 
stable manner.

CCCG has established and perfected work safety 
management system, effectively implemented the 
concept of ensuring that the leadership team mem-
bers take responsibility for workplace safety in 
performing their duties, intensified efforts to 
construct safety supervision teams, and promoted 
the centralized management of work safety in a 
practical manner, ensuring healthy and steady 
development of the Company. In 2019, the head-
quarters of CCCG invested a special fund of 114.758 
million yuan for work safety, and no major safety 
accidents occurred at the Company throughout the 
year.

3.2.1 Work Safety Management

On-site inspection on work safety of the Duyun-Shangri-La Expressway 
project in Yunnan Province

Safety inspection on overseas projects conducted 
by CCCC-FHDI Engineering Co.

Inspection on work safety conducted 
by China Highway Engineering Consulting Corporation

2019 Achievements

Five engineering projects won the title of Work 
Safety Standardization Site for Implementation 
of Construction Project by China Construction 
Industry Association

20 projects won the title of Work Safety Project 
at provincial/ministerial level

106 projects won the titles of, among others, 
Work Safety Standardization Site, Work Safety 
Construction Site, and Safety and Well-Managed 
Construction Site

Six ships won the title of Safe and Excellent Ship 
of National Waterway System

Three ships won the title of Safe and Honest 
Ship by the Maritime Safety Administration of 
China

10 teams won the title of Safe and Excellent 
Team of National Transportation System

�� ��
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On June 22, 2019, the Seminar on Work Safety Technology of National Highway Project Tunnel Construction & 
Emergency Drill Activity sponsored by the Ministry of Transport, Guizhou Provincial Department of Transport, and 
CCCG was held in southwest China’s Guizhou Province. Over 300 people from relevant ministries and commissions 
including experts attended the drill.

The emergency drill simulated the Longchang Tunnel vault collapse accident and the rescue of eight trapped 
workers. The drill consisted of five stages including monitoring and early warning, information report and prelimi-
nary handling, emergency response, emergency handling, and emergency termination and included 11 topics of 
early warning, emergency evacuation, information report, preliminary handling, emergency response at various 
levels, command and coordination, expert consultation, rescue, provision guarantee and psychological counsel-
ling, secondary event handling, and medical aid. During the drill, the accident was reported and responded imme-
diately by each level, and various parties gathered quickly to the rescue; professional rescue teams from various 
departments worked together with the support of advanced rescue equipment; the drill was nervous, orderly, and 
efficient with real atmosphere and was a success. The activity was a practice to implement the State Council’s 
decision and the requirements of “risk prevention, hazard clearance, and accident avoidance” for the topic of 
work safety month, being of great significance for enhancing work safety awareness, promoting the perfection of 
the emergency coordinated action mechanism between the government and enterprise, and improving the work 
safety level and emergency handling capacities of the transportation industry.

“The activity is big in scale and rich in content, fully showing the quality and safety standardization management of 

tunnel projects and emergency rescue capabilities for work safety, which are outstanding in three aspects of “infor-

matization, intelligence, and professionalism.” It is imperative to further elevate stance, deepen understanding, and 

systematically improve work safety and emergency management; solidify the “three basics” (basic foundation, 

basic-level organization, and basic skills” for work safety and guarantee quality and safety of projects with essential 

safety systems; and give continuous play to CCCG’s advantages of whole industry chain to support the development 

of Guizhou.”

----Song Hailiang, President and Deputy Party Secretary of CCCG

CCCG has attached great importance to safety education and training 
for all the staff. In 2017-2019, the headquarters of CCCG conducted 
114 sessions of “Five-Year Education and Training” accumulatively, 
training 12,566 personnel; the second-level units conducted 703 
safety trainings, training 68,148 personnel. In 2019, CCCG organized 
more than 60,000 employees to participate in the work safety and 
health knowledge contest activity, and collected 139 pieces of works 
focusing on the topic of work safety and potential risk management, 
achieving effective results in building a high performing health and 
safety culture.

3.2.2 Safety Education and Training

CCCG has strengthened safety emergency management, constantly 
conducted innovation in emergency management model on work 
safety, and intensified efforts to carry out emergency knowledge 
and skills training, further improving the risk identification and 
emergency rescue capabilities; carried out innovation in emergency 
drill model, hosted the tunnel emergency drill of national transpor-
tation system for the first time, and organized table-top exercises 
for ground collapse of metro tunnel construction, and emergency 
drills for typhoon prevention of engineering ships; and, invested a 
special fund of 80 million yuan for the building of work safety bases, 
and added another 106 sets of sophisticated emergency rescue 
equipment, so as to comprehensively improving the emergency 
handling capabilities. In 2019, CCCG held 10,019 emergency drills, 
and the participants reached 322,747 people; conducted 13,416 
emergency trainings, and the participants reached 344,157 people.

3.2.3 Safety Emergency Management

Simulation drill for emergency operations 
with cutting equipment conducted 

by China Urban-Rural Holdings Group Co.

Seminar on Work Safety Technology 
of National Highway Project Tunnel Construction 

& Emergency Drill Activity hosted 
by CCCC Second Highway Engineering Co.

Activity of signature on the banner for Work Safety 
Month conducted by CCCC Third Harbour Engineering Co.

Work safety knowledge contest conducted 
by CCCC Asset Management Co.

Safety manuals provided by CCCC First Harbour 
Engineering Co. for front-line employees

Training program for safety directors organized by CCCC Third Highway Engineering Co.

Emergency drill field
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CCCG held 10,019 
emergency drills

Conducted 13,416 
emergency trainings

The participants reached 

322,747 people

The participants reached 

344,157 people

CCCG holds work safety technology seminar & emergency drill activityCASE
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On May 24, 2019, the Precast-Segment-Assembly Underground Corridor Dual-Mode 
Roadheader (Patent No.: ZL201510164348.9) independently developed by CCCC 
Second Harbour Engineering Co. won the special prize of the Third China 
Energy-Saving and Environmental Protection Patent Awards.

Precast-Segment-Assembly Underground Corridor Dual-Mode Roadheader is 
highly informationized, multi-functional, highly automatic, and novel in 
construction concept, which has realized whole-course simultaneous mecha-
nized operation of foundation excavation, earthwork support, corridor 
assembly and formation, and foundation backfilling. It saves the trouble of 
temporary enclosure structures for one-time foundation and avoids slurry, 
noise, and dust pollution in the construction of the enclosure structure, thus 
establishing a good image of construction site; it occupies smaller construc-
tion area and has lower impacts on traffic; it is applicable to the construction 
of precast assembly structure that fits the concept of green building; 
through alternate open and subsurface excavation modes, it effectively 
avoids the problem of moving and changing underground pipes, municipal 
facilities, and green landscapes, greatly improves work efficiency, and reduc-
es construction cost.

呩⢾

3.3 Boosting Green Development

CCCG has comprehensively implemented the important decisions made by the CPC Central Commit-
tee and the State Council, firmly fostered the development idea that lucid waters and lush mountains 
are invaluable assets, and insisted on the principles of giving priority to protection and prevention, 
focusing on comprehensive treatment, encouraging public engagement, and ensuring accountability. 
The Company has constantly enhanced environmental management, vigorously promoted 
energy-saving and emission reduction, actively carried out environmental protection actions, and 
boosted green development, making greater contributions to build the country with more blue skies, 
lush mountains and lucid waters, and the construction of a beautiful China.

CCCG has established and perfected environmental management system, and set up a leading group 
for ecological and environmental protection with which the chairman and president serve as dual 
leaders. The Company has constantly enhanced the building of environmental management system, 
carried out the preparation and formulation of environmental protection systems and standards 
including measures for supervision and administration of ecological and environmental protection, 
measures for inspection of ecological and environmental protection, emergency plans for unexpect-
ed accidents, and evaluation standards for green construction of highway projects. It has upgraded 
the management system for statistics and reporting of energy-saving and environmental protection 
information, and optimized the indicators reported. It has strengthened assessment of energy-sav-
ing and environmental protection work, conducted self-inspection and rectification in ecological and 
environmental protection, and fully improved environmental management level. It has consistently 
built green demonstration projects, and integrated green development idea into the whole process 
of planning, design, construction, operation, and maintenance, so as to protect environment in an 
all-around way. In 2019, six projects of CCCG won China Energy-Saving Innovation Awards; eight 
projects won China Energy-Saving and Environmental Protection Patent Awards, including one 
special prize; and eight projects were included in the directory of national key promoted energy-sav-
ing and low carbon technologies of the Ministry of Transport. No ordinary or major environmental 
incidents occurred throughout the year.

3.3.1 Environmental Management

CCCG has taken initiative to tackle climate change, optimized energy mix, and promoted the use of new 
energy, renewable energy, and clean energy; invested heavily in the research, development and applica-
tion of environmentally-friendly technologies, and strengthened the supervision of energy consump-
tion, so as to effectively reduce energy consumption; and comprehensively implemented green building 
activities, provided green and energy-saving products and services, saved energy to the greatest extent 
and minimized adverse impacts on the environment. In 2019, the non-industrial sector of the Company 
included construction industry, transportation industry, and other non-industrial industries, and the 
proportion of energy consumption was 88.1 percent, 6.7 percent and 5.2 percent respectively; the 
comprehensive energy consumption per 10,000 yuan of operating revenue of non-industrial enterprises 
was 0.0333 tonne of standard coal equivalent (comparable price), down 7.8 percent year-on-year, and 
the comprehensive energy consumption per 10,000 yuan of value added was 0.1896 tonne of standard 
coal equivalent (comparable price), down 9.2 percent from a year earlier. The industrial sector of CCCG 
was machinery industry; the comprehensive energy consumption per 10,000 yuan of output value was 
0.0248 tonne of standard coal equivalent (comparable price), down 62.5 percent year-on-year, and the 
comprehensive energy consumption per 10,000 yuan of value added was 0.1155 tonne of standard coal 
equivalent (comparable price), down 65.3 percent from a year earlier. In 2019, the emission of carbon 
dioxide of CCCG was 5.157 million tonnes, down 9.8 percent from 2018. Of that, the emission of carbon 
dioxide of industrial enterprises was 304,000 tonnes, and the emission of carbon dioxide per 10,000 
yuan of output value was 0.14 tonnes, down 35 percent year-on-year; the emission of carbon dioxide of 
non-industrial enterprises was 4.853 million tonnes, and the emission of carbon dioxide per 10,000 yuan 
of operating revenue was 0.09 tonne, down 7.4 percent from a year earlier.

3.3.2 Energy-Saving and Emission Reduction

Certificate of the special prize of China 
Energy-Saving and Environmental 

Protection Patent Awards

CRBC Hong Kong Branch insists on the concept of green development, 
environmental protection, and harmonious coexistence, and integrates the 
concept into various business links including design, construction and 
management. It takes initiative to adopt green technologies and green 
processes, develops and utilizes alternative energy, and improve the reutili-
zation rate of engineer waste, striving to maximize the environmental 
protection results. In the construction of Tseung Kwan O-Lam Tin Tunnel – 
Road P2 and associated works, the project department used optimal design 
to reduce reclamation area, and installed impermeable steel cofferdam to 
enhance the protection of maritime environment. The dredged mud, 
engineering waste, and waste water were reused. With those sophisticated 
technologies and effective measures, the reclamation area was reduced by 
nine hectares; and, the dredged mud and concrete waste of buildings reused 
reached 42,000 and 48,000 square meters respectively, achieving remark-
able results in saving land, energy, water, and materials, as well as in 
maritime environmental protection. On April 29, 2019, the project of Tseung 
Kwan O-Lam Tin Tunnel – Road P2 and associated works emerged victorious 
among many participating projects, winning the Hong Kong Awards for 
Environmental Excellence – Certificate of Merit (Construction Industry) at 
the awarding ceremony of 2018 Hong Kong Awards for Environmental Excel-
lence.

Hong Kong Awards for Environmental 
Excellence – Certificate of Merit 

(Construction Industry)

Further reading

The Hong Kong Awards for Environmental Excellence, organized by, among others, Hong Kong’s Environmental 
Campaign Committee, Environmental Protection Department, Business Environment Council, The Chinese General 
Chamber of Commerce, The Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce, and Hong Kong Productivity Council, is an 
annual award which aims to commend projects and organizations with excellent environmental performance in 15 
sectors. As the most credible award in the field of environmental protection in Hong Kong, Hong Kong Awards for 
Environmental Excellence is recognized as the Oscar Awards for environmental protection in Hong Kong.
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CCCC Second Harbour Engineering Co. wins special prize for energy-saving 
and environmental protectionCASE
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CRBC wins Hong Kong Awards for Environmental ExcellenceCASE
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Energy Management Emission Reduction

Reducing waste gas emission

CCCG promotes the application of efficient processes, equipment and products with low energy 
consumption and no pollution, and has reduced the emission of waste gas continuously. CCCC Xi’an 
Road Construction Machinery Co. invested 12 million yuan to upgrade equipment and facilities used 
to treat dust from shot peening and organic waste gas from paint spraying, conducted overall 
renovation of the shot peening chambers and paint spraying chambers, and used new dust and 
organic waste gas treatment systems, to meet relevant waste gas emission standards.

Reducing carbon dioxide emission

CCCG has taken initiative to tackle climate change. A total of 11 of CCCG’s affiliates in Beijing which 
are on the carbon emission reporting organization list of Beijing Municipal Commission of Develop-
ment and Reform have earnestly studied relevant policies concerning carbon trading in Beijing, and 
submitted annual carbon emission reports to the competent authorities of Beijing.

Reducing waste water discharge

CCCG has strictly implemented the standards on environmental impact assessment of construction  
projects and the construction of environmental protection facilities, carries out the pollutant 
discharge licensing system in a strict manner, and discharged waste water on the site in accordance 
with the requirements of Integrated Wastewater Discharge Standard (GB 8978–1996). On the construc-
tion site of Chengdu Metro Line 17, effective measures have been taken to recycle and reuse the 
waste water containing foaming agent from TBM works to reduce waste water discharge.

Reducing waste discharge

CCCG has actively promoted the recycling and integrated utilization of waste building materials 
including steel and concrete, enhanced the non-hazardous treatment and comprehensive reuse of 
industrial waste, such as coal ash, coal gangue, slag and waste tires, as well as dredged soil, building 
waste and polluted rainwater, classified and collected small items and scrap materials, and explored 
the utilization of scrap materials accumulated, so as to realize the recycling and reuse of waste 
materials. In 2019, CCCG took the initiative to improve the hazardous waste classification list and 
signs, strengthened the management of hazardous waste warehouses, invited qualified organiza-
tions to dispose hazardous waste, increased the frequency of the transfer of hazardous waste, and 
enhanced the disposal of hazardous waste.
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Optimizing energy mix

CCCG has promoted the replacement of fossil energy with new energy, such as natural gas, and 
made efforts to raise the utilization rate of new energy, renewable energy, and clean energy, 
through technical innovation. Several projects undertaken by CCCC First Harbour Engineering Co. 
used air-source heat pumps or solar water heaters to provide heat; and the Xiamen Metro Line 2 
project used energy efficient lighting equipment and installed an off-grid solar power system to 
generate and provide electricity.

Developing environmentally-friendly technologies

CCCG has greatly enhanced investment in the research and development of environmentally-friend-
ly technologies and equipment, and promoted the application of new low-carbon materials, technol-
ogies, processes and equipment which are energy efficient and environmentally-friendly, to raise 
energy efficiency. In response to the requirements specified in the Notice on Applying for Participat-
ing in Shanghai Energy-Saving and Emission Reduction (JJ) Group Activities issued by Shanghai Munici-
pality, CCCC Third Harbour Engineering Co. applied to participate in the selection and submitted 
materials regarding several projects, such as the lean management on metering of power supply 
units of substations by its first engineering division, and the R&D and application of positioning 
platforms for stabilizing poles of large-diameter and single-pole wind-powered construction ships.

Strengthening energy consumption supervision

CCCG has enhanced efforts to improve energy consumption monitoring system for large-scale 
equipment, strengthened the monitoring of energy utilization rate of major energy consuming 
equipment, conducted technical renovation of existing equipment, and replaced old equipment 
which is energy hungry and heavily polluting with new energy efficient and environmentally-friendly 
equipment, lowering step by step the comprehensive energy consumption of the Company as a 
whole. In the Contract 3206 Main Reclamation Works of the Three-Runway System project undertak-
en by CCCC-FHDI Engineering Co., energy efficient and environmentally-friendly generators with low 
noise and low emission were purchased and used to meet the requirements for environmental 
protection of Hong Kong.

Protecting water resources

CCCG has required the construction projects to implement strictly the standards of saving energy, 
land, water and materials and protecting the environment, and constantly optimized and refined 
construction and maintenance processes, reused water from the water recycling system, automatic 
spraying and curing system and other systems, thus to reduce water consumption, improve water 
recycling and raise the utilization rate of recycled water. The purifying system developed by CCCC 
Dredging (Group) Co. for the wetland at the estuary of the Shiwuli River uses the multi-stage 
joint-control wetland purifying processes and sluices to regulate water flow. The system, with the 
help of workers who purify the ponds artificially, purifies water automatically and has restored 
about 1,000 mu of wetland and 14 species of major aquatic plants there. The water at the area was 
purified and the ecological system there was greatly improved. On the construction sites of Xiamen 
Metro Line 3 and Line 4, water storage tanks were erected to collect rainwater, with averagely about 
20 tons of collected rainwater being used every month; and the automatic grooves for washing cars 
and trucks were built to collect and reuse water which has flowed through the 3-level sedimentation 
tanks, saving about 15 tons of water every month.
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3.3.3 Environmental Action

According to the United Nation’s data, the forest cover-
age of Ethiopia has decreased from 35 percent a century 
ago to four percent in the first ten years of the 21st 
century. Climate crisis in Ethiopia has caused land degra-
dation, soil erosion, deforestation, drought, and flood. In 
2017, together with more than 20 African countries, 
Ethiopia joined AFR 100, the African Forest Landscape 
Restoration Initiative to bring 100 million hectares of 
land in Africa into restoration by 2030. On July 30, to 
respond the Green Legacy campaign of the Ethiopian 
government, under the call of the Ethiopian joint Party 
branch of CCCC Industrial Investment Holding Co., CCCC 
Arerti Ceramic Manufacturing PLC actively carried out 
tree-planting activities and planted over 2,700 saplings, 
which have further improved the green landscape of 
CCCC Arerti Industrial Park. 

On the Bethioua Ore Terminal of Algeria, the two dredgers of 
CCCC Tianjin Dredging Co. named “Tian Lin Hao” and “Tong Li,” 
were busy with rock excavation. When the project just began, 
local business owners boarded the ships for several times to 
inspect the implementation of environmental protection laws 
for strict monitoring and control of the construction water 
area. The construction area of “Tian Lin Hao” was located in the 
national petrochemical industrial base of Algeria, an area only 
hundreds of meters away from the water intake of the coun-
try’s power plant. Traditional hydraulic fill overflow or 
discharge to open sea through floating pipeline will cause 
pollution to a certain degree and require a rather long period “Tian Lin Hao” and “Tong Li” in operation

Ecological protection

CCCG has vigorously promoted the practice of conducting green 
planning first, and advocated the selection of construction sites in an 
ecological manner, as well as ecological and environmentally-friendly 
design. The Company has strictly implemented the measures for 
ecological protection and soil and water conservation, intensified 
efforts to the protection and restoration of vegetation, and strength-
ened the conservation of biodiversity, so as to effectively reduce the 
impact of project operation on local environment. The Baisha project 
undertaken by China Highway Engineering Consulting Corporation 
fostered the idea of respecting and restoring nature, took effective 
measures to restore the natural vegetation along the side slopes, and 
integrated the vegetation of protective works into surrounding 
environment, improving local ecosystem and living conditions. The 
Pelješac Bridge project undertaken by CCCC Second Highway 
Engineering Co. in Croatia adopted innovative air bubble curtain to 
reduce noise, protecting the peaceful home of underwater life of 
Adriatic Sea. The project department of Nairobi-Malaba SGR guaran-
teed the SGR bridge would not disrupt Nairobi National Park’s 
wildlife; and now, the bridge is recognized as a “Bridge of Life.”

Environmental protection publicity

 CCCG has taken initiative to carry out publicity 
and education activities on energy-saving and 
environmental protection, and enhanced 
efforts to foster green culture, striving to 
build a “green CCCG.” In 2019, centering on the 
theme of “give priority to energy-saving in 
green development” of the National Energy 
Efficiency Promotion Week, the theme of 
“low-carbon action to defend blue sky” of the 
National Low-Carbon Day, and the theme of 
“Beat Air Pollution” of the World Environment 
Day, CCCG conducted energy-saving and 
environmental protection knowledge award 
contest, carried out a series of activities with 
green culture as focus, including publicity and 
exchanges, education and training, slogan and 
micro-video collection, and green planning, 
and put forward the green publicity slogan of 
“Live with Nature and Harmony.”

2019 Energy Efficiency Publicity Week conducted by CCCG Volunteer team formed by Southwest Municipal Engineering Design 
and Research Institute of China under China Urban-Rural Holdings 

Group Co. to publicize and explain garbage sorting

Environmental public welfare

CCCG has encouraged employees to actively participate 
in environmental public welfare activities and to 
enhance efforts to bring environmental ideas to more 
people, jointly building a green and beautiful homeland. 
In 2019, several affiliated enterprises of CCCG organized 
hiking activities to publicize and spread the public 
welfare idea of protecting environment with low-carbon 
lifestyle.

Green office practices

 CCCG has carried out green and low-carbon work and life styles, strengthened management on daily water and 
electricity use, and conducted energy-saving improvement activities covering heating equipment, air conditioner, 
power distribution equipment, elevator, and other equipment and facilities. The Company has advanced paperless 
office practices to reduce the consumption of office supplies, promoted video conference, and reduced energy 
consumption and exhaust discharge from the workplace and business travel. CCCC Railway Consultants Group Co. 
formulated, among others, the Implementation Rules for Environmental Maintenance Inspections in Office Areas,  and the 
Regulations for the Management of Energy-Saving and Emission Reduction in Headquarters Office Buildings  to guarantee the 
effective implementation of green office practices.

Xiangjiang River Protection activity sponsored and co-organized 
by CCCC Third Harbour Engineering Co.

Tree-planting activity conducted by CCCC Industrial Investment 
Holding Co. in Ethiopia
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How the “exempt-from-inspection ship” is temperedCASE

of environmental evaluation so the construction time limit may not be guaranteed. How to realize environmental-
ly-friendly construction became a difficult problem facing the project and the dredgers.

After discussion among various parties, it was determined that the environmental technology of the project 
would be collaboratively completed by cutter suction dredger “Tian Lin Hao” and trailing suction hopper dredger 
“Tong Li.” The “Tian Lin Hao” would first conduct harbor basin dredging and rock excavation and then blow slurry 
to the hopper of “Tong Li” ship, which would transport the slurry to a designated environmentally-friendly area to 
discharge. The procedure was called by sailors as “cutter suction-trailing suction,” which avoided water pollution 
brought about by traditional hydraulic fill overflow and won high cognition from the property owners. To imple-
ment the concept of environmental protection in every link of the project, “Tian Lin Hao” environmental protec-
tion group did regular maintenance of pollution control devices including sewage treatment, oil water separator, 
and oil discharge monitoring by careful daily parameter record, equipment function check, and fault clearance. 
“Tian Lin Hao” also organized more than ten times of training concerning pollution control and equipment opera-
tion, compiled pollution control equipment operating procedures and management regulations according to local 
environmental protection requirements to ensure high-efficiency operation of the devices; carried out oil spill 
pollution control drills on a monthly basis, earnestly practiced international pollution control convention and 
regulations, and fulfilled the promise of protecting the oceans.

Green Legacy Initiative: We are in actionCASE
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Quality is life, and determines development outcomes and value. CCCG has established and 

perfected quality supervision and management system, implemented quality responsibility in 

an all-around way, conducted innovation in quality-oriented development mechanism, and built 

high-quality projects, products and services, striving to achieve high-quality corporate develop-

ment.

3.4.1 Enhancing Quality Management

CCCG has intensified efforts to conduct quality training, and held Quality Month and Quality Open 

Day activities focusing on keeping quality firmly in mind and promoting quality improvement. The 

Company has organized all of its employees to participate in the “National Knowledge Contest on 

Total Quality Management for Enterprises,” aiming at enriching the quality knowledge of employees 

and creating a good environment of putting quality first. It has carried out innovative quality excel-

lence activities, focused on full-process management and control, and enhanced training, education 

and publicity, so as to constantly improve the overall level of quality.

3.4.2 Boosting Quality Culture

Quality is the foundation of corporate develop-

ment in the long run. CCCG has vigorously carries 

forward the craftsmanship spirit of striving for 

the best, and enhanced efforts to improve the 

quality of products and projects, striving to build 

a “high-quality CCCG.”

Quality inspection conducted by the project department of Jiantan Dongjiang River Bridge, a project undertaken 
by CCCC Third Harbour Engineering Co., in Huizhou City, south China’s Guangdong Province

Intelligent quality management

 Taking informatization and standardization as founda -
tion, CCCG has launched and applied the 1.0 version of 
BIM platform for safety and quality management in, 
among others, Oujiang River North Estuary Bridge, 
Beijing-Xiongan High-Speed Railway, and Taihu Lake 
Tunnel, basically realizing digital management on safety 
and quality. The Company has promoted the application of 
the monitoring information system for concrete produc-
tion process, achieving data integration of 386 projects, 
1,022 mixes and 500 press machines. It has strengthened 
the process-based dynamic supervision on project quality, 
and expanded the application of process quality inspec-
tion and control information system. A total of 138 
projects have been put into trial operation online, with a 
qualification rate of 98.2 percent for first acceptance 
check in terms of process quality.

Quality supervision and inspection:

CCCG has printed and issued the 2019 
Spot Check Work Plan for Psychical 
Quality of Projects  to strengthen super-
vision and inspection on project physi-
cal quality, to expand the check scope 
for major projects and key fields, and to 
enhance quality management at prima-
ry units. In 2019, the Company conduct-
ed spot check tours for 24 project 
sections, and the second-level units 
spot checked 321 key projects. A total 
of 47,270 data points was checked, with 
a qualification rate of 92.4 percent, 
showing the physical quality of the 
Company kept stable on the whole.
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3.4 Strengthening Quality Assurance
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The 28.996 km long Fourth Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge, designed by CCCC Highway Consultants Co. and jointly built 

by CCCC Second Harbour Engineering Co., CCCC Third Harbour Engineering Co., and CCCC Second Highway Engineering 

Co., is one of the five bridges to be built as specified under the overall plan of Nanjing City, and the hub of the Shang-

hai-Chengdu Expressway, one of the major national highways in China. The bridge, a two-tower and three-span suspen-

sion bridge composed of the main body and the link roads, is an important part of the Nanjing City Ring Expressway. 

Its main span is 1,418 meters long, more than 130 meters longer than the Golden Gate Bridge in America, and is the 

third longest in the same category in the world.

Since its official opening to traffic in 2012, the bridge has won a number of prizes including the China Construction 

Engineering Luban Award, the China Civil Engineering Zhan Tianyou Award, the Li Chun Award, the first prize for excel-

lent survey and design of highway projects, the first prize for green building design of engineering construction 

projects, the first prize for excellent management on construction projects, and Jiangsu Quality Engineering Award 

successively. It has also won 10 prizes of the Science and Technology Award of China Highway & Transportation 

Society, seven prizes for construction methods, and 10 prizes for quality control, obtained 36 patents, and published 

two technical monographs and one special academic book, which serve as significant references for the construction 

of suspension bridges in China.

CCCC has enhanced efforts to tackle the major problems in building high-quality projects, promoted the R&D and 

application of key technologies, and constantly advanced the initiative of building high-quality projects. In 2019, the 

qualification rate of project under first acceptance check of the Company reached 100 percent. It won 17 prizes of 

China Construction Engineering Luban Award, 29 prizes of National Quality Engineering Award, including six gold 

prizes, and a total of 246 prizes of quality engineering and design awards at provincial/ministerial level, creating a new 

record.

3.4.3 Building High-Quality Projects

Fourth Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge

Projects winning Luban Awards (selected)

Won the Li Chun Award, the highest honor for highway construction in China, in December 2017

Won the China Construction Engineering Luban Award in December 2018

Won the China Civil Engineering Zhan Tianyou Award in August 2019

Won the National Quality Engineering Award (Gold Prize) in November 2019
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Oujiang River Bridge on the Wenzhou Section Extension 
Project of Zhuji-Yongjia Expressway

Xiaogouling-Fusong Section of Hegang-Dalian 
Expressway (Xiaogouling-Dapuchaihe Section)

Extension Project of Bata Port in Equatorial Guinea Fourth Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge

Outer Ring Road Project of Addis Ababa-Adama Expressway
 (Phase II) in Ethiopia Newly-built Mombasa-Nairobi SGR in Kenya
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3.5 Promoting Management Improvement

CCCG, in line with the requirements of new economic situation, has enhanced innovation in management, imple-

mented the “334” project in a deep-going way, and comprehensively improved management level, laying a solid 

foundation for high-quality development. The Company has achieved new breakthroughs in promoting overall 

reform with pilot reform, striving to build CCCG role models for the reform of State-owned enterprises.

Insisting on the principles of conducting management by layer (vertical management), category (horizonal manage-

ment) and item (project management), CCCG has effectively implemented the “334” project, and advanced the corpo-

rate management featuring professionalism, standardization, digitalization, and leanness as a whole to a new level. In 

2019, CCCG carried out the “Reform Adjustment and Quality Improvement Year” activity company-wide, and improved 

the management quality comprehensively and systematically with the implementation of the “334” project and the 

management by objectives. With the improvement of quality and efficiency, the foundation for future development of 

the Company was further consolidated.

3.5.1 “334” Project and Management by Objectives

CCCG has promoted the “334” project in overseas market in a deep-going way. Centering on the corporate develop-
ment goal that focuses on quality and coordination and gives priority to overseas market, the Company has fully 
strengthened management to boost high-quality development of overseas business; enhanced compliance manage-
ment, formulated special plans in accordance with risks relating to compliance rules and financial system; completed 
the legal risk prevention database covering 35 foreign countries, and perfected the risk control and emergency 
response mechanism for overseas risks and unexpected incidents; enhanced financial management, strengthened tax 
and foreign exchange control, promoted integration of finance and industry, boosted innovation in finance, and 
expanded the low-cost financing channel for overseas project; optimized project management, and established the 
management system covering the full-lifecycle of the project; consolidated the guiding role of science and technolo-
gy, advanced IT building, and accelerated the pace of Chinese standards to go global; carried out innovation in respon-
sibility management, and enhanced communications and exchanges with local communities, and taken initiative to 
disclose real, accurate and detailed information relating to project construction and to respond to the concerns of 
community residents and media, winning the trust and support of local people. CHEC has formulated special plan on 
community engagement and actively participated in the public service management of local communities.

3.5.2 Overseas Management

Basic foundations: Strengthening the construction of systems, dynamically optimizing 
the management processes, and enhancing various management foundations;

Basic level: Strengthening the construction of basic-level teams, improving the overall quality of 
teams at all levels, and comprehensively enhancing capabilities of basic-level teams;

Basic skills: Strengthening basic skills for posts at all levels to particularly improve their 
professionalism.

Comprehensive budget management: Emphasizing the systemic and functional 
management;

Comprehensive cost accounting management: Emphasizing the accuracy;

Comprehensive performance assessment management: Emphasizing the value 
orientation and difference.

Specialization construction: Maximizing individual capabilities, focusing on the “five 
transformations,” and improving work efficiency;

Standardization construction: Establishing standardization systems and standardized 
management and control systems for various tasks to improve the efficiency of 
business operations;

Digitalization construction: Promoting cost-centric comprehensive digital manage-
ment and profit-centric digital industries, products and services;

Lean construction: Strengthening cost control and loss management, enhancing asset 
management, and reducing interest-bearing liabilities

“334” Project

Three Basic
Aspects

The company has carried out the learning map design activity for employees in typical 
project positions, clarified the qualities, abilities and knowledge structure required of 
employees at different stages of their career to provide direction and guidance for 
employees’ career development and improve their basic skills.

The company has started from strengthening project cost management, applied 
budget management system, strengthened the “double limit” control of project 
procurement price limit and settlement limit, and established a globally unified cost 
control system with rigid constraints so as to effectively reduce the project cost.

The company has implemented bottom-up listing and top-down solidification to 
promote “reinforcement of management foundations”, through which 989 items for 
improvement have been listed, a list of normalized work tasks and management flow 
charts formed, and the management foundation consolidated.

Achievements 
in Implementing 

“334” Project

The Beijing-Xiongan intercity railway project department of CCCC Second Highway Engineering Co. insisted on the manage-

ment concept of “high stance, high objectives, high construction standards, and high quality” and promoted “four transforma-

tions” through plan-led, innovation-driven, and intelligence-based projects for the overall practice of the “334” project (that 

is, “three basics” of basic foundation, basic-level organization, and basic skills; “three comprehensives” of comprehensive 

budgeting, comprehensive cost accounting, and comprehensive performance assessment; and “four transformations” toward 

specialization, standardization, digitalization, and lean construction). By centralized resource management and control, 

factors of production were specialized; with BIM technology application, process control was digitalized; through technology 

innovation, construction technologies were standardized; by implementing new development concept, lean construction was 

promoted. As a result, the construction became more efficient and safer with higher quality and improved resource utilization. 

CCCG Project Management Improvement Exchange Activity and 
Conference for Promotion of Xiongan New Area Construction

CCCC Dredging (Group) Co. operated 62 overseas projects in 2019, while problems including weak supervision, low 
management standard, and self-inspection of safety hazards becoming a mere formality were found in some of the 
projects. To meet the requirements of the “334” project, CCCC Dredging (Group) Co. has carried out the construction 
of informatization and digitalization, and utilized safety inspection and hazard identification system, project opera-
tion monitoring center, on-site production command and dispatching system, and 3D laser measurement system to 
solve existing problems in project management; and in the future, the company has planned to continue informatiza-
tion and digitalization, build smart construction sites, promote the use of established systems and functional 
modules, and make constant efforts to improve standardized and lean management according to the principle of 
normalizing procedures and setting lean management standards oriented towards basic levels and businesses.
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With the support of BIM technology, the project team 

succeeded in using bridge rotation method in four places 

crossing existing railways and expressways and completed 

all “bottleneck” projects in advance with stable and 

controllable production safety. As project managers 

realized dynamic adjustments to match the production with 

the construction procedure, at Gu’an South Beam Fabrica-

tion Yard, intelligent factory production greatly lowered 

the reinforcement bar manufacturing cost, material waste, 

and water and electricity consumption. As with the advance 

of “four transformations,” the project department has 

continuously made huge contribution to the construction 

of Xiongan new city and established the quality of Xiongan. 

Innovation of Xiongan boosts construction of the New AreaCASE

“Informatization + Digitalization” enhance management on overseas project operationCASE

Three Comp-
rehensive
Management

Four Constru-
ctions

CCCC Fourth
Harbour 
Engineering Co.

CCCC Second 
Highway 
Engineering Co.

CCCC Highway 
Consultants Co.
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Efforts have been made to 
deepen the reform of the two 
levels of headquarters of 
CCCG and CCCC, make CCCG 
to effective leverage its role 
in managing capital manage-
ment, and transform it into a 
new group headquarters 
functioning as a State-owned 
capital investment company. 
With six divisions solely 
dedicated to it, CCCG shares 
its other divisions with CCCC, 
while the two headquarters 
operate separately with each 
other, making the two 
headquarters drive the big 
business.

Implementing 
Reform on Two 
Levels of Headquarters

Effective measures have been taken by 
CCCG to further quicken the reform of 
its industrial sub-groups, formulate the 
atalogue of industries covering all its 
businesses, define the borders of the 
sub-groups, and promote the efficient 
coordination and interaction between 
industries. In 2019, CCCG prepared and 
formulated the Guiding Opinions for 
Industrial Management of Sub-Groups, 
completed the strategic development 
plans of China Urban-Rural Holdings 
Group Co. and CCCC Industrial 
Investment Holding Co., as well as the 
incorporation of China Communications 
Information Technology Group. The 
Company promoted the M&A and 
restructuring of sub-groups, became 
the controlling shareholder of Chongq-
ing Navigation Construction Develop-
ment Co., made plans for and developed 
its first general aviation airport, and 
acquired Beijing OriginWater Technolo-
gy Co. and other leading enterprises in 
their respective industries, making the 
industry chain more modern.

Advancing Reform 
on Industrial Sub-Groups

Perfecting Governance 
Mechanism

Governance structure

CCCG has set up a modern corporate governance 
structure composed of the board of directors, 
the board of supervisors and the management in 
accordance with the Company Law, the Securities 
Law and other laws and regulations in China, as 
well as the requirements regarding modern 
corporate governance. In 2019, in line with the 
requirements concerning the pilot reform of 
State-owned capital investment companies, 
CCCG promoted the establishment and regulat-
ed operation of the board of directors, further 
improved the governance structure of the 
Company as a legal entity, and quickened the 
implementation of the pilot reform of 
State-owned capital investment companies; 
continuously improved the operation of the 
boards of directors of listed companies, steadily 
promoted the establishment of the governance 
structure of its second-level subsidiaries as legal 
entities, regulated the establishment of the 
board of directors and the board of supervisors, 
and put in force the outside director system on a 
trial basis. In addition, the Company fully 
implemented list management model and 
further improved governance mechanism, 
achieving the goal of the combination of delega-
tion and regulation, optimized services and 
improved efficiency.

Compliance operation

 In order to improve legal consciousness 
of all employees, CCCG has further 
advanced the rule of law in CCCG, defined 
in detail the responsibilities of the first 
person responsible for promoting rule of 
law, organized and conducted the annual 
assessment of comprehensive manage-
ment of legal risks, actively promoted 
third-level units to establish general 
counsel system, carries out training 
programs for legal counsels, and 
enhanced legal popularization and 
education. 

Risk management and contro

CCCG has fully enhanced the building of 
risk prevention and control system, 
conducted assessment of risks, particular-
ly the eight major risks, and identified 576 
risk items in 40 categories, striving to 
strengthen the capability of preventing 
and controlling risks; consolidated the 
standardization and informatization of 
contract management, and issued the 
guidance on the prevention of 13 catego-
ries of legal risks projects may face; 
effectively promoted the 100 percent 
approval for contracts, major decisions, 
major rules and regulations, and power of 
attorneys; continuously deepened the 
building of the legal risk prevention 
mechanism for overseas business, and 
completed the legal risk prevention 
databases covering 35 foreign countries; 
and taken measures to tackle tough issues 
in debt collection to effectively protect 
the rights and interests of the Company.

Audit and supervision

CCCG has improved the leadership 
system, management mechanism, work 
flow, and institutional system of audit, 
enhanced efforts to make audit more 
standard, digital and sophisticated; 
issued the Opinions on Improving the 
Audit Mechanism and Enhancing the Audit 
Efficiency, deepened the application of 
audit results, and raised the quality and 
efficiency of audit. In 2019, CCCG 
carried out 35 audits, 21 percentage 
points higher than those as scheduled, 
which involved 75 CCCG affiliates and 
assets of 518.6 billion yuan; and submit-
ted 51 audit reports specifying 209 
issues identified and gave 267 
comments on the rectification of the 
issues identified.

1. Reform Results 2019

n order to set an example of the reform of State-owned enterprises and 

achieve new breakthroughs in driving the reform in an all-round way through 

pilot reform, CCCG has taken measures to fully deepen reform, steadily boost 

pilot reform and resolutely create driving force, vitality and benefits through 

reform.

n order to set an example of the reform of State-owned enterprises and 

achieve new breakthroughs in driving the reform in an all-round way through 

pilot reform, CCCG has taken measures to fully deepen reform, steadily boost 

pilot reform and resolutely create driving force, vitality and benefits through 

reform.

In 2009, CCCG proceeded in the substantial implementation stage of pilot reform through separately operating its 

headquarters and the headquarters of CCCC and quickening the transformation of its subsidiaries to professional 

companies, with its another affiliate being selected as a mixed ownership pilot reform unit and three of its affiliates 

being put in the list of China’s “Double Hundred Enterprises.”
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Achieving Breakthroughs in Pilot Reform
Effectively Bringing into Play the Functions 
of State-Owned Capital Investment Companies

FEATURES
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Grasping New Strategic Positioning

Building New Industrial Layout

Constructing New 
Management Mechanism

CCCG has upgraded the strategic positioning from an industri-
al investment holding platform in the fields of infrastructure 
and modern integrated transportation to the one of leading 
the high-quality development of modern integrated transpor-
tation and urban areas, as well as providing package solutions 
after deciding its new positioning as a State-owned capital 
investment company. The change of the positioning showed 
that CCCG would pay more attention to “modern integrated 
transportation,” “urban development,” “leading high-quality 
development” and “providing package solutions,” to further 
comply with the national strategies, such as “building China 
into a great country in terms of transportation,” “new 
urbanization” and “developing China into a beautiful 
country.” Following the new positioning, CCCG has quickened 
the building of integrated transportation system, continuous-
ly improved the specialized platform for urban-related 
businesses; strengthened capability for operating as a whole 
industry chain and offering integrated services; worked hard 
for better quality, higher efficiency and more robust drivers; 
and pursued high quality throughout the full process of 
design, construction and management, to make CCCG’s vision 
for making the world more connected, cities more livable, and 
life more beautiful more specific, more practical and deeper.

CCCG has been committed to promoting the reasonable flow and 
appreciation of State-owned capital based on higher standards 
and further complying with and serving the implementation of 
national strategies in accordance with the requirements made by 
the Party Committee of SASAC for investing poverty alleviation 
funds mainly in the infrastructure of areas of extreme poverty in 
a coordinated manner. To focus on and manage better the use of 
State-owned capital, CCCG has stuck to the principle of investing 
resources with advantages mainly in vital industries and key fields 
concerning national security and the lifelines of the national 
economy and strategic emerging industries, in the aim of building 
an ecosystem of industries with various advantages and strong 
coordination; to focus on regulated capital operation, CCCG has 
used market-oriented approaches to drive the regulated and 
professional administration of State-owned capital; to focus on 
improving returns on capital investment, CCCG has paid close 
attention to the growth of the industries, capital, market and 
efficiency, strengthened the full process coordination from the 
front end of the market to the management of specific projects in 
all respects, and led industry clusters to obtain the maximum 
returns on capital investment; to focus on keeping the capital 
safe, CCCG has made special efforts to build a full chain supervi-
sion system which covers all the related aspects, defines in detail 
the duties, emphasizes coordination and cooperation, and puts 
strict restrictions, paid special attention to its capital investment 
plans, key businesses, major fields to be reformed, and major 
operation stages, as well as the management of its key persons, 
places and affairs, in the aim of keeping state-owned assets safe. 
CCCG, further paying close attention to its main duties and 
businesses, has defined its development goals and strategic 
positioning, promoted the process of putting all kinds of resourc-
es mainly in its main businesses, and made efforts to tackle its 
areas of weakness and step into more fields, to play well the role 
of a central State-owned enterprise as “an anchor for stability.”

CCCG has enhanced efforts to quicken the transfor-
mation of its function from corporate management 
to capital management in accordance with the 
requirements made by the Party Committee of 
SASAC for changing supervision ideas, key areas to 
be supervised and means of supervision and optimiz-
ing the aspects to be supervised. To make its 
headquarters greater and better, CCCG has further 
defined relevant rights and duties, optimized its 
structure, raised its capacity, tempered its work 
style, and shaped the image of its headquarters 
characterized by “smooth communication, quick 
response, efficient coordination and grassroots-ori-
ented services”; optimized and improved its adminis-
tration and control model to fully understand the 
relationship between delegation and control, and 
established and improved the administration and 
delegation model based on the governance, powers 
and responsibilities system of the Company to boost 
the quality and efficiency of administration and 
control; made efforts to inspire the comprehensive 
efficiency of reform, further improved the rules and 
working mechanism of the board of directors, 
quickened the legal person governance structure 
pilot reform of its 17 subsidiaries, and encouraged 
its subsidiaries on the “Double Hundred Enterprises” 
list to launch comprehensive reform and strive to 
make more substantial achievements.

Part 1: Making Unwavering Efforts to Develop CCCG Stronger, Better and LargerChina Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd.
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CCCG, following the idea of deepening reform in all areas through pilot reform, has strived to be a window through 

which State-owned capital investment companies can effectively play their functions. Next, CCCG will make full efforts 

to further implement the three-year action plan for the reform of State-owned enterprises proposed by the SASAC of 

the State Counicl and quicken its steps in deepening reform in all areas through pilot reform, creating new role models 

for the reform of State-owned enterprises.

2. Action Plan 2020



Focusing on Building 
a Community of 
Shared Future for Mankind

PART II
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Consultation with Customer

Sharing with Shareholderss

Win-Win Results with Partners

Construction with Communities

Growth with Employees

Features: Upholding Party Leadershipand Strengthening Party Building:
Comprehensively Improving Quality of Party Building in State-Owned 
Enterprises in the New Era



 Remarkable achievements in high-end communication

CCCC Central China Regional Headquarters made remarkable achievements in high-end communication in 2019 

through giving full play to its operations personnel in a coordinated manner, integrating internal and external resourc-

es, using comparative advantages, and making in-depth and full communication.

呩⢾

1.1 Enhancing Key Account Management

CCCG has established and perfected key account management system, improved key account manage-

ment and high-end communication mechanism, advanced the building of regional headquarters, and 

strengthened the functions of coordination and guidance of regional headquarters, encouraged 

high-end exchanges, enhanced strategic coordination, and deepened cooperation in the market. In 

2019, CCCG concluded strategic framework agreements with local governments of, among others, 

Shanghai, Tianjin, Xiamen, Zhuhai, and Sanya; and actively participated in a series of activities held 

during the Second Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation, reaching project contracts 

valuing over 30 billion dollars, and the Second China International Import Expo, reaching agreements 

valuing over 4.6 billion yuan.

1. Consultation with Customers

CCCC Haixi Regional Headquarters

organized more than 20 high-end 

exchange activities, which deepened 

its strategic cooperation with the 

local governments in the region and 

advanced the successive approval and 

implementation of major projects 

such as the Second East Passageway 

in Xiamen. 

CCCC East China Regional Headquarters

giving full play to CCCG Industrial Develop-

ment and Operations Alliance, held the 

conference of the alliance in Nanjing in 2019 

to promote the communication and coopera-

tion among industries, governments, cham-

bers of commerce, industrial parks and other 

parties, reaching 10 strategic cooperation 

agreements with local enterprises. 

CCCC Northeast China Regional Head-

quarters formulated the Implementa-

tion Rules of CCCC Northeast China 

Regional Headquarters for the Manage-

ment of High-End Communication (Trial), 

followed up projects by the means of, 

among others, figuring out the needs 

of the owners, assessing the feasibility 

of the projects, offering tailored plans, 

and offered high-quality, sustainable 

and reasonably-priced solutions 

integrating the full process from 

investment and financing to construc-

tion and operation and taking into 

consideration risks as many as possi-

ble, to make more official agreements 

to be concluded. 

CCCC Northwest China 

Regional Headquarters communi-

cated with almost all the high-end 

customers in the five provinces/au-

tonomous regions in the region in 

2019 through improving the 

communication mechanism, widen-

ing the communication scope and 

enriching the ways of communica-

tion. 

CCCC Southwest China 

Regional Headquarters fully deepened 

and expanded its relationship with 

governments, organized 19 high-end 

communication activities, and negoti-

ated in depth with the Sichuan provin-

cial government, Guizhou provincial 

government, Chongqing municipal 

government, Chengdu government, 

Kunming government and other 

governments concerning the coopera-

tion in major projects in the region, 

showing that the high-end communica-

tion has extended to governments at 

higher levels.

CCCC Central China 

Regional Headquarters, sticking to the 

business philosophy of “demands of the 

government, advantages of CCCG, mutual 

understanding and win-win through 

cooperation,” actively made communica-

tion with high-end customers such as 

competent authorities, investment 

platforms and financial institutions in the 

region concerning the operation of 

projects. It took the initiative to organize 

more than 30 high-end communication 

activities in 2019, reaching five strategic 

cooperation agreements.

Reaching the investment framework agreement for the Sino-France Eco-City in Wuhan valuing 23 billion yuan, 
and winning the contract for and starting the construction of the eastern area of the eco-city valuing nearly 
4 billion yuan.

Deepening cooperation with local platforms, and winning the contracts for road and bridge projects in Hubei 
Province with the contract value totaling nearly 10 billion yuan.

Promoting the implementation of the projects under the framework agreement reached with the Henan provincial 
government valuing 200 billion yuan, and winning the contracts for five expressways totaling nearly 10 billion 
yuan in contract values.

Taking the lead to obtain approval for and implement projects such as the Danhe New City in Jincheng City and 
the Changzhi East High-Speed Railway Station and associated works, with the total value of the contracts it won 
in the year exceeding 10 billion yuan, which was the first in its history.

Actively developing emerging business, which amounted for 30 percent of its business in 2019, 20 percentage 
points higher than that in 2018.
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Sanya Lanse Ganxian rated 3A for maritime tourism service quality

In response to the call of the Hainan provincial government and the government of Sanya City for opening up ferry 

lines, Sanya Lanse Ganxian Tourism Development Co. was incorporated by CCCC Ocean Investment Holding Co., togeth-

er with Zhuhai Jiuzhou Holdings Group Co. Sanya Lanse Ganxian offers coastal passenger transportation services and 

maritime tourism services with its high-speed passenger ship “Hai Kun Hao,” and its tourist ship “Xun Xian 107.” The 

company, actively expanding its marine tourism services, advanced the transformation of its services from transporta-

tion to transportation and tourism, and launched products such as “scenic spots accessible directly from the sea,” 

“sightseeing Sanya from the sea,” “the sea, the sky, the night and Sanya,” “teenager’s Chinese dream/half day on the 

Phoenix Island,” which were received well in the market. In November 2019, the company was rated 3A for high service 

quality of maritime tourism and passenger transport in Hainan.

呩⢾

1.2 Improving Customer Satisfaction

Sticking to the customer-oriented principle, CCCG has enhanced efforts to customer relations management, improved 

customer service system, expanded communication channels with customers, and listened actively to customers, 

constantly raising customer satisfaction.

CCCG respects the privacy of all its customers and has enhanced employees’ confidentiality awareness. No 

customer data or information about any complaint made by any of its customers is allowed to be disclosed 

without permission. 

CCCG attached great improtance to customer complaints, and has enhanced efforts to make its customer 

compliant acceptance procedures more reasonable and its compliant handling mechanism more regulated, 

aiming at fully protecting the rights and interests of customers. 

CCCG has continuously improved the capabilities to offer services through meeting the actual demands of custom-

ers, giving full play to the advantages of its affiliates and continuing to optimize its model of services. 

Optimizing customer services

Actively responding to customer complaints

Protecting customer information

CCCC Haixi Regional 

Headquarters sticking to the 

idea of putting customer 

first, offered 28 value added 

solutions for the projects of 

its customers through giving 

full play to its advantages in 

the industry chain and 

multi-sector coordination.

CCCC South China Region-

al Headquarters advanced 

the building of its customer 

relations system and 

improved customer experi-

ence through paying close 

attention to complaint 

handling, daily customer 

care, customer-oriented 

management and so on, 

and put customer satisfac-

tion into the scope of 

performance appraisal.

CCCC Third Harbour Consul-

tants Co. enhanced the 

building of customer-orient-

ed service system, and 

transformed demands and 

expectations of customers 

into product requirements in 

compliance with relevant 

regulations and specifica-

tions, to offer quality 

products and services to 

customers.

following the idea of 

putting customer first, 

China Highway Engineer-

ing Consulting Corpora-

tion, paid timely attention 

to the demands of custom-

ers, and offered extensive, 

comprehensive and quality 

services in a timely 

manner, with professional 

service teams and innova-

tive service ideas.

CCCC Northeast China Regional Headquar-

ters, requiring the first recipient of a 

compliant made by a customer to be respon-

sible for the compliant, has established the 

customer data review authority hierarchy, 

prepared information forms, and designat-

ed dedicated personnel to grant access to 

customer information, to enhance customer 

information protection in an all-round way. 

CCCC Second Harbour 
Engineering Co. has issued 
the confidentiality rules to 
further keep customer 
information safe. 

Road and Bridge International Co. 
has made continuous efforts to  
advance IT application, regulated the 
collection of customer information, 
and strengthened the confidentiality 
of customer information and other 
data resources.

CCCG’s subsidiaries and affiliates conduct customer satisfaction survey on a regular basis to listen to the expecta-

tions and demands of customers and improve customer satisfaction. 

Conducting customer satisfaction survey

CCCC Southwest China� Regional 

Headquarters has designated a 

dedicated department to follow 

up feedbacks from customers to 

maintain its brand image.

Chuwa Bussan Co. has estab-

lished a cross-border customer 

feedback mechanism, through 

which customer complaints made 

in China are forwarded to the 

relevant responsible person in 

Japan as soon as possible.

Beijing Forestry University Forest 

Science Co. a company controlled 

by China Urban-Rural Holdings 

Group Co., uses the GM’s Mailbox, 

customer feedback notebooks and 

dedicated departments to collect 

and handle customer complaints.

CCCC Southwest China Regional 

Headquarters surveyed 22 custom-

ers including provincial transpor-

tation authorities and governmen-

tal platforms for their satisfaction, 

getting an average score of above 

99.

 China Highway Vehicle & Machin-

ery Co., keeping customer orient-

ed, raised its customer satisfac-

tion from 95 percent to 99 

percent.

CCCC Water Transportation Consul-

tants Co. conducted the customer 

satisfaction survey concerning 

projects officially approved in 

2018-2019, with 99.9 percent of the 

participants feeling very satisfied or 

satisfied.

CCCC Fourth Highway Engineering 

Co. conducted customer satisfac-

tion surveys concerning projects 

under construction twice a year, 

with 95 percent of the participants 

feeling very satisfied or satisfied.

����
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2.1 Increasing Shareholder Returns

Focusing on the strategies of CCCG in Five Fields and the Three-Positioning, CCCG has followed closely the general 

work policy of “123456,” and forged ahead with determination, striving to achieve stable growth of various 

economic indicators. In 2019, the operating revenue of the Company reached 656.967 billion yuan, up 12.68 

percent year-on-year; the total profits and net profits amounted to 32.089 billion yuan and 23.584 billion yuan 

respectively, up 11.91 percent and 9.60 percent from a year earlier separately. 

2.3 Enhancing Investor Relations Management

CCCC affiliated with CCCG has worked out the administrative measures for the management of investor relations, 

implemented the “Internet Plus” investor relations management model, and responded to issues which investors 

care the most by means such as investor relations hotlines, IR e-mail boxes, investor relations information on the 

Investor Relations column (both in Chinese and English) at its official website, SSE e-platform and reverse 

roadshows. It has taken full advantage of WeChat and other network media to discloses accurate information 

concerning its performance in an active manner, to enlarge the receivers of information concerning its investor 

relations management, and continuously raise its investor relations management level.

2.2 Strengthening Information Disclosure

CCCC affiliated with CCCG has formulated several information disclosure management systems including the 

Measures for Information Disclosure of Production and Operation Data, the Measures for Information Disclosure, the 

Reporting System for Importance Information, the Accountability System for Major Errors in Information Disclosure in 

Regular Reports, the Management System on Insider Information, and the Administrative Measures for Information 

Disclosure of Debt Financing Instruments, and disclosed real, accurate, complete information in a timely manner, 

constantly enhancing corporate transparency. In 2019, CCCC issued 348 announcements and circulars in domestic 

and foreign capital markets, four compliance reports on a regular basis and four bulletins concerning its produc-

tion and operation data. In addition, CCCC, in the aim of meeting the needs of investors, also disclosed information 

concerning the operation in the industry in accordance with the latest guidance on the disclosure of industry infor-

mation issued by the Shanghai Stock Exchange and based on the characteristics of the industry, fully and accurate-

ly revealing the operation risks in the industry and making its information disclosure more targeted and effective. 

CCCC was awarded a rating of “A,” the highest rating in terms of information disclosure, for five years in a row by 

the Shanghai Stock Exchange.

2. Sharing with Shareholders

The operating revenue 

of the Company reached 

656.967 billion yuan

up 12.68% 

up 11.91%

up 9.60%

The total profits amounted to 

32.089 billion yuan

The net profits amounted to

23.584 billion yuan 

2019

Annual General Meeting of Shareholders
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Included in the Top 100 Hong Kong-listed Companies list

Won the Best Listed Company Award at the 1st New Fortune 
Best Listed Company Awards Ceremony

Awarded the rating of “A,” the highest rating in terms of information 
disclosure, in 2018

Won the Best Information Disclosure Award at the 1st Greater China
Best Listed Companies Awarding Ceremony

Won the Top 100 Enterprises Award at the 19th Top 100 Chinese 
Listed Companies Summit Forum

Won the Most Valuable Listed Company Award at the 9th China 
Securities Golden Bauhinia Awards
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CCCG holds supply chain and innovation development forum

On November 8, 2019, at the Second China International Import Expo, CCCG, together with Shanghai Maritime Univer-

sity, hosted the Forum of Supply Chain Research and Innovation Development in China Engineering Construction 

Industry. With the theme focusing on conducting world-class research and application of supply chain and using 

innovation to boost high-quality development of China’s engineering construction industry, the participants discussed 

and exchanged ideas on the development direction and path of supply chain innovation and application. After the 

meeting, CCCC First Harbour Engineering Co., CCCC Dredging (Group) Co. and ZPMC, as well as other affiliated units of 

CCCG signed partnership agreements with 11 enterprises including Siemens, ABB, Trelleborg, Shell, and Exxon Mobil, 

aiming at integrating the technologies and quality resources of foreign companies with the advantages of CCCG in 

market and production capability, and at building a cooperation platform featuring resource integration, equality and 

mutual benefits for both parties.

CASE

3.1 Intensifying Supply Chain Management

CCCG has established and perfected supply chain management system, and completed the preparation of the Plan of 

CCCG for the Construction of Supply Chain Management System and the Plan of CCCG for the Implementation of Supply Chain 

Management System. According to the Administrative Rules of CCCC for the Management of Material Suppliers, CCCG has 

implemented full-process management of the suppliers, ranging from the access and assessment to the exit. In 2019, 

CCCG took the lead to prepare the Report on the Research Project of Smart Supply Chain of Central State-Owned Enterpris-

es, and conducted in-depth leading-edge researches and practical experiments on modern supply chain, aiming at 

setting up a benchmark for supply chain in the construction industry. It ranked second in the appraisal of the procure-

ment management compliance of central State-owned enterprises in construction sector held by the SASAC of the 

State Council.

3.2 Conducting Good Faith Cooperation

Insisting on honest operation and fair competition, CCCG has actively built strategic cooperation platform, established 

cooperation relations with leading enterprises and famous universities both at home and abroad, aiming at achieving 

mutual benefits and win-win results. In 2019, CCCG established strategic partnership relations with China FAW Group 

Corporation, State Power Investment Corporation, China COSCO Shipping Corporation, China Export & Credit Insur-

ance Corporation, and CMA CGM S.A., a French container transportation and shipping company. CCCG also conducted 

industry-university-research cooperation with Ocean University of China.

3. Win-Win Results with Partners

Supplier training

CCCG holds supplier conferences on a regular basis, and has provided 

suppliers with training programs concerning anti-corruption, integrity, 

access and assessment standards, promoting its suppliers to improve their 

management and technological innovation level. In 2016-2019, CCCG 

conducted a number of corporate social responsibility training programs, 

covering over 1,270 suppliers.

Responsible procurement

CCCG has integrated social responsibility idea into the whole process of 

procurement, ranging from preliminary preparation, planning and decision 

making to conclusion and performance of contracts. The Company has 

enhanced monitoring of procurement compliance, strengthened central-

ized procurement, and paid close attention to talent development, striving 

to reduce the risks in material procurement. In 2019, CCCC trained over 

1,300 people of the Company’s material procurement system; the amount 

of e-procurement reached 178.698 billion yuan, saving 4.309 billion yuan of 

costs.

Supplier management

CCCG manages its suppliers in categories and in batches. The Company 

implements a strict supplier access system, and assesses the qualification 

of each supplier in a strict manner; has set up a full-process supplier assess-

ment system, improved continuously its incentives mechanism which 

defines in details the standards for classification change, and adjusted the 

classification of the suppliers in a dynamic manner, in the aim of optimizing 

its suppliers; and has established a long-term communication mechanism, 

and holds annual meetings to award and communicate with excellent 

suppliers every year, aiming at establishing long-term cooperation relations 

with the suppliers. In 2019, CCCG had 1,397 suppliers at the headquarters 

level, and all of the supplier had passed the certifications of ISO 9001 Quali-

ty Management System, Environmental Management System, and Occupa-

tional Health and Safety Management System.

Dialogue on Strategic Implementation Path of Global 
Supply Chain for Engineering Construction Enterprises

Forum of Supply Chain Research and Innovation Development 
in China Engineering Construction Industry held by CCCG
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 In 2016-2019,

CCCG conducted a 

number of corporate 

social responsibility 

training programs, 

covering over 

1,270  suppliers

CCCC trained over 

1,300  people of 
the Company’s material 
procurement system

The amount of e-pro-

curement reached 

178.698 
billion yuan

Saving 4.309  

billion yuan of costs
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Building best affordable apartments in KunmingCASE

The Wujiaba urban redevelopment project in Kunming, capital city of southwest China’s 
Yunnan Province, was the top priority project of the city, and the affordable apartments to 
be built by CCCC First Harbour Engineering Co. as the general contractor in Xianghua 
Village, Wujiaba, were to accommodate the relocated residents of the project. The scope 
of the work for the project includes all the construction-related works, ranging from civil 
construction, equipment installation, decoration, provision and installation of elevators 
and laying of outdoor pipelines to landscaping. Focusing on building high-quality 
apartments for the residents, CCCC First Harbour Engineering Co. overcame the difficul-
ties successively, such as foundation excavation in the alluvial plain area, leakage and 
piping at the bottom of the foundation, and accurate positioning and setting out of the 
pile foundation. As part of the project, including 29-story buildings, has been completed 
successfully, the relocated residents in poor financial status were close to have quality 
apartments to live in, which definitely made contribution to the urbanization of the city. 
The apartments were acclaimed by the inspection delegates organized by the government 
of Kunming City as the best affordable apartments in Kunming.

4.1 Building Harmonious Community

4. Construction with Communities
Insisting on the original aspiration for doing charity and the traditional Chinese virtue of benevolence, 
CCCG has performed its responsibilities as a corporate citizen which helps those in danger and in need, and 
played active role in and made contributions to community building, volunteer services, emergency rescue 
and disaster relief, and so on. In 2019, the donations for public welfare cause of CCCG reached 261.6049 
million yuan.

CCCG has taken initiative to participate in community activities, and conducted activities to help poor students and 
people in need and improve the people’s livelihood. The Company has enhanced efforts to serve the public in a 
down-to-earth manner, and established good relations with the locals, striving to build a happy and harmonious 
community.

4.2 Participating in Public Welfare Cause

CCCG has always insisted on the idea of serving and making contributions to society, 
carried forward the volunteer service spirit, constantly improved the Blue Vest volun-
teer service system, strengthened volunteer service position construction, enhanced 
efforts to carry out public welfare activities inside and outside the Company, and 
fostered the brand image of Blue Vest. In 2019, the Company had 17,211 volunteers, 
providing a total of 89,861 hours of volunteer services.

An employee of the project department of Libo-Rongjiang Expressway 
undertaken by CCCC Third Harbour Engineering Co. was tutoring an 

ethnic Shui elementary student

Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Operation Co. donated Maternal 
and Infant Health packages for Kenya’s poverty-stricken 

families 

The CHEC project department in Angola conducted safety training for 
local schools as volunteer services

Design sketch of the relocation project of 
Xianghua Village at Wujiaba area of 

Kunming City
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Employee volunteers of CCCC Shanghai Dredging Co. assisted the 
intellectually disabled people of Shanghai Sunshine Home to 

participate in sports meeting

Employees of CCCC Dredging (Group) Co provided
 volunteer services for 22nd World Dredging Congress

 & Exposition

CCCC Xi’an Road Construction Machinery Co. visited the 
elderly in a senior care center

Blue Vest volunteers of CCCC Asset Management Co. 
conducted a donation activity for children in Nujiang 

Lisu Autonomous Prefecture

Blue Vest volunteer service team of China 
Communications Information Technology Group 

conducted a donation activity for children’s home

“Lanyan,” or “Blue Flame,” volunteers of China Urban-Rural Holdings 
Group Co. popularized gas knowledge on campus

Employees of the project department of Renhuai-Zunyi 
Expressway undertaken by Road and Bridge International Co. 

repaired roads for Lianchi Village as volunteer services

The Company had 

17,211 volunteers

Providing a total of 

89,861 hours of 
volunteer services
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CCCC Guangzhou Dredging Co. conducts unified arrangement for its “Blue Vest” volunteer resources. The company, 
performing its social responsibilities as a central State-owned enterprise in CCCG’s blue vest, organizes and offers 
volunteer services both internally and externally, and has been recognized as an “Outstanding Unit of Red House Party 
Building Volunteer Service.”

The company planned and implemented the “Beau-
tiful Beach Colombo Plan” in Sri Lanka. Dedicated 
personnel shall be employed to clean the 5 km long 
beach in Colombo every day for a period of one 
year, and rubbish bins, no littering signs, 
eco-friendly signs and other facilities shall be used 
at appropriate places along the beach. The action 
plan also calls on the public to keep the beach clean 
together.

Volunteer activities were carried out by its project 
department in Ghana to keep the “Gold Coast” 
clean together with local residents there.

CHEC employees in Papua New Guinea rushed to 
rescue people in danger and donated money and 
goods at the earthquake-stricken area immediately 
after the earthquake in 2019, showing its commit-
ment to social responsibility as a corporate citizen.

CRBC rushes to rescue people from flood in Sihanoukville

The Sihanoukville in Cambodia witnessed heavy floods 
caused by strong typhoons and heavy rainfall in the 
summer of 2019, with the streets, drainage system, 
rivers, buildings and other infrastructure in the down-
town area being heavily damaged. Under such circum-
stances, CRBC Cambodia Office dispatched professional 
equipment and personnel to the typhoon-stricken areas 
in assisting the local government to carry out rescue 
operation. Rescuers from the office cleared mud from 
roads, removed dangerous buildings, reopened 
damaged roads, and did other things they could do. The 
quick response of the office to the disaster was highly 
praised by the country’s Ministry of Public Works and 
Transport, the local government and local residents.

CHEC serves society in overseas market

China Harbour Engineering Co. (CHEC) has been committed to public welfare activities such as poverty alleviation, 
emergency rescue and disaster relief, donations to schools, medical assistance, environmental protection, and cultural 
exchanges, and taken those activities as an important part of social responsibility performance.

“Beautiful Beach Colombo Plan” lunched by CHEC Port 
City Colombo (Pvt) Ltd.

Volunteer service activity for beach environment 
protection launched by CHEC in Ghana

4.3 Conducting Emergency Rescue 
and Disaster Relief Work

Focusing on performing social responsibilities while building high-quality projects, CCCG has given play to its advan-
tages in infrastructure construction, and enhanced efforts to carry out emergency rescue and disaster relief activities, 
striving to guarantee the life and property safety of the people.

CCCC Railway Consultants Group Co. participated in the “6/10” 
disaster relief work in Longchuan County of Heyuan City, 

south China’s Guangdong Province

The project department of Yuhang express passageway 
undertaken by CCCC Second Harbour Engineering Co. 

participated in the typhoon disaster relief activity

Engineering vehicles and employees of CRBC carried out 
disaster relief work

�� ��

The company donated money to build the first 
school named after an enterprise, Catumbela CHEC 
Middle School, in Catumbela of Angola, helping local 
children pursue further education.

Providing on-site volunteer services at the technical seminar concerning marine 
ecological conservation as per the National Blue Bay Remediation Action Plan

The project department of Colombo Port City organized employees to participate 
in volunteer activities with the theme of protecting beaches

Organizing and carrying out “Learning from Lei Feng
” volunteer tree-planting activities

The Youth League Branch of the project department in Israel carried out
 environmental volunteer activities to clean the construction area

Carrying out volunteer activities to help those in need 
achieve their dreams

The Youth League Branch of the project department 
in Sri Lanka carried out volunteer activities to help its 
employees in difficulties

Carrying out volunteer activities with the theme of 
pursuing the footprints of the predecessors and 
listening to their stories

The Youth League Branch of the project department 
in Cote d'Ivoire carried out regular volunteer 
activities to visit the parents of its local employees

The Youth League Branch of the project department in
 Ghana carried out volunteer activities to fill potholes 
on the road before the gate of a primary school

CCCG Blue Vest highlights social responsibility of central SOECASE

CASE

CASE
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Efforts enhanced to build beautiful Wufang Village

4.4 Exploring Rural Revitalization

CCCG has taken initiative to respond to the rural revitalization strategy, actively leveraged the industrial advantages 
in infrastructure construction while effectively promoting poverty alleviation. The Company has explored the path for 
integrating and coordinating poverty alleviation and rural revitalization, striving to build a beautiful countryside 
featuring thriving businesses, pleasant living environments, social etiquette and civility, effective governance, and 
prosperity. CCCC Third Harbour Engineering Co. has built Aotou Village, Oucuo Village and other areas into character-
istic towns with distinctive industries, integration of culture and tourism, and pleasant living environments. The 
Wufang Village, a demonstration project of rural revitalization undertaken by CCCC Shanghai Dredging Co., is one of 
the first batch of nine pilot boutique villages proposed by Shanghai Municipality, as well as the first to be operated as 
a rural revitalization project.

The demonstration village project (Phase I) for rural revitalization 
in Wufang Villiage, Qingcun Town of Fengxian District, Shanghai

As the builder of the demonstration village project 
(Phase I) for rural revitalization in Wufang Villiage, 
Qingcun Town of Fengxian District, Shanghai, CCCC 
Shanghai Dredging Co. has been committed to improv-
ing the living conditions, environment and infrastruc-
ture, by following the ideas of building a beautiful 
village with roads and rivers running through, fields and 
woods nourishing the villagers and people living happi-
ly there. In six months, the project team renovated 80 
houses, built 19 bridges, cleared up seven heavily 
polluted rivers, and completed other works such as 
house decoration, road building, river dredging, 
embankment building, sewage pipe laying, landscaping, 
and renovation of the theatre of the village, bringing 
vitality and vigor to the village with a long history and 
traditional culture through revitalization. The project 
was highly acclaimed by the local government and 
villagers.

In June 2019, the Phase I project was completed and put into trial operation, symbolizing an active and successful 
exploration in the implementation of the national rural revitalization initiative and the promotion of the integration 
and development of the urban areas and the rural areas in Shanghai. On July 4 and September 26, 2019, Li Qiang, 
member of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee and Party Secretary of Shanghai, and Ying Yong, Deputy 
Party Secretary and Mayor of Shanghai, conducted investigation and research tours to Wufang Village respectively. 

“With the implementation of Wufang Village project, we have realized accumulation of talent resources and 
technologies. Now, we are preparing the guide for the building of demonstration villages, and hope the 
valuable experience could be promoted to other projects, facilitating the realization of rural revitalization.”

——Cao Zheng, manager of Wufang Village project (Phase I)

It is unbelievable! I am so lucky that I move to a new house in my fifties. I have entrusted my old house to the 
government, for which I will get more than 40,000 yuan every year without doing anything.

——a villager of Wufang

5.1 Guaranteeing Rights and Interests 
of Employees

5. Growth with Employees

CCCG has strictly abided by the Labor Law and other laws and regulations, insisted 
on equal employment, standardized employment management, improved the 
salary and welfare system, encouraged employees to participate in democratic 
management, and truly protected the rights and interests of employees. In 2019, 
the number of employees of the Company amounted to 156,428 people, and the 
signing rate of labor contract and the coverage rate of social insurance both 
reached 100 percent.

Equal employment

CCCG bases employee recruitment on the principles of openness, fairness, competition and selec-
tion of the best, with zero tolerance for discrimination against nationality, gender, age, race, 
religion, pregnancy and disability to treat all employees equally; strictly abides by the Provisions 
on Prohibition of Child Labor, prohibits the recruitment of minors under the age of 16, strengthens 
the inspection of illegal use of child labor by subcontractors, and joins hands with supply chain 
partners to fulfill the responsibilities together; and strengthens the recruitment of local employ-
ees to effectively increase the local unemployment rate and improve the life quality of the locals.

Compensation and benefits

CCCG timely and fully pays social insurances for employees according to the relevant require-
ments of national laws and regulations; improves the salary incentive mechanism to provide 
employees with competitive salary and a guarantee for decent life; establishes various forms of 
employee welfare, including commercial insurance for overseas employees to reduce the risks of 
various accidents, and the enterprise annuity system established in 2006 which has made CCCG 
one of the first companies with enterprise annuity system in China; strictly implements the 
relevant national regulations concerning working hours, forbids forced labor, and protects the 
employees’ right to rest and vacation. By 2019, the salary level of CCCG has ranked front among 
the central State-owned enterprises in the construction industry; the scale of accumulated enter-
prise annuity has totaled nearly 11.807 billion yuan, benefiting 16,469 employees.

Democratic management

CCCG establishes and constantly perfects the democratic management system with the workers’ 
congress as the basic form, organizes employees to participate in democratic management and 
democratic decision-making, ensuring the lawful rights and interests of employees are effectively 
guaranteed.

Employment management

For the employment of dispatched workers, CCCG resolutely implements the new national policy 
on labor dispatch and guarantees equal pay for equal work according to job responsibilities; for 
the employment of rural migrant workers, CCCG actively participates in the work training meet-
ings and symposiums organized by the SASAC of the State Council and other ministries and 
commissions, well observes regulations concerning employment and wage payment of migrant 
workers, and carries out self-inspection on the wage payment of migrant workers to ensure due 
and in-time payment. In 2019, CCCG provided jobs for more than 140,000 rural migrant workers, 
the annual per capita income of whom exceeded 60,000 yuan.

100�
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CASE

The number of 
employees of the 
Company amounted to 

156,428  
people

The signing rate of 
labor contract and the 
coverage rate of social 
insurance both 
reached 
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5.2 Promoting Career Development of Employees

CCCG has vigorously implemented the development strategy of putting talented people first, and resolutedly 
followed the path of developing a strong enterprise by high-caliber personnel. In 2019, Zhang Xigang, Chief Engineer 
of CCCG, was elected as a member of the Chinese Academy of Engineering; one person was elected as Master of 
National Engineering Survey and Design, seven were elected as candidates of National Hundred, Thousand and Ten 
Thousand Talent Project, two were awarded the National May 1st Labor Medal, one was awarded the National May 1st 
Women’s Medal, and two were awarded the title of National May 1st Model Women Worker. In addition, three collec-
tives were awarded the title of National Worker Pioneer, and another two collectives were awarded titles of National 
May 1st Women Model Post and 2018 National March 8th Red Banner Collective respectively.

Distinctive Training Programs (Selected):

Staff training: CCCG upholds strategy-oriented, innovation-oriented, problem-oriented, practice-oriented and devel-
opment-oriented principles, makes constant efforts in, among others, system guarantee, platform construction, 
curriculum development, teacher training, and provides scientific, systematic and differentiated education and 
training for employees to continuously improve their performance and value creation ability and provide strong 
impetus to the comprehensive quality improvement of talents and the healthy development of the Company. Over the 
years, with the “11711” talent project as the starting point, the Company has created distinctive training programs for 
enterprise leaders, Party-masses-related workers, management personnel, professional technicians, and skilled 
workers and has fostered a number of influential training brands including “Executive Education,” “Middle-Aged and 
Young Cadre Training,” “International Business Training,” “International Project Managers Training,” and “Excellent 
Chief Engineer Class.” In 2019, the Company strengthened the training of emerging businesses and organized special 
training around new business topics such as water environment, sponge city, and utility tunnel; put forward the 
requirements of no less than 60 training hours for each employee, vigorously promoted learning-based organization 
construction and staff development; passed the review by the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security for 
vocational skill accreditation qualification, and became the sixth among the first batch of 18 pilot central State-owned 
enterprises for vocational skill accreditation. In 2019, the investment in employee training programs reached 426.8781 
million yuan, training a total of 765,640 personnel. 

Skills training for rural migrant workers: Based on 
management schools and key projects of various 
units, nearly 600 amateur schools for rural migrant 
workers have been established around the country to 
continuously provide skills and quality training for 
rural migrant workers and cultivate industrial 
workers in the new era. Up to now, more than 
400,000 rural migrant workers have been trained, 
which has positive effects in terms of improving rural 
migrant workers’ overall quality and awareness of 
work safety and vigorously promoting the team 
construction of industrial workers.

Career development paths: CCCG has built a 
multi-path development system and continuously 
expanded the career development paths of employ-
ees. In 2019, the Company formulated guidance on 
career development for project managers and 
researchers, optimized the construction of career 
paths, and clarified the mechanism for selection and 
training of high-level personnel in the field of 
engineering technology.

Skills competition: In 2019, the Company promoted 

37 units and 2,475 projects to carry out the “six 

competitions (in efficiency, skill, quality, creativity, 

effect, and contribution) and six creations (of high 

efficiency, craftsmanship, good quality, intelligence, 

ecology, and harmony)” labor competition, forming a 

competition promotion model that brings together 

headquarters and participating units and integrates 

investment, construction and operation. The Compa-

ny organized several competitions to comprehen-

sively improve the skills of employees, including the 

road and water transport teams ship work safety 

competition with the participation of 1,271 projects, 

7,564 teams and 378 ships; the national leading labor 

and skills competition for Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei 

coordinated development and transportation 

integration with the participation of 69 projects, 206 

teams and 12,357 people; and the national highway 

engineering labor and skills competition with the 

participation of nine units, 47 projects, 981 teams, 

and 37,913 people.
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On March 6, 2019, Kai Tak development – infrastructure works for develop-
ments at the southern part – Stage 3 project undertaken by CRBC Hong Kong 
Branch won the Healthy Workplace Best Practices Award – Good Institution 
Award, the Hearing Conservation Best Practices Award – Outstanding Perfor-
mance Award and the Hearing Conservation Best Practices Award – Creative 
Improvement Award at the 14th Occupational Health Award organized by Hong 
Kong’s Occupational Safety & Health Council. The Tseung Kwan O-Lam Tin 
Tunnel – Road P2 and associated works won the Prevention of Pneumoconiosis 
Best Practices Award – Good Performance Award and the Healthy Workplace 
Best Practices Award – Outstanding Institution Award at the event.

5.3 Enhancing Employee Care

Caring for special groups: CCCG pays attention to the assistance for employees in difficulty, raises and establishes 

special assistance funds to provide security for the employees in need; cares for female employees, adjusts maternity 

leave policies of subsidiaries at all levels according to relevant national policies, protects the rights and interests of 

pregnant women and nursing mothers; cares for front-line employees by paying visits and sending cool-off gifts in 

summer days; cares for employees working abroad, purchases commercial insurance for them, and provides a salary 

doubling that of the same position at home. In 2019, the Company’s trade unions at various levels visited 3,505 

projects, set up 1,357 “Loving Stations,” and offered 33.68 million yuan of solatium and over 98 million yuan of high 

temperature allowance to employees; and, provided assistance for 1,083 employees with financial difficulties, and paid 

over 1.08 million yuan of assistance fund.

5.4 Enriching Employee Activities
CCCG advocates the concept of happy work and healthy life and has carried out a series of cultural and sports activi-
ties, such as tug of war, brisk walking, Spring Festival parties, calligraphy workshop, reading season forum of famous 
scholars, and ant book market, to enable close communications among employees, relieve work pressure, and create 
a happy workplace at the Company. In 2019, the Company’s Fourth Men’s Basketball and Women’s Cheerleading 
League Competition live video got more than 670,000 views online.

Cold watermelons provided by CCCC First Harbour Engineering Co.
for foreign employees

“Safety” Zongzi, a sticky rice dumpling wrapped up with bamboo or 
reed leaves, provided by CCCC Second Harbour Engineering Co. 

for employees during the Chinese Dragon Boat Festival

Parent-child activity held by CCCC Third Harbour Engineering Co. 
at the workplace

CCCC-FHDI Engineering Co. visited veteran workers

Over 98 million yuan of high 

temperature allowance

 to employees

Provided assistance for

 1,083 employees with 

financial difficulties

Set up 1,357
 “Loving Stations”

The Company’s trade unions 
at various levels visited 

3,505 projects

Offered 

33.68 million yuan 
of solatium 

Paid over 1.08 
million yuan 

of assistance fund

Caring about occupational health: CCCG has established an occupational health 
protection mechanism to improve the systems on regular physical examina-
tions for employees and special medical examinations for employees engaged 
in special or hazardous jobs. The Company has strengthened the management 
in the construction sites, strictly distributed labor protection supplies, and 
improved employees’ awareness of self-protection through diverse training 
and education, in order to effectively protect their physical and mental health. 
In 2019, CCCG carried out 1,507 seminars on occupational health, issued 3,922 
pieces of message on heatstroke prevention and cooling, and organized 
146,000 employees to participate in health examinations.

14th Occupational Health Award

CCCG Fourth Men’s Basketball and Women’s Cheerleading 
League Competition

Spring Festival Party held at the headquarters of CCCG

Group wedding ceremony of employees of CCCC Third 
Highway Engineering Co.

Outdoor training activity organized by CCCC Second Harbour 
Engineering Co. for new employees

�� ��

CRBC Hong Kong Branch wins occupational health awardsCASE
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1. Focusing on Main Line of Party Building 
CCCG has given priority to political development, and always insisted on the Party’s leadership. The Company has completed 
the upfront research of 129 major items concerning corporate reform and development and Party building, laying a solid 
foundation from three aspects of political ideals, accountability and execution for the building of a world’s leading enterprise 
representing the new development idea. It has enhanced efforts to full build modern State-owned enterprise system with 
Chinese characteristics, promoted 301 third-level units to integrate Party building into the articles of association and all of its 
second-level units to fully prepare the list of “major issues, major personnel appointments and dismissals,” as well as other 
major matters, and gradually improved the decision-making, execution and supervision mechanisms.

CCCG has made overall action plan concerning the establishment of Party building contact points, and made efforts to build 
“five Party building demonstration units,” starting a new chapter in which high-quality Party building guides its high-quality 
development. The Company has drafted and issued the Plan for the Establishment of Party Building Contact Points for 
State-Owned Enterprises, which specifies the objectives, tasks and approaches of establishing the points, and as the fundamen-
tal document in this regard, defines the basic rules to be followed by every Party organization within the Company. Taking the 
establishment of the points as the main line, the Company has integrated the point establishment into the Party building work 
of 2019, and defined in detail 19 major missions in five categories and 66 specific tasks, giving specific guidance to Party 
organizations. The Company has formulated and issued the Implementation Opinions on the Building of Benchmark Primary-Level 
Party Organizations and the Implementation Plan on the Building of Party Member Demonstration Posts, specifying how to create 
models of high-quality Party building, Party member demonstration posts, and the positive atmosphere in which Party 
members are highly motivated, and made efforts to become the pioneer, demonstration site and pilot field in Party building 
among central State-owned enterprises. In 2019, the Company completed the research project of Prevention of Benefits 
Transfer in State-Owned Enterprises designated by the Central Leading Group for Party Building, and the representative of 
CCCG gave speech at the seminar for communicating the establishment of the points of contact and research findings 
organized by the secretariat of the leading group, and shared CCCG’s experience with other participants, which were well 
received. The Company has won the rating of “A,” the highest rating of the responsibility system evaluation for Party building 
of central State-owned enterprises, for two years in a row.

2. Enhancing Ideological Foundation
CCCG is committed to better arming itself with theory, shaping its spirit with 
the thought on socialism with Chinese characteristics for a new era, and 
incorporating the study of theories into every aspect of its development. It 
has firmly grasped the general requirements for “remaining true to original 
aspiration, shouldering historic mission, identifying weaknesses and ensuring 
implementation,” and carried out themed activities through quick planning, 
strict compliance, strong supervision, result orientation and high-quality 
commitment, and fully implemented the spirit of instructions and written 
comments made by General Secretary Xi Jinping. In 2019, the Party commit-
tees of 47 second-level units of the Company carried out 493 collective 
learning activities in total, among which 29 units carried out more than 10 
(including 10) collective learning activities; the Party committees at all levels 
held collective learning activities totaling more than 3,000 days. The Compa-
ny organized more than 2,400 special-topic Party lectures, and sorted out 309 
important instructions made by General Secretary Xi Jinping concerning 
State-owned capital and State-owned enterprises, with 316 outcomes being 
achieved in the implementation of the instructions.

Combining with the education themed “remaining true to original aspiration 
and keeping mission firmly in mind,” the Party Committee Center Group of 
the Company held special-topic seminars to learn the spirit of the important 
speeches made by General Secretary Xi Jinping at the education campaign on 
the theme of “staying true to the Party’s founding mission” and at the 
meeting celebrating the 70th anniversary of the founding of the People’s 
Republic of China. The participants discussed the contents and conducted 
in-depth exchanges.

Upholding Party Leadership and 
Strengthening Party Building: 
Comprehensively Improving Quality of Party 
Building in State-Owned Enterprises in the New Era

FEATURES

Education campaign on the theme of “remaining t
rue to original aspiration and keeping mission 

firmly in mind”held by the Party Committee 
Center Group of CCCG

Shenzhen metro line project department effectively 
promoted the education campaign on the theme of 
“remaining true to original aspiration and keeping 

mission firmly in mind”

“It is imperative to build CCCG as a demonstration 
site and pilot field for Party building of State-owned 
enterprises. We will insist on integrating theories 
and actions, and resolutely uphold General 
Secretary Xi Jinping’s core position on the Party 
Central Committee and in the Party as a whole, and 
resolutely uphold the Party Central Committee’s 
authority and its centralized, unified leadership. We 
will insist on linking work at selected spots with that 
in entire areas, and enhance efforts to integrate 
Party building into corporate reform and develop-
ment. We will insist on strict requirements and keen 
affections, and build leading teams daring to take 
responsibility and active actions. We will insist on 
addressing both the symptoms and root causes, and 
foster a healthy atmosphere of integrity within 
CCCG, striving to improve the quality of Party 
building in State-owned enterprises in the new era.

----Liu Qitao, Party Secretary and Chairman of CCCG
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3. Strengthening Party Building Foundation
CCCG has established and perfected Party building work system, and formulated, printed and issued the List of Principal 
Responsibilities of Party Committees at All Levels in Implementing Full and Strict Governance over the Party, which specifies in detail 
its responsibilities for Party building and its commitment to advancing Party self-governance. The Company has held debrief-
ing and review meetings, with the Party secretaries from 12 second-level units giving debriefings on Party building at prima-
ry-level and 111 participating representatives conducting online democratic assessment of the debriefings. The Company has 
strengthened the implementation of the Party building assessment and accountability system, conducted on-site assessment 
of the Party building of second-level units (regional headquarters) for further improving the quality Party building. The 
Company has comprehensively enhanced the fundamental work of Party building, and improved the regulatory construction 
of primary-level Party organizations and the quality of the “Three Contingents.” The Company has adopted digital approaches 
to conduct innovation in Party building work model, and fully launched the management system on Party building information, 
achieving online management and dynamic monitoring of Party building.

5. Intensifying Team Construction

6. Creating Party Building Brand

CCCG has constantly enhanced talent team building. In 2019, the 
Company optimized the demonstration training courses and the 
allocation of teachers in an all-round manner, gave common 
lessons to both executives and young and middle-aged manage-
ment personnel in the same class, and optimized other training 
courses. Throughout the year, CCCG held 29 sessions demon-
stration training programs for the executives and young and 
middle-aged managers; and, 2,170 people were trained. The 
Company held the first special-topic program for outstanding 
young leading personnel with Central Party School (China 
National School of Administration), and trained 102 outstanding 
young people. The newly appointed or promoted leaders under 
the age of 45 took a proportion of 40 percent, which is favorable 
for constantly optimizing leadership structure and boosting 
high-quality development of CCCG.

Taking the establishment of Party building contact points in State-owned enterprises as effective approach, CCCG has 
created four distinctive Party building brands. As for Party building in overseas market, the Company has taken the 
overseas Party building as the core competitiveness in promoting corporate development in international arena. The 
Company has established 408 Party organizations in overseas market, aiming at stimulating the striving spirit of Party 
member employees to achieve great success there, and building “red engines” for helping realize the corporate develop-
ment goal that focuses on quality and coordination and gives priority to overseas market. As for the project depart-
ment-based Party building, the Company has achieved “five simultaneousness” between Party building and project 
construction, and guided Party members to work hard and strive for the best in major projects, at key posts or in tackling 
urgent, dangerous and heavy tasks. As for the integration of Party building, the 35 mixed ownership enterprises who meet 
the requirements have set up Party organizations, and with Party building, those enterprises can achieve mutual comple-
mentarity in pursuing common development and win-win results. Thus, the rights and interests of the enterprise, the 
shareholder, the employee, and the community can be realized organic unity. As for Party building-based poverty allevia-
tion, the Company has intensified efforts to conduct joint building of Party organizations in poverty-stricken areas includ-
ing Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture in Yunnan Province, and Yingjisha County in Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. 
Based on the four synergic actions in the aspects of thinking, objective, responsibility and fund, the Company has built the 
distinctive poverty alleviation model with “plan + market,” “government + enterprise,” and “short-term + long-term,” and 
turned the advantages of Party building into driving force for the fight against poverty.

4. Promoting Integrity Building
CCCG has taken coordinated action to make its employees not dare, not able, and not want to commit corruption. The Company 
has promoted discipline inspection work to achieve new results. First, daily supervision has been constantly enhanced. It has 
issued the Implementation Opinions on Strengthening Daily Intra-Party Supervision, established integrity files for officials of the 
Party Committee of CCCG, and actively advanced the building of regulatory systems in overseas market. Second, work style 
construction has been constantly intensified. It has organized the “Party Conduct and Integrity Month” activity for five years 
in a row, held micro-movie on integrity contest, carried out special activity on self-examination, self-correction and implemen-
tation of rectification for leading officials who violates relevant provisions by doing business or establishing enterprises, and 
conducted special inspection on relevant issues in engineering construction sector. Third, full coverage of inspection tours has 
been realized. The Party Committee of the Company has dispatched two batches of eight inspection groups to conduct inspec-

Affiliated units with CCCG in Guangdong held lecturing activity on Party  conduct 
and integrity

Party branch of the project department of Second 
Hanjiang River Bridge undertaken by CCCC Third 

Harbour Engineering Co, conducted integrity 
education activity

The project department of T9 section of Duyun-
Anshun Expressway conducted integrity education 

activity

Course Completion Ceremony of the 1st International Financial 
Management Personnel Training Program

High-end workshop for members of executive management High-end workshop for young and middle-aged core
 management personnel

Special-topic training program form outstanding young 
leading personnel

Training program for core media personnel
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2019 Awards 
& Honors for
Party Building 

Three Party committees including the 
one of No. 1 Engineering Co. under 
CCCC First Harbour Engineering Co. 
won the title of Advanced Primary 
Party Organization of Central 
State-Owned Enterprises

Gong Hai, Yang Shaobin, and 
Xiongqiang were awarded the title 
of Outstanding Party Member of 
Central State-Owned Enterprises

Zeng Nanhai and Cai Cuisu were 
awarded the title of Outstanding 
Party Affairs Worker of Central 
State-Owned Enterprises

The practice on enhancing ideological education developed by the general Party 
branch of the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge under No. 2 Engineering Co. of 
CCCC First Harbour Engineering Co. was included in the training material for 
Party member education – Case Collection of Secretaries of Primary-Level Party 
Organizations (SOE Version), which is co-compiled by the Party Member Educa-
tion Center of the Organization Department of the CPC Central Committee and 
the Party Building Bureau of the SASAC of the State Council

tion on the Party committees of CCCG leading organs and the Party commit-
tees of 13 second-level units. Fourth, the reform on discipline inspection and 
supervision system has been steadily implemented. It has restructured 
relevant offices, and appointed outstanding personnel to work at discipline 
inspection departments, implemented the requirements of separating 
examination from trial, and separating discipline inspection from other 
working inspection, promoted flat management, and taken initiative to guide 
the system reform of second-level units.
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Serial Activities Themed “Salute China in the New Era”

7. Establishing Mass Organization Layout

According to the requirements of promoting the development of the Communist Youth League of China (CYLC) from 

the aspects of political awareness, ideological thought, original aspiration, reform and strict self-governance, CCCG 

has deepened the work of CYLC and the youth, guided all of the CYLC members to work diligently, to strive for excel-

lence, and to devote themselves into the work of implementing national major strategies and policies, as well as the 

key strategies of the Company. The Company has given full play to the CYLC in maintaining work safety, accomplishing 

urgent, difficult, dangerous and arduous tasks, winning the fight against poverty, and going global, and encouraged 

the youth to achieve remarkable results. The Company has united the united front members, and attracted more 

people sharing the same values with CCCG. In 2019, the Company, with the theme of celebrating National Day, discuss-

ing reform and seeking for development, held the symposium for non-Party representatives and the promotion meet-

ing for united front work, aiming at giving full play to the unique role of united front in pooling strengths and wisdom. 

Advice and suggestions have been presented to the Company to help it improve value creation capability and promote 

high-quality development.

On-site defense activity of “Youth Commando” Symposium for non-Party representatives and the promotion 
meeting for united front work

CCCG in the New Era

Contributions and speeches were welcome to 

tell moving stories about people and the 

country, to show the CCCG people’s most 

simple and most sincere love for the mother-

land.

CCCG in Pictures

The pictures on display tell the history of CCCG for the past 70 years, and present the contributions made by CCCG 

to the development of China from different perspectives.

CCCG Singing for Motherland

Employees, male and female, working different jobs at different age groups, sang the same song to express their 

best wishes to motherland.

CCCG Pursuing Dreams

Original songs composed by CCCG employees to 

express their love to CCCG, fully showing CCCG’s 

commitment to share the future with the country and 

to strive for the dreams.

CCCG Impression

CCCG invited people from all walks of life to visit 

CCCG’s cultural venues, parks, workshops, and 

construction sites, turning the “open day” activities 

into a chance for people to know it, a channel for it to 

publicize science and technology knowledge, a 

window to show its image and a platform to promote 

its development.

�� ��

“CCCG in the New Era” speech contest

A worker in a 30-meter long pipe Whale on the sea

Flash mob with the song of I love you, ChinaSinging activity with I love you, China

Corporate anthem: We Share the Same World “CCCG Impression” Open Day activity

CASE
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About Us

Who We Are

CCCG has been engaged in infrastructure-related construction, 

investment and operation for over 100 years, establishing its 

presence in more than 150 countries and regions around the 

world. It has constructed a large batch of transportation 

infrastructure projects representing the world’s leading level as 

well as the highest level of the era, provided sophisticated and 

complete services for customers, and developed the world’s 

leading technology system. Now, CCCG possesses more than 30 

wholly-owned and controlled subsidiaries, and owns several 

international well-known brands including CCCC, CHEC and CRBC. 

Being listed on Hong Kong and Shanghai stock exchanges, CCCG 

boasts strong overall strength, significant brand influence, and 

growing industry leadership and value creation capabilities.

No. 1 of CCCG

World’s largest port design and construction 
company

World’s largest highway and bridge design 
and construction company

World’s largest dredging company

World’s largest container crane manufacturer

China’s largest international contractor

China’s largest expressway investor

1. Corporate Profile

China Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd. (CCCG) is the 

world’s leading large-scale infrastructure player that provides 

whole package solution. It is mainly engaged in, among others, 

investment, construction and operation of modern transportation 

infrastructure and integrated urban development, and provides 

customers with package solution and integrated services relating 

to investment and financing, consulting and planning, design and 

construction, and management and operation by leveraging its 

advantages in the sectors of transport, urban development, 

waters, and global operations.



Organizational Structure Corporate Culture
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Make the world more connected

Make the city more livable

Make the life better

Corporate Vision

Build high-quality 
infrastructure 

and lay a solid foundation for 
future prosperity

Corporate Mission

Build a connected world 
with international vision

Corporate Spirit

Fulfill the contract with 
full commitment and strive 
for your utmost satisfaction

Corporate Service 
Philosophy

Fairness, inclusiveness,
 pragmatism and innovation

Corporate Values

Uphold moral values, 
promote lifelong learning 
and strive for excellence

Employees’ Values

China Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd.

Board of Supervisors

Party Committee

Board of Directors

The President

Strategy Committee

Audit Committee

Remuneration and 
Appraisal Committee

Nomination Committee
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List of Subsidiaries

Integrated foreign economic enterprises

China Harbour Engineering Company Ltd.

China Road and Bridge Corporation

Chuwa Bussan Co., Ltd.

CCCC International Holding Limited

CCCC Industrial Investment Holding Co., Ltd.

Equipment manufacturing enterprises

Shanghai Zhenhua Heavy Industries Co., Ltd.

China Highway Vehicle & Machinery Co., Ltd.

CCCC Xi’an Road Construction Machinery Co., Ltd.

CCCC Tianhe Mechanical Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

CCCC Chenzhou Road Construction Machinery Co., Ltd.

Infrastructure construction enterprises

CCCC First Harbour Engineering Company Ltd.

CCCC Second Harbour Engineering Company Ltd.

CCCC Third Harbour Engineering Company Ltd.

CCCC Fourth Harbour Engineering Company Ltd.

CCCC First Highway Engineering Group Co., Ltd.

CCCC Second Highway Engineering Co., Ltd.

CCCC Third Highway Engineering Co., Ltd.

CCCC Fourth Highway Engineering Co., Ltd.

Road and Bridge International Co., Ltd.

CCCC Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.

CCCC (Shenzhen) Engineering Co., Ltd.

Dredging enterprises

CCCC Dredging (Group) Company Limited

Infrastructure design enterprises

CCCC Water Transportation Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC Highway Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC First Harbour Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC Second Harbour Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC Third Harbour Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC-FHDI Engineering Co., Ltd.

CCCC First Highway Consultants Co., Ltd.

CCCC Second Highway Consultants Co., Ltd.

China Highway Engineering Consulting Corporation

CCCC Infrastructure Maintenance Group Co., Ltd.

CCCC Railway Consultants Group Co., Ltd.

Investment enterprises

CCCC Investment Company Limited

CCCC Urban Investment Holding Company Limited

CCCC Ocean Investment Holding Company Limited

CCCC Haixi Investment Co., Ltd.

CCCC East China Investment Co., Ltd.

CCCC Northeast China Investment Co., Ltd.

CCCC Southwest Investment and Development Co., Ltd.

CCCC Northwest Investment and Development Co., Ltd.

CCCC Central China Investment Co., Ltd.

CCCC Xiongan Investment Co., Ltd.

CCCC Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Investment and Development Co., Ltd.

Real estate enterprises

CCCG Real Estate Group Co., Ltd.

Greentown China Holdings Limited

Financial enterprises

CCCC Finance Company Ltd.

CCCC Financial Leasing Co., Ltd.

CCCC Fund Management Co., Ltd.

Other enterprises

CCCC Asset Management Company 
Limited

China Urban-Rural Holdings Group Co., Ltd.

China Communications Materials and 
Equipment Company Limited

Communications Construction News Co., Ltd.

China Communications Information 
Technology Group Co., Ltd.

China Airport Construction Group Co., Ltd.

CCCC Nujiang Industrial Poverty Alleviation 
and Development Co., Ltd.
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Responsibility Governance

CCCG has implemented the “13th Five-Year Plan for Corporate Culture Construction” in a deep-going way, advanced 

top-down design on social responsibility management, enhanced social responsibility management and communica-

tions, and taken initiative to integrate social responsibility into day-to-day management. It has perfected the social 

responsibility organizational framework, improved social responsibility management systems, conducted multi-level 

social responsibility trainings, participated in the SASAC research project of “Social Value of State-Owned Enterprises 

in China and South Korea,” and comprehensively boosted responsibility management and practice level.

Responsibility Communications

CCCG has released corporate social responsibility report for 13 years in a row, conducted innovations in stakeholder 

engagement model and channel, enhanced communications and exchanges with stakeholders, clearly identified the 

pursuits and concerns of stakeholders, and passed on to stakeholders the social responsibility ideas and actions of the 

Company, striving to achieve joint development and common progress with stakeholders.

Responsibility Management

The 2018 Corporate Social Responsibility Report of the Company was awarded the highest “Five-Star” rating and
 recognized as an outstanding CSR report by Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

2019 Achievements

The project case of “Focusing on Three-Positioning and Building ‘Sponge City’ in Nansha Free Trade Zone” of the Company 
was selected into the Research Report on Corporate Social Responsibility of Central State-Owned Enterprises (2019)

The Company-sponsored charitable relay race in Ethiopia’s capital Addis Ababa was selected into the Research Report on
Overseas Social Responsibility of Central State-Owned Enterprises (2019)

The Company ranked 24th in the “CSR Development Index of Top 300 Enterprises in China (2019)” released 
by Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

Stakeholder $PNNVOJDBUJPO�.FDIBOJTN�BOE�.PEFMT 3FTQPOTF�BOE�'FFECBDL
Implement requirements of various 
documents and sprits of meetings;

Business communications with 
counterpart departments;

work reporting, and work reports 
and statements

Regulator

(SASAC of the State Council)

Governments at various levels

(local governments)

Keep stable profitability;

Protect rights and interests 
of shareholders;

Maintain good credit rating

Abide by laws and regulations;

Implement national policies;

Conduct integrity management 
according to law;

Sign strategic cooperative agreements

Special topic meetings (reporting) 
and information reporting;

Strategic cooperation;

High-level business meetings

Regular or interim reports;

General meeting of shareholders 
and written notices;

Investor meetings

Contract execution;

visits and meetings;

Documents and mails;

Business owners’ assessment 
and management

Tendering & bidding and 
business negotiation;

Contract execution, 
and business letters 
and communications

Contract execution;

Business letters and communications

Various visits and exchanges;

Participate in public welfare 
activities

Keep close relations and promote 
information sharing;

develop cooperation relations

Participate in/organize social 
contribution activities;

Keep smooth communications

Worker supervisors, 
and workers’ congress;

Solicit rational suggestions;

trainings and meetings;

Day-to-day work communications

Achieve Class-A rating in 
comprehensive assessment;

Improve corporate management 
and control capability;

Fulfill social responsibility

Shareholders

Business owners

and customers

Suppliers

Subcontractors

Employees

Community and 

the public

NGOs and other third-party 

institutions

Guarantee 100 percent of contract 
executive and acceptance rate 

of projects;

Conduct constant innovation in 
technology and product;

Provide satisfied services

Adhere to principles of integrity,
 mutual benefits and
 equal consultation;

Keep good cooperative relations

Strictly manage and control the 
quality of subcontracted projects;

Keep good cooperative relations

Stable compensation incentives;

Protect rights and interests 
of employees;

Care about career development 
of employees;

Conduct various activities

Protect environment and jointly
promote social progress;

Support harmonious development 
of local communities;

Public welfare donations
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Social Responsibility Management Work 
Committee

Working Body for Social Responsibility Management

Party Committee Publicity Department
 (Corporate Culture Department, News Center)

Functional 
Departments

Business 
Divisions

Regional 
Headquarters Subsidiaries
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Material Issues

In 2019, CCCG, aiming at further improving the purpose and responsiveness of the social responsibility report, 

analyzed and compared the influences of different social responsibility issues on stakeholders and the importance to 

corporate development in accordance with social responsibility material issue analysis model, and then identified the 

high-profile material issues.

Issue identification: Based on the social responsibility standards both in China and abroad, the policy requirements of 

governments, benchmarking with leading enterprises, investigation and research on stakeholders, as well as its own 

development plans, CCCG has established a social responsibility issue pool, and then classified the issues into eight 

categories of responsibility management, corporate governance, quality projects, supply chain management, employ-

ee responsibility, community responsibility, environmental responsibility, and overseas responsibility performance, 

covering a total of 35 items.

Responsibility management

1.Responsibility strategy

2.Responsibility governance

3.Social responsibility training

4.Stakeholder communications

Quality projects

10. Project quality

11. Science and technology innovation

12. Work safety

13. Improvement of customer satisfaction

14. Contractor/subcontractor selection mechanism

15. Regulation of tendering & bidding process

16. Promotion of contractors/subcontractors to perform social 
responsibility

17. Protection of rights and interests of rural migrant workers

Corporate governance

5. Perfect governance structure

6. Investor relations management

7. Regular information disclosure

8. Prohibition of commercial bribery and corruption

9. IPR protection

Employee responsibility

18. Protection of basic rights and interests of employees

19. Democratic management

20. Training programs for employees and career development

21. Prevention and control of occupational diseases

22. Assistance to employees with difficulties

Supply chain management

Issue analysis: CCCG conducted a special survey on those 35 sustainable development issues among stakeholders by 

using online questionnaires, aiming to understand the importance of those issues in their minds, and a total of 9,317 

questionnaires were recovered. Through the two-dimensional matrix of “attention of stakeholders” and “importance 

to sustainable development of CCCG,” the Company identified the material issues of social responsibility.

23. Public welfare and charity

24. Targeted poverty alleviation

25. Volunteer activities of employees

Environmental responsibility

26. Establishment of environmental management system

27. Energy-saving and emission reduction

28. Recycling utilization

29. Ecological protection

30. Environmental protection publicity

Overseas responsibility 
performance

31. Response to the Belt and Road Initiative

32. Creation of job opportunities for local people

33. Localized procurement

34. Local volunteer activities

35. Local environmental protection

Community responsibility

Low

h
ig

h

넞
 Importance to sustainable development of CCCG
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Future Prospect
The year 2020 is the final year for completing the building of a moderately prosper-

ous society in all respects and for concluding the 13th Five-Year Plan. It is crucial for 

completing the first Centenary Goal and laying a good foundation for progress on the 

14th Five-Year Plan. In 2020, the Three-Year Plan on the Reform of State-Owned Enter-

prises has been issued and implemented, and China has since launched the ice-break-

ing journey for the reform on State-owned assets and State-owned enterprises. 

Under this background, the two levels of headquarters of CCCG have taken practical 

actions and achieved results in advancing the pilot program of the reform on State 

capital investment and operation companies. Facing the complicated and ever-chang-

ing macro conditions, as well as the arduous tasks of promoting reform and develop-

ment, we must keep in mind the overarching strategy to rejuvenate the Chinese 

nation and the major changes rarely seen in a century, take a long-term view, grasp 

current realities and opportunities, gather strength and strategize moves, and recog-

nize, seek and respond to changes, promoting the time-honored CCCG to achieve 

long-term, stable growth in the process of change.

Further enhancing political consciousness of “two windows”: CCCG will strive to 

serve as a window of leveraging the functions of State capital investment and opera-

tion companies. Focusing on the new strategic positioning, the Company will upgrade 

itself from the industrial investment holding platform in the fields of infrastructure 

and modern integrated transportation to the one of leading the high-quality devel-

opment of modern integrated transportation and urban areas, as well as providing 

package solutions, aiming at using package and high-quality “CCCG approach” to 

effectively participate in market competition. CCCG will strive to serve as a window 

of comprehensively improving the quality of Party building of State-owned enterpris-

es in the new era. The Company will take the special action of consolidating and 

strengthening Party building of central State-owned enterprises as focal point to 

accelerate the Party building work in a better-quality, more efficient, and upgraded 

manner, and to build demonstration base and experimental field for Party building of 

State-owned enterprises, effectively leading high-quality development with 

high-quality Party building.

Always keeping the striving spirit of “three frontiers”: CCCG will strive to serve as a 

frontier of modernizing the governance system and governance capability of 

State-owned enterprises. The Company will take initiative to conduct in-depth study 

and implementation of the spirit of the fourth plenary session of the 19th CPC 

Central Committee, seek penetration points, enhance institutional innovation, and 

move faster to find a path of governance modernization that follows the spirit of the 

CPC Central Committee, 

reflects the requirements of the times, and conforms to the actual conditions of State-owned enterprises. 

CCCG will strive to serve as a frontier of boosting high-quality development of State-owned enterprises. 

The Company will enhance the action guide for high-quality development by putting philosophy first, build 

industrial pillars for high-quality development by improving value, and strengthen the points of weakness 

for high-quality development by optimizing resource allocation, boosting development momentum in an 

all-around way. CCCG will strive to serve as a frontier of promoting global development of State-owned 

enterprises. The Company will take effective measures to write a magnificent chapter of accelerated and 

high-quality development, and conduct benchmarking activities from higher positions, in wider fields and 

with stricter standards. It will spare no effort to carry out intensive and meticulous implementation of the 

Belt and Road Initiative, enhance development potential in overseas market, and hold the safety line of 

integrated risk.

Making unremitting efforts to achieve greater breakthroughs from six aspects: CCCG will strive to achieve 

greater breakthroughs in giving full play to strategic powerful force and directive force of State-owned 

enterprises. The Company will upgrade the ideological and ethical standards from all aspects, sharpening 

corporate senses. CCCG will strive to achieve greater breakthroughs in enhancing competitiveness and 

promoting steady development of State-owned enterprises. The Company will transform the operation 

thoughts from opportunity-based operation to strategy- and capability-based operation, from dotted 

operation to systematic operation, and from separate operation in domestic and overseas markets to 

coordinated operation in the two markets. CCCG will strive to achieve greater breakthroughs in perfecting 

governance system and improving governance capability of State-owned enterprises. The Company will 

guarantee the sound and efficient operation of the two levels of headquarters, strengthen adaptive 

organization building, perfect market-oriented operational mechanism, and make efforts to accelerate 

the resolution of longstanding issues. CCCG will strive to achieve greater breakthroughs in fostering 

science and technology advantages and advancing digital transformation of State-owned enterprises. The 

Company will accurately grasp the key direction of science and technology research and development and 

improve the working mechanism for innovation. CCCG will strive to achieve greater breakthroughs in 

enhancing quality and efficiency of management and strengthening risk control and management of 

State-owned enterprises. The Company will take serious measures to promote the “334” project and to 

enhance management by objectives, focus on improving quality, and strengthen the foundation of 

management. CCCG will strive to achieve greater breakthroughs in highlighting political guidance and 

conducting distinctive Party building of State-owned enterprises. The Company will take a clear political 

stand and better serve the Party and the country’s overall work; take effective measures to ensure the 

implementation of Party policies and principles, as well as the corporate strategies; value talented people 

and stimulates their engagement in business and entrepreneurship; improve the style of work and lay a 

solid foundation for healthy development; and foster corporate culture, and gather strength to boost 

coordinated growth of businesses.

In a boat race, those who row the hardest will win, and success only favors those who boldly forge ahead. 

We will rally even more closely around the CPC Central Committee with Comrade Xi Jinping at its core, 

work hard, and together, to make progress, forge ahead with determination, and blaze new trails. With 

greater enthusiasm and enterprising spirit, we will achieve new success in the new era and the new 

journey, and make new and greater contributions towards the realization of the Chinese dream of the 

great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation!

Future ProspectChina Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd.
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Indicator Unit 2017 2018 2019

Environmental Performance

Total annual energy consumption
10,000 tonnes 

of standard coal 
equivalent (TCE)

221.79 193.77 182.47

Emissions of carbon dioxide 10,000 tonnes 474.4 571.6 515.7

Annual electricity consumption 10,000 kWh 327,711.60 311,929.62 325,610.20

Annual gas consumption
10,000 normal 
cubic meters

1,887.24 2,879.35 3,165.70

Annual fuel oil consumption 10,000 tonnes 118.90 101.05 90.14

Society Performance

Total number of employees Person 127,351 127,062 156,428

Signing rate of labor contract % 100 100 100

Signing rate of collective contract % 99 99 99

Trade union membership rate % 95 95 96

Coverage rate of social insurance % 95 100 100

Rate of paid leave for employees % 97 97 97

Coverage rate of physical examination % 96 96 97

Proportion of female employees % 16 15.7 15.73

Proportion of female managers % 15 15 15

Number of employees with master’s degree or above Person 11,192 11,475 15,364

Number of employees with bachelor’s degree Person 71,729 74,939 96,440

Number of employees with junior college diploma Person 24,269 21,459 25,741

Number of employees with technical secondary school 
certificate or below

Person 20,161 19,189 17,807

Degree of job satisfaction % 97 98 98

Turnover of employees % 3.14 3.15 3.15

Number of legal cases regarding corrupt practices 
brought against the Group or its employees

Case 0 0 0

Investment in employee training 10,000 yuan 18,488.56 24,557.91 42,687.81

Indicator Unit 2017 2018 2019

Number of employees participated in training programs Person-time 250,552 382,816 765,640

Coverage rate of trainings for regular employees % 95.13 100 100

Coverage rate of trainings for middle management % 100 100 100

Coverage rate of trainings for senior management % 100 100 100

Hours of training per employee Class hour 63 63 81

Average training hours for regular employees Class hour 61 62 78

Average training hours for middle management Class hour 118 128 136

Average training hours for senior management Class hour 127 114 129

Number of major safety accidents Time 0 1 0

Death toll in major safety accidents Person 0 12 0

Number of employees participated in safety training 
programs

Person-time 2,733 5,908 3,925

Length of trainings for work safety Hour 960 1,816 960

Number of newly added patents Patent 1,330 1,712 2,205

Number of patents owned Patent 6,238 7,950 10,155

Qualification rate of project acceptance check % 100 100 100

Qualification rate of project under first acceptance check % 100 100 100

Proportion of product recall % 0 0 0

Customer complaint rate % 0 0 0

Proportion of suppliers/subcontractors passed QEOHS 
Certification

% 100 100 100

Business contract fulfillment rate % 100 100 100

Total donations 10,000 yuan 3,204.37 11,195.56 26,160.49

Economic Performance

Total assets 100m yuan 11,929.82 13,658.87 16,164.14

Net assets 100m yuan 2,658.44 3,128.71 3,820.14

Operating revenue 100m yuan 5,367.47 5,830.24 6,569.67

Total profits 100m yuan 274.45 286.74 320.89

Total taxes and fees paid 100m yuan 245.05 301.27 312.71

Amount of dredged earthwork
10,000 cubic 

meters
62,690 46,494 33,900

Completed mileage of expressway Kilometer 4,737 5,099 3,926

Completed single mileage of railway and rail transit Kilometer 913.6 1,131 1,017



CCCG in Five Fields

Building the Group into a global leading project contractor, urban complex development operator, 

distinct real estate developer, integrated infrastructure investor, and marine heavy industry and 

port equipment manufacturing service provider.

Three-Positioning of CCCG

The Three-Positioning strategy means serving as the responsibility sharer of government and vital 

points in the economic and social development, deep participant in regional economic develop-

ment, and high-quality provider of government procurement of public services.

14 Class-A Ratings

Since 2005, CCCG has been awarded the title of “Class-A” enterprise in the annual operating perfor-

mance evaluation conducted by the SASAC of the State Council for 14 years in a row, becoming the 

only central State-Owned Enterprise (SOE) in the construction industry to win this honor for 14 

consecutive years.

First Explosion in Shekou

Also known as “first explosion of reform and opening-up.” In July 1979, CCCG, on assignment for the 

Ministry of Transport, guided and participated in the planning, design and construction of the ports 

in Shenzhen, south China’s Guangdong Province, and used more than 30 tonnes of explosives to 

demolish the hills in Shekou, setting out on a new experimental road. The groundbreaking explosion 

in Shekou marked the port construction in Shenzhen, and was a prelude to the triumphant advance 

of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone during China’s reform and opening-up process.

Double Hundred Enterprises

According to the Notice on the Selection of Enterprises for the Double Hundred Action of State-Owned 

Enterprise Reform issued by the SASAC of the State Council in March 2018, the State Council Leading 

Group Office for the Reform of State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) decided to select 100 subsidiaries 

of Central SOEs and 100 key SOEs to implement the SOE reform initiative in 2018-2020. The selected 

enterprises are also known as “Double Hundred Enterprises.”

Tian Kun Hao

The first Chinese-built heavy-duty self-propelled cutter with completely independent intellectual 

property rights from design to construction, as well as the largest of its kind in Asia. The dredging 

vessel was formally put into operation in March 2019.

Zhen Xing Hao

A super-sized tunnel boring machine (TBM). In June 2019, CCCC Tianhe Mechanical Equipment Manu-

facturing Co., a company based in Changshu City, east China’s Jiangsu Province, rolled out the 

tunnel boring machine “Zhen Xing Hao” using homegrown technologies and core domestic compo-

nents. It is the first Chinese-built TBM with intelligent segment erector system.

Appendix II
Notes

Appendix III
Rating Report
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Upon the request of China Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd., the Chinese Expert Committee on CSR 

Report Rating invited experts to form rating team to rate the 2019 Corporate Social Responsibility Report of China 

Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “the Report”).

I. Rating Criteria

The Guidelines on Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting for Chinese Enterprises: Engineering and Construction Industry 

(CASS-CSR 4.0) of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and the Rating Standards for Corporate Social Responsibility Report 

of Chinese Enterprises (2020) of Chinese Expert Committee on CSR Report Rating.

II. Rating Process

1) The rating team reviews and confirms the Confirmation Letter on Process Materials of Corporate Social Responsibility 

Report and associated materials submitted by the preparation team of the Report;

2) The rating team conducts rating on the preparation process and the contents disclosed by the Report, drafting 

rating report.

3) The vice president of Chinese Expert Committee on CSR Report Rating, the leader of the rating team, and the 

expert of the rating team jointly sign the rating report.

III. Rating Results

Process (★★★★★)

The Company established the Working Committee on Corporate Social Responsibility Management, and the Publicity 

Department of the Party Committee took the lead to form the preparation team for the Report; the Party Secretary 

and Chairman was responsible for the overall direction of the Report, and the Standing Committee of the Party 

Committee was responsible for the final review and the issuance of the Report; the Report was positioned as import-

ant tool to disclose social responsibility information in a compliant manner, improve social responsibility management 

system, and enhance corporate brand image, showing clear functional value; the material issues were identified in 

accordance with, among others, national macro policies, social responsibility standards both in China and abroad, 

industry benchmark analysis, major corporate matters, and stakeholder survey. The Company actively promoted 

affiliated companies to release social responsibility report, enhancing the vertical management of social responsibili-

ty, and planned to release the Report at its official website in both print and electronic versions, as well as in long 

image version, achieving outstanding performance in the aspect of process.

Materiality (★★★★★)

The Report systematically disclosed the key issues relating to engineering and construction industry such as the 

implementation of national macro policies, building quality management, innovation in product, delivery of project on 

schedule, protection of rights and interests of rural migrant workers, contractor management, work safety, dust and 

construction waste management, and green building. The information was adequate and detailed, achieving outstand-

ing performance in the aspect of materiality.

Completeness (★★★★★)

The main contents the Report systematically disclosed 91.02 percent of core indicators relating to engineering and 

construction industry from the perspective of, among others, “Enhancing Infrastructure to Develop China into Great 

Modern Country,” “Making Greater Contributions to Global Development,” “Guiding High-Quality Development with 

High Objectives,” “Consultation with Customers,” “Sharing with Shareholders,” “Win-Win Results with Partners,” 

Rating Report of 2019 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
 of China Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd. 
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P51-54

P52-54

P52

P52-54

P52-54

P52-54

P52-54

P53

P53

P53-53

P53-54

N/A

N/A

General 
Disclosure
Information

A1.1

A1.2

A1.3

A1.4

A1.5

A1.6

General 
Disclosure
Information

General 
Disclosure
Information
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"���
"���
"���
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ESG Requirements Page (s)

A1 Emissions

A2 Use of 

Resources

(1) the policies; and

(2) compliance with relevant laws and regulations that have a 

significant impact on the issuer relating to air and greenhouse 

gas emissions, discharges into water and land, and generation 

of hazardous and non-hazardous waste

Greenhouse gas emissions in total (in tonnes) and, where appro-

priate, intensity (e.g. per unit of production volume, per facility)

Total hazardous waste produced (in tonnes) and, where appropri-

ate, intensity (e.g. per unit of production volume, per facility)

Description of how hazardous and non-hazardous wastes are 

handled, reduction initiatives and results achieved

Policies on the efficient use of resources, including energy, water 

and other raw materials

Water consumption in total and intensity (e.g. per unit of produc-

tion volume, per facility)

Description of whether there is any issue in sourcing water that is 

fit for purpose, water efficiency initiatives and results achieved

Total packaging material used for finished products (in tons) and, if 

applicable, with reference to per unit produced

Policies on minimizing the issuer’s significant impact on the 

environment and natural resources

Description of the significant impacts of activities on the environ-

ment and natural resources and the actions taken to manage them

Direct and/or indirect energy consumption by type (e.g. electricity, 

gas or oil) in total (kWh in ‘000s) and intensity (e.g. per unit of 

production volume, per facility)

Total non-hazardous waste produced (in tonnes) and, where 

appropriate, intensity (e.g. per unit of production volume, per 

facility)

Comparability (★★★★★)

The Report disclosed 54 key indicators including “operating revenue,” “qualification rate of project acceptance check,” 

“total taxes and fees paid,” “emissions of carbon dioxide,” “rate of paid leave for employees,” and “total donations” 

for three years in a row; and, conducted horizontal comparison on “ranked first among Chinese enterprises in the ENR 

top international contractors” and “ranked 24th in the CSR Development Index of Top 300 Enterprises in China,” 

achieving outstanding performance in the aspect of comparability.

Readability (★★★★★)

Centering on the two parts of “Making Unwavering Efforts to Develop CCCG Stronger, Better and Larger,” and “Focusing on 

Building a Community of Shared Future for Mankind,” the Report systematically expounded the ideas, practices and 

achievements of the Company in performing social responsibility, and fully responded to the expectations and pursuits of 

stakeholders. The cover design kept using an abstract illustration of a stretch bridge to integrate business elements and 

highlight industrial characteristics, showing the consistent commitments made by the Company in performing social 

responsibility during the 13th Five-Year Plan period. The design style was fresh and bright, and the contents were rich in 

illustrations and pictures, improving the joy of reading. The “Notes” further enhanced the legibility of the Report. On the 

whole, it achieved outstanding performance in the aspect of readability.

Innovation (★★★★☆)

The Report used the features of “Resolutely Winning the Tough Battle against Targeted Poverty Alleviation” as the 

opening chapter, and focused on the actions and contributions of the Company in implementing national macro 

policies, highlighting the responsibilities and duties of a central State-owned enterprise; the stakeholder testimonies 

were introduced to testify the results the Company achieved in performing social responsibility, enhancing the credi-

bility of the Report. In all, it achieved leading performance in the aspect of innovation.

Overall Rating (★★★★★)

According to the assessment of the rating team, the 2019 Corporate Social Responsibility Report of China Communica-

tions Construction Group Co., Ltd. is awarded a rating of Five-Star. It is an outstanding CSR report.

The Report has been awarded the Five-Star rating 
for four years in a row

Huang Qunhui, Vice President of the 

Chinese Expert Committee on CSR Report Rating

Zhong Hongwu, 

Leader of the Rating Team

Zhang Xiaosong, Expert 

of the Rating Team

IV: Improvement Suggestions

The disclosure of information relating to the deficiencies of social responsibility performance shall be 

enhanced, so as to further improve the balance of the Report.

Ren Jianjiao, Process evaluator

July 24, 2020 䪊瀦叅溏⟱⚌霉紩咓呩

“Construction with Communities,” and “Growth with Employees,” achieving outstanding performance in the aspect of 

completeness.

Balance (★★★★☆)

The Report disclosed the negative information including “turnover of employees,” “customer complaint rate,” 

“number of legal cases regarding corrupt practices brought against the Group or its employees,” “number of major 

safety accidents,” and “death toll in major safety accidents,” achieving leading performance in the aspect of balance.

The types of emissions and respective emissions data

Description of measures to mitigate emissions and results achieved

Description of energy use efficiency initiatives and results achieved

P51

P51-56"���

"��5IF�&OWJSPONFOU�BOE�/BUVSBM�3FTPVSDFT
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P82-84

P105

P105

P47-50,P86

P106

P106

P86

P83-84

P106

P106

P82

P82

P82

B1.1

B1.2

B2.1

B2.2

B2.3

B3.1

B4.1

B4.2

B3.2

ESG Requirements Page (s)

B1 

Employment

B2 Health 

and Safety

B3 

Development 

and Training

#��-BCPS�4UBOEBSET

(1) the policies; and

(2) compliance with relevant laws and regulations that have a 

significant impact on the issuer relating to compensation and 

dismissal, recruitment and promotion, working hours, rest 

periods, equal opportunity, diversity, antidiscrimination, and 

other benefits and welfare

(1) the policies; and

(2) compliance with relevant laws and regulations that have a 

significant impact on the issuer relating to providing a safe 

working environment and protecting employees from occupa-

tional hazards

(1) Policies; and

(2) compliance with relevant laws and regulations that have a 

significant impact on the issuer relating to improving employ-

ees’  knowledge and skills for discharging duties at work. 

Description of training activities

(1) the policies; and

(2) compliance with relevant laws and regulations that have a 

significant impact on the issuer relating to preventing child 

and forced labor
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P75

P57-58,P69-72

P57

P72

P45

P57

P72

P64

P64

P64,P87-92

P77-81

P77-81

P106

B5.2

B6.1

B6.2

B6.3

B6.4

B6.5

B7.1

B7.2

B8.1

B8.2

ESG Requirements Page (s)

B5 

Supply Chain 

Management

B6 Product

 Respons-

ibility

B7 Anti

-corruption

B8 

Community 

Investment

Description of practices relating to engaging suppliers, number 
of suppliers where the practices are being implemented, how 
they are implemented and monitored

(1) the policies; and

(2) compliance with relevant laws and regulations that have a 
significant impact on the issuer relating to health and safety, 
advertising, labelling and privacy matters relating to products 
and services provided and methods of redress

(1) the policies; and

(2) compliance with relevant laws and regulations that have a 
significant impact on the issuer relating to bribery, extortion, 
fraud and money laundering

Policies on community engagement to understand the needs of 
the communities where the issuer operates and to ensure its 
activities take into consideration the communities’ interests

General 
Disclosure
Information

General 
Disclosure
Information

General 
Disclosure
Information

General 
Disclosure
Information

General 
Disclosure
Information

General 
Disclosure
Information

General 
Disclosure
Information

General 
Disclosure
Information

Total workforce by gender, employment type, age group 

and geographical region

Policies on managing environmental and social risks 

of the supply chain

Employee turnover rate by gender, age group and 

geographical region

Description of occupational health and safety measures adopted,

 how they are implemented and monitored

The percentage of employees trained by gender and employee 

category (e.g. senior management, middle management)

The average training hours completed per employee by 

gender and employee category

Description of measures to review employment practices to 

avoid child and forced labor

Description of steps taken to eliminate such practices when discovered

Number and rate of work-related fatalities

Lost days due to work injury

P75-76

P75B5.1 Number of suppliers by geographical region

Percentage of total products sold or shipped subject to recalls

for safety and health reasons

Description of practices relating to observing and protecting 

intellectual property rights

Description of consumer data protection and privacy policies, 

how they are implemented and monitored

Number of concluded legal cases regarding corrupt practices

brought against the issuer or its employees during the reporting 

period and the outcomes of the cases

Description of preventive measures and whistle-blowing

 procedures, how they are implemented and monitored

Focus areas of contribution (e.g. education, environmental 

concerns, labor needs, health, culture, sport)

Number of products and service related complaints received 

and how they are dealt with

Description of quality assurance process and recall procedures

Resources contributed (e.g. money or time) to the focus area
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Appendix V
Suggestions and Feedback

2. Does this report fully and accurately reflect the major impacts of the Group on economy, society, and environment?

3.Does this report disclose clear, accurate and complete information, data, and indicators?

6. What are your suggestions for our future corporate social responsibility reports?

Excellent

Excellent

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

 Poor

Poor

Very Poor

1. What is your overall assessment of this corporate social responsibility report?

Excellent Good Fair

No Idea

This report is the 13th corporate social responsibility report released to the public by China Communications 

Construction Group Co., Ltd. For the purpose of continuously improving the corporate social responsibility work and 

constantly enhancing the capability and level of corporate social responsibility performance, we are looking forward 

to listening to your opinions and suggestions. Please assist us to complete the relevant questions in the feedback 

form. You may choose the following options to contact us.

4. What do you think is the most satisfying part in this report?

5. What kinds of information would you like to learn more about?

Your Information

Suggestions and Feedback

Name：                           

Company/Organization：                           

Title：                           

Tel：                           

Fax：                           

E-mail：

���

Tel.: 86-10-82016825

Address: Publicity Department of Party Committee, China Communications Construc-

tion Group Co., Ltd., No. 85 Deshengmenwai Street, Xicheng District, Beijing, China
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